
A HOUSE DIVIDED
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    'Every kingdom divided against itself is brought to desolation; and every city or house 
divided against itself shall not stand.'
    Wasn't that one of the statements made by the messenger of the new prophet, who had  
caused so much disturbance among the Jews of Rome?
    Agrippa stirred restlessly. Just why he had suddenly thought of the man, James, who had 
caused so much trouble nearly five years earlier, he couldn't determine.        
     His name had come to mind during the memorable evening he had spent with Marcellus  
the centurion - and that was already two years past.
    The sentiment was correct - for his own kingdom and his own house and for others. The  
kingdom and house of  Herod Magnus had been founded on strife  and dissension,  which 
persisted until the present day. Father executing sons, brothers at war with brothers - and he 
was at the end of a long line! His mouth twisted into a bitter smile - a life of scrambling for  
advantage - of in-fighting and intrigue - but he sensed it would soon come to a conclusion. If 
Herod's kingdom and house was divided, so too was that of the Caesar's - and he gloomily 
predicted that it too would have to come to a worse condition before there was an end.
    It was almost beyond belief that two years had passed since his return to Rome. It was also 
almost inconceivable that the situation had changed so dramatically in the intervening time. 
Agrippa felt himself under a relentless pressure, and despite his continued favour with Gaius 
Caesar, he had the feeling of standing in the vent of a volcano, expecting an eruption to take 
place at any moment. Gaius was becoming more and more erratic and unstable as each day 
passed.  There had always  been an element  of  recklessness  in  his  nature,  but  his  present 
condition couldn't be excused in those terms.
    Even before he had been stricken with illness after only eight months of his reign - and he 
had been close to death - he had gradually exposed his depravity for all to see. This exposure 
had been coupled with his growing confidence that he was completely in control. In those 
first months, after he had returned with the ashes of his mother and brothers, and had basked 
in the affection of the people, he had gradually firmed his grasp upon power by eliminating 
those  he  thought  strong enough  to  resist  his  demands.  He had purged  the  Senate  of  all  
possible rivals, he had subdued the ancient families by hauling their senior members before a 
compliant  Senate  on  trumped  up  charges  -  and  upon  their  certain  conviction,  he  had 
confiscated their estates and their wealth, reducing the surviving family members to penury.
    Agrippa remembered the words of Tiberius contained in the report to Pilate. The old man 
had predicted the early demise of his grandson Tiberius Gemellus, knowing that it wouldn't 
be long before Gaius engineered his death. The nineteen year old had been poisoned within 
the first few months after the flourishing public adoption Gaius had afforded to him. Few 
there were who had dared to prolong their grief.
    There  was  no  doubt  that  Caesar  was  short  of  money  -  when  one  considered  the 
parsimonious attitude of Tiberius - and the frugality of Augustus, which had resulted in a 
huge inheritance to Gaius, it was another matter of incredulity that he could have squandered 
such  immense  sums  in  so  short  a  space  of  time.  Vast  sums  of  money,  including  the  
2,700,000,000 sesterces which Tiberius Caesar had amassed, had been squandered by him in 
less than a year.
    Gaius  lavished  huge  sums  to  provide  spectacles  for  the  people,  immense  shows  of 
gladiatorial contests and the hunting of rare beasts brought from the corners of the empire and 
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beyond, which were slaughtered to the crazed delight of the shrieking populous. Every night 
brought  immense  banquets  which  one  attended  not  so  much  from invitation,  but  rather 
because not to do so would speedily be construed as a criticism of the beneficent ruler of all 
the world.
    He was at such a one now. Agrippa looked around him in the immense feasting hall of the  
palace,  where hundreds were gorging themselves on the finest delicacies the world could 
offer, and he judged that there would not be many who could distinguish one mouthful from 
another, or even identify what it was that they were shovelling down their throats. As always, 
he sat close to Gaius - he was, after all, one of Caesar's Amici - one of a dwindling band - He  
was astute enough to know that it might not last long. One day, he could be in the greatest 
favour - and the next, because of some imagined slight, or because he was caught with the 
wrong  expression  on  his  face  -  he  might  be  facing  imminent  death.  Gaius  was  fast 
approaching a mental state where he no longer considered relationships which had grown in 
the past, but where he treated each one with a daily reassessment of its loyalty.
    The Judaean Prince knew he would have to judge the time with great precision - but he  
couldn't afford to delay much longer. Apart from the aborted mission to the northern frontiers, 
he hadn't stirred from Rome, or from Gaius' side in nearly two years. He sensed that there 
were many daggers waiting in the shadows, which were poised to be figuratively plunged 
between his shoulder-blades, if he turned his back for an instant - on the other hand, he could 
no longer delay physically taking possession of those remnants of Philip's Tetrarchy which 
had been awarded to him soon after Gaius' accession.
    Clearly, this night was not the time to approach the subject, Gaius was well into his cups  
and  looking  around  for  a  little  sport.  There  had  been  the  usual  parade  of  jugglers  and 
contortionists and tumblers. The chamberlains were at their wit's end to find something new 
to tickle the jaded palate of their master. If any men walked on a knife edge it was these, 
whose sole function was to attempt to keep their unpredictable lord content.
    Agrippa glanced across the large dais which accommodated the imperial party. At the 
lower level, sufficient close but clearly regarded as inferior, was Gaius' uncle Claudius, the 
brother  of  Germanicus.  As  usual,  Claudius  had  shut  out  the  turmoil  about  him  by  the 
expedience of falling asleep. He was stretched out, to the discomfort of those close to him, 
and snoring loudly.
    Agrippa always felt  sorry for him,  he was a  gentle  man,  and in  his  own way,  quite 
humorous. The problem was that no one took him seriously. Agrippa had been educated with 
him, they had virtually grown up together, and he knew well enough the cruelty to which 
Claudius had been subjected.
Claudius was unfortunate enough to have been born with defects.  He limped, he drooled, he 
stuttered and was constantly ill. His family members chose to take these physical debilities as 
signs of mental weakness and generally kept him out of the public eye because he was an 
embarrassment.  A sign of this family disdain was that he remained under guardianship, like a 
woman, even after he had reached the age of majority. Antonia, his mother, and Livia, his 
grandmother,   were particularly cruel  in  their  assessment  of  the  boy.  On the  other  hand 
Augustus  suspected  that  there  was  more  to  this  "idiot"  than  met  the  eye.  Nevertheless, 
Claudius spent his entire childhood and youth in almost complete seclusion.  The normal rites 
de  passage  of  an  imperial  prince  came  and  went  without  official  notice,  and  Claudius 
received no summons to public office or orders to command troops on the frontiers.    When 
he assumed the toga virilis, for instance, he was carried to the Capitol in a litter at night; the 
normal procedure being to be led into the Forum by one's father or guardian in full public 
view.  
    He spent the voluminous free time of his youth by reading voraciously. He became a  
scholar of considerable ability and composed works on all  subjects in the arts, especially 
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history; he was the one of the last people capable of reading the ancient language of the 
Etruscans.  
    Claudius' wing of the family had suffered terribly in the internal struggles for succession 
that racked the imperial house.  His father died on campaign when Claudius was only one 
year old, and his beloved brother, Germanicus was poisoned.  His only other sibling to reach 
adulthood, Livilla, had become involved with Sejanus and paid the ultimate price in the wake 
of the latter's arrest and execution. Through all this turmoil Claudius had survived, primarily 
through being ignored as an embarrassment and an idiot.
    His fortunes changed a little when his nephew, Gaius, came to power, Gaius, in his twisted, 
malicious way liked to use his bookish, frail uncle as the butt of cruel jokes and, in keeping 
with this, promoted him to a suffect consulship in the July  of the first year of his reign.  At  
46 years of age, it was Claudius' first public office. Despite this sortie into public life, he 
seemed destined for a relatively quiet and secluded dotage.
    Another joke was in the making. Agrippa leaned forward a little, as Gaius gestured for 
silence. Eventually, all eyes were focused on the loudly snoring Claudius, who lay sprawled 
on his couch, on his back, with his mouth sagged open. The only sound was the raucous noise 
issuing from his mouth, and the delighted tittering of barely suppressed laughter.
    Gaius gestured urgently for a bowl of grapes, stood a little unsteadily, and tried to lob one 
into the open mouth. There was a suppressed howl of laughter. Caesar frowned angrily and 
put his finger to his mouth. He tried again, this one fell a little nearer. Gaius squared his 
shoulders, took another grape and lobbed it perfectly into the open mouth. Claudius, choked 
slightly, swallowed and still sleeping champed the luscious fruit, some of the juice trickled 
down the corner of his mouth on to his chin. Caesar put his hands on his hips and stared at his 
recumbent  uncle.  Agrippa  looked  around,  many  of  those  watching  were  crying  with 
suppressed laughter, but Gaius warned silence. He waved the grapes aside and beckoned for a 
bowl of nuts. He took one and weighed it thoughtfully. This time, he was perfectly on target, 
it entered its target.
    There was a moment of silence, as Claudius fought for his breath, he lurched upright with 
eyes  bulging,  and  with  a  gradually  purpling  face.  As  an  act  of  contemptuous  kindness, 
someone thumped him on his back, and the offending projectile  was coughed out  to  the 
centre of the floor. The audience erupted into gales of laughter as he fought for his breath. 
Others joined in the back thumping, and slowly the blood retreated from his face.
    Gaius was doubled over in a paroxysm of laughter, and he too was having a problem 
getting  his  breath.  Claudius  stared at  him uncertainly,  and then  a  nervous smile  flittered 
across his features, he laughed a little and nodded, blew his nose and wiped his eyes. Every 
movement was a fresh signal for humour. Agrippa forced himself to laugh with the rest, it 
was an effort.  Gaius caught his  eye and Agrippa tossed back his head and joined in  the 
general uproar, he nodded at Gaius and applauded with the rest, conscious that across the 
room, Claudius tittered and acted the fool for their benefit.
    The interminable evening dragged into the night, and it was in the early morning before 
they  crawled  to  their  beds.  Many  didn't  bother  to  retire,  preferring  to  continue  their 
debauchery on the floor of the chamber, while slaves moved around them to clear the debris 
from their evening of festivity. Claudius had crept away early, when attention was focused 
elsewhere, nobody paid much attention - he was after all a nonentity.
    Agrippa had made up his mind that evening, he waited until the early afternoon of the next 
day, when he could be reasonably sure that Gaius had slept off the previous night's carousal, 
and would be eagerly awaiting the next. He found Caesar in an expansive mood, he listened 
carefully to Agrippa's request.
    "My lord Caesar - "
    Gaius interrupted him.
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    "My lord Caesar!? Do you have something so terrible to tell me that you can't call me by 
my pronamen?"
    Agrippa hurriedly back-tracked.
    "Not at all, Gaius - I'm a little in two minds whether I should touch on this subject - but it  
weighs heavily on me - and I need Caesar's wisdom to come to an answer."
    Caesar frowned slightly.
    "You flatten my mood, Agrippa - what could be so serious?"
    Agrippa plunged in.
    "I desperately need your advice - on the matter of the territories you have given me in the  
east."
    "You mean your Tetrarchy."
    "Precisely, Gaius - I have to confess that I feel I have neglected it - I know that it is under  
the care of my stewards, and they remit accounts and revenues - but I've never met these men, 
nor have I observed them. For all I know, they could be robbing me of half they gather. They 
are, after all, Philip's men who were left in place after his death. I have nothing positive to 
make an accusation, but I'm an uneasy steward to you, feeling that I have neglected your 
gift."    
    "I could arrange to send overseers from Antioch, if that's your wish."
    Agrippa considered it carefully.
    "I confess a secret wish to pay these territories a personal visit. I want to see the extent of  
your gift - as well as regulating anything that might be not as it should be."
    Gaius stared at him steadily. Agrippa waited impassively.
    "Am I to lose all my Amici!?"
    It was almost a wail of desolation.
    Agrippa leaned forward.
    "Not so, Gaius! How could I bear to be long away from Rome - or from you. I've benefited 
so much from our friendship. I owe you my very life and liberty. I will never forget your 
kindness from the past - and even to this day. We are truly friends, you and I - I would make 
it a quick visit - say, no more than a few weeks - and I can bring you a first hand report of all  
that's happening in Palestine - perhaps matters that can only be seen by a Jew."
    Gaius stared at him.
    "I can't bear to be without your company, Marius!"
    He stared at the floor for a moment.
    "You will write to me - give me reports of all you find."
    "Of course! Daily if you wish, but certainly when I see or hear something of value to you."
    Gaius stared at him.
    "Then, you shall go! As my emissary as well as for your own purposes!"
    "I am honoured that you place so much trust in me, Gaius."
    They embraced, and Agrippa retreated to his own apartments, where he exhaled a long held 
breath. Immediately, he set in motion the preparation for the journey. With Gaius Caesar, you 
could never be sure that the decision wouldn't be reversed at a moment's notice.          
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2.

    The cohort commanded by Vespasianus had rejoined its Legion after being detached for the 
purpose  of  escorting  the  Delegate  Imperium  Honarius  to  Augusta  Vindelicum  -  and 
afterwards, on Caesar's direct order, to provide the escort for Marius Agrippa on his return to 
Rome.
    There had been a short delay in the capital before returning to the north, and Marcellus had 
taken  the  opportunity  to  try  to  find  Rebecca  and  acquaint  her  of  the  circumstances 
surrounding  Lucian's  disappearance.  At  the  town-house,  he  had  been  confronted  by  the 
steward, who had received him with a respectful watchfulness.   
    This man had told him that Rebecca had left Rome to join her husband, and that he had no 
idea where she could be contacted. Marcellus was confronted with a decision - there would 
be no doubt that Caesar SHOULD see to it that she was informed of what had happened to 
Lucian, but it was by no means certain. It was surely not his business to pre-empt Caesar, but 
privately, he could write to Rebecca and give his version of events. He had requested the use 
of a scribe, which Lepidus had reluctantly provided, and then dictated the letter. By the time 
he left, the steward was clearly a shaken man - which gave him some degree of satisfaction!
Their legion was at Mediolanum, which meant that Vespa had the latitude to divert to Sabine 
Reate to visit  his  family.  The Cohort was entrusted to a second in command and told to 
proceed slowly until Vespa and Marcellus could catch up. There had been the usual family 
welcome he  had learned to  expect  from his  Uncle  Titus  -  a  bluff  no nonsense  greeting, 
penetrating questions about their journey beyond the Alps - which Vespa attempted to answer 
to his father's satisfaction. Clearly, Titus was as usual well informed.
    "I heard you lost a man - one of Caesar's Amici - from all accounts, Gaius is fit to be tied!"
    Vespa explained the circumstances. Titus' brows raised, his only comment in dismissing the 
subject was:
    "Stupid fool - must have had a death wish!"
    Later in that day, Vespa had departed, resplendent in his finest dress uniform,  on an 
excursion  of  a  private  nature.  Old  Titus  had watched him go,  and grunted  to  no  one  in 
particular.
    "Dressed like a peacock! Doesn't take much to guess where he's bound!"
    Marcellus heard him clatter home in the early hours. For once, he could luxuriate after the 
trials and tribulations of the long march across the Alps and back. He had a fine, soft bed in a  
room to himself. There was peace and quiet after the hustle of the Legion camps - for once in 
a while it was good to surrender to civilization. Before he slept, he had time to consider the 
change in circumstances surrounding Vespa - his cousin was soon to marry, and no doubt, his 
evening excursion had been to the family of his potential bride. Once again, Marcellus was 
acutely aware of his own isolated state, it was as if his emotions had been frozen ever since  
Palestine and Cornelia.
    It was only on the following day that Vespa casually mentioned that it was planned that he 
should marry Domitilla during this current visit. The entire household became a frenzy of 
preparation, and Marcellus' hopes for a few days of peace and quiet were dashed. Order was 
restored, when a few days later, Vespa brought his bride back to the estate and entered into a 
few days of nuptial bliss.
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    Marcellus spent those days of respite walking his uncle's lands, the rest of the family 
members appeared to be in a state of exhaustion - of Vespa and his bride, he saw nothing - 
nor did he expect to. It was almost at a moment's notice when Vespa emerged into the land of 
the living and casually announced that on the following day they would resume their journey 
to  the  north  to  rejoin  the  Legion.  Marcellus  had privately considered  that  their  Cohort's 
second in command would have been charged with dereliction of duty, if he had obeyed his 
commander and had dawdled at a snail's pace to Mediolanum, in the hope that Vespa and 
Marcellus would have caught up. Nine or ten days had passed and by this time, the cohort 
should be well and truly encamped with the rest of the Legion.
    Vespa was airily unworried and dismissive.
    "I'll square it with the Tribune!"
    "That I'd like to witness."
    "You probably will - when we're both charged with desertion!"
    "How's your wife taking the prospect of being a widow so soon?"
    Vespa threw back his head and roared with laughter. Marcellus didn't think his comment 
had been that humorous. Without a doubt, his cousin was supremely happy. He lowered his 
voice to a confidential level.
    "I won't be in the north for long - I've been rewarded for services rendered - or so I've been 
led to believe. Caesar has appointed me Aedile."
    Marcellus tried to place the honour in the correct position within the Cursus Honorum, the 
statutory sequence in which the major magistracies were held. Vespa continued breezily.
    "I've already held a military Tribunate when I was posted to Thrace, then there was a 
Quaestorship when I was posted to Crete and Cyrene and now Aedile."
    "Does that mean you're leaving the Legions?"
    Vespa's denial was swift.
    "I'll be Aedile for a year - I expect I'll be able to fit it in to my busy schedule!"
    He laughed again.
    "What precisely does an Aedile do?
    Vespa was vague.
    "Something to do with road sweeping and cleaning drains, I believe - not that I'll  be  
directly involved of course - there's administrators to see to that!"
    Once again, he was dismissive.
    Marcellus barely had time to get to know his new relative. Flavia Domitilla was a graceful  
young woman of about their own age. He knew next to nothing about her except what had 
been whispered among the officers after Vespa had casually announced his intention to wed. 
She was the daughter of a treasury clerk - this much his aunt had confided. His fellow officers 
had  whispered  the  titillating  intelligence  that  she  was  the  former  mistress  of  an  African 
equites. Marcellus wasn't quite sure whether his Uncle Titus entirely agreed with the match,  
Flavia  Domitilla  lacked  the  social  standing  and  family  connections  that  a  politically 
ambitious man like Titus usually looked for in a  marriage for one of his sons. Marcellus 
supposed the old man was focusing his hopes on the older son, Sabinus, who was already 
climbing the senatorial path.
    On that last evening, before dinner, his Uncle Titus had drawn him aside.
    "We'll take a turn through the garden."
    It wasn't an invitation, it was a command - Marcellus remembered the last occasion, which 
had  taken  the  form of  an  interrogation  immediately  after  his  return  from Palestine.  He 
followed the stocky, peasant figure of his uncle through the formal walks between shrubs and 
flowers. As on the previous occasion, their beauty was ignored.
    "I'm told that Caesar is impressed with your part in the trial of Pontius Pilate."
    "I wasn't aware that he was on trial - it was an enquiry."
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    Titus grunted impatiently.
    "A trial with another name!"
    "How do you know Caesar's impressed?"
    Titus shot him a glare.
    "I KNOW!"
    Marcellus shrugged and waited.
    "I also know you shot off your mouth to Marius Agrippa!"
    Marcellus spat out a response.
    "I told Vespa at the time that I hoped I hadn't done irreparable damage to the prospects of 
the gens Flavius!"
    Titus glowered at him.
    "Still on a short fuse, are you!? In the name of the gods, get yourself a woman - Vespa's  
gone soft in the head, you might try it, it'll be an improvement!"
    "I'll consider your advice!"
    Titus stepped in front of him and glared into his face.
    "Well, consider this! I've had to claw my way up to where I've brought this family - I've 
made the gens Flavius something to be respected for its power and prestige. It'll go further - 
that's my intention - and I won't stand for you or anyone else shouting off their lip and putting 
my effort in jeopardy! Understood!?"
Marcellus glared back at him with a ferocity which nearly made the old man quail.
    "I understand, dear uncle! Now it your turn to do some understanding. In Palestine, I didn't 
choose to exploit my family name - I called myself Marcellus Flavian - I didn't care for the 
petty intrigue and manoeuvring taking place behind me in Rome. I've never been a part of 
your manipulation for power and prestige, as you call it. I despised it then and I despise it  
now!
    Now get this! I'll say what I choose to whom I choose without answering to you on any 
count. I don't want your patronage - I never did and I never will. Vespa tells me that he's been 
elevated to the dizzy heights of Aedile - and good luck to him - I'm happy for him, except that 
its the result of your string-pulling and manipulations. I like Vespa and I like his new wife, 
but I'd as soon be posted to some other Legion if it means that I'll no longer be under the 
eagle eye of your spies."
    He turned on his heel and stalked back to the house. Titus eyed his militant back and  
slowly grinned. He was beginning to take to this strutting young cockerel!
There was a determined effort to lighten the mood during that final dinner at Sabine Reate, it 
wasn't altogether successful. On the following day, there was a tearful farewell from the new 
bride,  a  glowering  nod  from Titus  to  Marcellus  -  which  was  returned;  a  more  grateful 
exchange between Marcellus and his aunt for her hospitality - and then they were on their 
way north - just Vespa and Marcellus, trying to make up time and relying on their slaves to 
follow with the mules and their baggage.
    Nothing was said about the exchange of views between Titus and his nephew. Vespa swung 
from being lyrical to thoughtful and it was clear that his mind was elsewhere. Marcellus took 
refuge in his own silence and thoughts. Their road north at first took them close to the net of 
lanes which led to Urban Phobius' rundown estate and Cornelia, who by now would be well 
delivered of her child. Marcellus tried to blot out the memories, it really was high time that he 
stopped living on a past, dead love.
    They made reasonable time to Mediolanum. Once again, Vespa worked his magic with the 
Tribune, who had greeted them with marked hostility. Vespa lavished his replenished funds 
on  a  celebration  for  his  fellow officers,  which  tended  to  mellow the  Tribune's  outraged 
concept of military discipline.  Life  settled down to the normal routine of the Legions.  It 
appeared  that  Caesar  had  no  intentions  of  additional  military  conquests  at  that  stage. 
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Mediolanum remained the base of operations for their Legion, and their Tribune maintained a 
regime of daily exercises to keep his troops in the highest state of fitness and training - no 
doubt with the thought, that if Caesar could draw himself away from his lavish entertainment 
to consider spreading the Pax Romana to other benighted races, they would be ready at a 
moment's notice.
    So it remained for the first two years of the reign of Gaius Caesar. The monotony was 
relieved by two incidents, the first, that Vespa's father, the manipulative Titus, suddenly died. 
Vespa was granted immediate leave, which he took to attend the funeral rites. Marcellus was 
not invited, he wasn't quite sure why, for he was near kin, but he didn't press the matter. Vespa 
returned after a few days, he was grim-faced, which could have been mistaken for grief, but 
Marcellus wasn't so sure. The bare facts were dribbled to him.
    The funeral rites had been conducted satisfactorily. His mother was coping well, despite 
the suddenness of the event. The household had settled back into normal routine. There was a 
brief mention of Vespa's older brother, Sabinus - who now inherited the family estates. There 
was a guarded comment about the presence of their mutual grandmother, Tertulla - whom 
Marcellus could hardly remember from his childhood. There was a more eloquent mention of 
Flavia  Domitilla,  careful  probing tended to  sober  Vespa's  mood again  -  she  was not  yet 
pregnant!
    The other incident which relieved the monotony of camp life, concerned Vespa in his new 
office of Aedile. With typical enthusiasm, he frequently visited Rome during the early days, 
to  ensure  that  his  administrators  performed  mysterious  tasks  to  his  satisfaction.  In  all 
probability,  he didn't  go into great  details  -  as he confided later,  he was a  soldier,  not  a  
sanitation engineer! If he had wanted a career in street cleaning and drain unblocking he 
would have chosen it!
    It was during one of the visits during the middle of the year - when Rome was going  
through one of those excessive heat waves, that he was summoned abruptly to attend Gaius 
Caesar. Vespa responded by meticulous care of his appearance. He was bathed and massaged 
with the most expensive oils and wore his best dress uniform. He presented himself at the 
Palatine and chamberlains escorted him to the great room where Caesar held court. It was, as 
usual for that time of the day, crowded with high officials and petitioners. Many senators 
were in attendance, trying to look dignified, but careful not to outshine the diminutive figure 
sprawled on his throne.
    Gaius looked bored and petulant,  eyeing the crowds around him with every mark of 
disfavour.  Vespa  was  led  through  the  throng  so  that  he  became  clearly  visible  to  his 
Imperator. Caesar eyed him without favour and gestured him to come closer. Vespa snapped 
into a military salute and boomed.
    "Hail, Caesar!"
    The chatter around them was stilled. Caesar nodded acknowledgment. He gestured Vespa 
to come closer and sniffed the air. He said quietly.
    "You smell beautiful, Aedile!"
    His voice carried in the now silent room. Vespa tried to retain his mental equilibrium. 
Gaius Caesar was notorious for his liaisons with both sexes, but this was the most blatant 
overture Vespa had ever received and he was furiously trying to think of a way of declining 
the undoubted honour without losing his life or liberty. He could think of nothing to say. 
Caesar continued.
    "The city stinks, Aedile! On the one hand, you smell like a harlot - and on the other the city 
reeks of blocked drains and uncollected refuse! My nose is offended. The Senate's nose is 
offended!"
    There  was  a  hasty  murmur  of  agreement  from  the  representatives  of  that  august 
assemblage. Caesar continued quietly.
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    "What do you think, Aedile, should be done to remedy such neglect?"   
    Vespa stumbled an answer.
    "I shall attend to it immediately."
    Gaius eyed him speculatively. He rose abruptly.
    "Follow me."
    Vespa jerked into action and followed after the gorgeously arrayed Caesar, who marched to 
the front gate of his palace and out onto the open space before it. His guards snapped to 
incredulous attention and remained so. Gaius looked around and spotted what he wanted. He 
turned to Vespa.
     "Can you smell it, Aedile - above that cheap perfume you've wallowed in?"
    Vespa swallowed his resentment, the perfume had cost him a month's stipend. He nodded
    "I do, Caesar."
    Gaius gestured to a hastily assembled guard of honour. He ordered.
    "Bring shovels."
    There was a short delay as the imperial command was obeyed. He walked over to inspect a  
noisome heap.
    "If I'm not mistaken, rotting vegetables, stable refuse - and human excrement!"
    Shovels were produced. He gestured to one of the soldiers, who applied himself to filling 
one from the heap. Caesar walked over to the sweating Aedile, and pulled aside the fold of 
his toga. He gestured to the soldier.
    "In there!"
    Vespa stood stock still as the slime and decay slithered down inside his outer garment and 
lodged at the waist. Caesar ordered.
    "More - until he's filled to the neck."
    Military discipline held.  Vespa stood stock still  while his humiliation was completed.  
Caesar eyed the result.
    "That, Aedile, is how you clean the streets - and instruct a man in his duties!"
    He turned on his heel and stalked through the gates, followed by a giggling crowd of 
courtiers. Only one remained who hastened to him.
    "Not a word, Vespa - not a gesture! Follow me."
    Vespa  marched  after  him as  best  he  could  in  his  top  heavy state.  The  stench  was 
overpowering, he nearly vomited to add to his misery. His older brother kept upwind of him 
to  the  best  of  his  ability  and brought  him into  a  small  yard.  Sabinus  eyed  his  brother's 
condition with profound distaste. The yard offered little privacy, but Vespa wasn't inclined to 
niceties, he stripped off the offending garments and poured buckets of water over himself. 
Sabinus  proved himself  resourceful  and found a sheet,  which he draped over  his  sodden 
brother, after which they made their way to Sabinus' lodgings.
    Vespa said very quietly.
    "I'll kill him!"
    Sabinus eyed him critically, he was even more his father's son than Vespa.
    "I doubt it - there are too many others ahead of you! I'll tell you what you'll do - you'll put  
the city in order - if you want to kill anyone, kill those who neglected their stewardship - but I 
wouldn't advise it - content yourself with giving them a good thrashing, it's more painful than 
a merciful death!"
By this time, Vespa had sought the comfort of a bath. He growled.
    "I haven't decided yet how many lashes."
    "One for every shovelful, I suggest."
    "I suppose you can't wait to tell grandmother Tertulla?"
    "If I don't, someone will."
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    Vespa nodded, it was a forgone conclusion. His father's mother, was a woman of acidic 
sarcasm who heavily favoured his helpful brother. Sabinus had taken what was considered to 
be  an  appropriate  path  for  a  grandson of  Tertulla,  he  was  already well  advanced  in  his 
senatorial career, whereas Vespa had required a heavy application of the famous sarcasm to 
goad him - very reluctantly - to follow in his brother's footsteps - it still rankled that she 
labelled him his brother's footman!   
As a matter of course, the word spread and caused a welcome relief to the monotony of the 
Mediolanum encampment. Vespa had recovered his equilibrium by this time and took it with 
a restored good humour. Caesar had expressed his wrath and had enjoyed humiliating him, 
and the reward came surprisingly swiftly, for immediately after his term as Aedile, Vespa was 
appointed Praetor.
    In  those  early months  at  Mediolanum,  there  was  one  other  incident  which  involved 
Marcellus.        
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3.

    After the visit of the centurion Marcellus, and subsequent to the dictation of the letter to 
Rebecca, Lepidus had made a hasty journey to Ostia. He ignored the ever present watchers, in 
light of the new information about his Patron, they were no longer a consideration. As yet, 
they had made no hostile moves, but of late, they had seemed more organized. Lepidus wasn't 
to know it,  but Tertillius - on Caesar's  orders -  had assumed command of them after his 
commission to find Rebecca.
    Lepidus took a copy of Marcellus' letter to Demetrius, together with the original, which the 
centurion had put into his hands with the icy-eyed instruction to make sure that his mistress 
received it at the earliest possible moment. Lepidus was in no doubt that the soldier didn't 
believe for one instant that he didn't know where Rebecca was to be found. Nobody knew at 
that time, but when he reached Ostia, he found that Demetrius had received a reply from 
many of those to whom he had sent word of Lucian's absence and Rebecca's flight from 
Rome - with the noteworthy exception of Palestine, where Joseph had not responded. One of 
the replies was from Tertius in Mediolanum, in which, heavily coded, he had indicated that 
Rebecca was with him.
    Lepidus handed the dictated letter  to  Demetrius,  whose colour  receded as  he read it 
through. He looked up at Lepidus and muttered.
    "The Patron is lost! If he's swallowed in those forests, he'll never come out alive!"
    Lepidus tried to fan a small spark of hope.
    "Perhaps it will turn out well."
    Demetrius glared at him.
    "Don't live in fool's hope, Lepidus! I've spoken to men who've dealt with these - creatures - 
they're not men! They have no culture and no honour. You can believe me when I say Lucian 
is dead - butchered as soon as he was out of sight of the camp! What in the name of the gods 
was he thinking? Did he suddenly lose his mind?"
They two men stared at each other for a long moment. Demetrius stirred.
    "This puts an entirely different picture on what we've already done. Caesar knows for sure,  
and will act quickly if he thinks he can get his hands on the assets of the House of Publius. I  
must write to Rebecca - dear god, she doesn't know! How can she know? No one can find 
her! But she has to understand, she can't afford to shrink away and hide herself - now she has 
young Gaius to think about. She has to act quickly if there's any hope of him not losing his 
patrimony!"
    Lepidus nodded.
    "How vulnerable are the assets?"
    Demetrius growled.
    "They're dispersed, but some are visible - the town house in Rome, the country estate and 
their revenues. This warehouse, I suppose - anywhere were there's a visible asset. Most of the 
wealth is dispersed, it will take time and determination to track it - and if Joseph in Caesarea 
has done his part, much of it is out of Gaius Caesar's greedy reach. Not that I put much trust  
in the empire of the Parthians, where most of it's lodged!"
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    Lepidus was silent for a moment.
    "I must talk to Linus - before you write to Rebecca."
    Demetrius nodded and sent one of his men to find the fisherman. He stared at the table top.
    "What an unholy mess - surely the Fates are working against the gens Publius.  First 
Septimus and now Lucian - and what are we left with? A grieving widow who isn't even a 
Roman, and a small boy, hardly four years of age!"
    "The business can still run - if we're left alone by Caesar."
    Demetrius grunted.
    "A big if, if you ask me! Much depends on Joseph, he has the experience - but he's the one  
man who hasn't answered my original letter. I can only assume that he's on his way here, 
especially after reading that his sister's in trouble."
    "Lucian might still turn up."
    "Pigs might fly!"
    Demetrius was deeply depressed and didn't mind who saw it. He had a better idea of how 
circumstances were with the House of Publius than did Lepidus. There had been a steady 
decline with the departure of Septimus some years earlier. It was to be expected with no 
master hand guiding the ship. Lucian's return had changed things around again, and they were 
just beginning to turn the corner - now Lucian was gone - or as good as gone - it was only a 
matter of confirmation, or attrition, so that in years to come false hopes would die and it 
would be accepted - even by Rebecca. Demetrius sighed, his heart was heavy for the young 
widow, for that was how he insisted on seeing her.
    Linus arrived and this time he entered the warehouse from the quay and the three men sat 
down to discuss what was to be said to Rebecca. The quiet fisherman listened as Demetrius 
outlined the news. His eyes saddened when the Greek insisted that there was little hope that 
Lucian might be recovered. Demetrius continued.
    "Our greatest concern is the protection of young Gaius and his patrimony - but we are 
faced with writing to  Rebecca  to  tell  her  that  her  husband must  be considered lost,  and 
frankly, it's a task I shrink from doing."
    There was a profound silence which no one seemed inclined to break, eventually the Greek 
grasped the nettle.
    "I wondered, if you - since you both follow the same religion - if you would write to her!"
    Linus eyed him quietly.
    "I'm a fisherman - I have no had no need to write letters, only to make my mark."
    Demetrius leaned back.
    "You can speak the words, others will write them - you can make your mark. Do you 
agree?"
    Linus nodded and Demetrius sent for his scribe.
    Within three days, it had arrived in Mediolanum, addressed to Tertius and included with a 
covering letter from Demetrius. Rebecca's host unfolded the correspondence in the privacy of 
his office in the town, and by the time he had finished, his hands were trembling with the 
shock, so much so, that he splashed the wine when he tried to pour it. He gulped it down and 
braced himself against the table until his heart steadied. He hurried out to his home and drew 
a mystified Flautia into his study, confronting her with the news. His wife wept quietly.
    "Poor Rebecca - I shall break the news."
    "No, Flautia - we will break the news!"
    Rebecca was in the rear garden, watching the Gaius playing in the spring sunshine, she 
turned smiling when her host and hostess approached - a smile which quickly faded when she 
saw their faces.
    "Something's happened - has Caligula found me!?"
    Tertius shook his head.
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    "Something else, I regret to say."
    Flautia sat by her and took her hands.
    "We have news of Lucian, my dear."
    Rebecca's smile returned in delight, which faded abruptly.
    "Bad news! Tell me!"
    Tertius' voice trembled slightly.
    "There has been word that Lucian has been abducted by the German barbarians, Rebecca."
    Flautia hastened to add.
    "No one knows where he is - he's been taken into the forest."
    Rebecca stared at her, trying to understand.
    "He'll soon come back!"
    Tertius shook his head.
    "We can't be certain - its been many days - weeks perhaps."
    Rebecca stared at him.
    "You think he's dead!"
    Flautia intervened again.
    "We mustn't give up hope, Rebecca."
    "He's dead! Say it!"
    Tertius shook his head.
    "We can't be sure, Rebecca - but I would be lying to you if I said I thought the situation 
was hopeful!"
    Flautia caught her as she fainted, Tertius received a withering glare from his wife.
    "You might have told her more softly, Tertius - you sounded is if you'd lost a consignment  
of goods!"
    "How can I say a woman's husband is lost, presumed dead, softly, dear wife!"
    "Send for Naomi - I think she'll be needed."
    Tertius gestured for a servant and did as he was told. Naomi came hurriedly, taking one 
look at her mistress and breaking into a wail of alarm. Flautia shook her.
    "Listen to me, Naomi - your mistress has suffered a severe shock, she'll need your strength 
- not your caterwauling!"
    Naomi's noise stopped as resentment took over - then compassion.
    "Poor lamb! Whatever's happened to make her like this?"
    Tertius said abruptly.
    "Her husband is missing - perhaps dead!"
    Flautia's snort was explosive. Naomi glared at him and took Rebecca protectively into her 
arms.
    It took some time for Rebecca to come to her senses, and after an initial outpouring of 
grief, she became icily calm - unnaturally so. She read the enclosed letter from Linus and 
absorbed the strength from it. Part of her accepted that the will of God was manifest in all 
things, but she couldn't understand why the unfathomable scheme of things should include 
the death of her husband and the deprivation of her children of a father. She clung to the hope 
that her resilient Lucian would emerge from the dark forests of Germania, laughing at the risk 
he had taken - and then, she almost hated him for daring to think only of himself and his  
business, and ignoring his responsibilities as a husband and father.
    She listened quietly when Tertius talked seriously of the concern he and the other senior 
stewards had for her son's patrimony. She even didn't argue when it was suggested that she 
should return to Rome as quickly as possible - if necessary to fight Caesar to protect her 
husband's assets. Events moved quickly, but there was one other turn of fate in store before 
she  left  Mediolanum  -  and  it  was  in  the  person  of  Marcellus.  His  letter  had  casually 
mentioned that it was at the camp of the Legions in the city, that he was to be found. Rebecca 
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had no intention of putting herself into the hands of Caesar's soldiers to find him, but it so 
happened that he found her - thereby proving how tenuous her protection had been at Tertius' 
home.
    Marcellus had taken his Centuries on exercises through the hills.  It  was an on-going 
requirement  for  training  purposes.  One of  his  patrols  brought  him and a small  group of 
officers to the grounds above the rear of the villa. In the normal course of their exercises, the 
legions avoided troubling civilians, but Marcellus sharp eyes looked down into Rebecca's 
secret garden, and recognized her. He made it an excuse to make a solitary return visit, when 
his duties were over for the day.
He was received with trepidation, especially when he directly requested to speak to her by 
name. He explained to a militant Flautia that he had direct knowledge concerning Lucian's 
disappearance. Under the watchful eye of the august matron, he and Rebecca met.
    "Marcellus - I thank you for your letter, it was good of you to try to tell me of what  
happened to Lucian."
    Direct as always! Marcellus noted the icy calm, the controlled unnaturally calm face, the 
firm - almost challenging look.
    "I'm sorry to meet you again under these circumstances, Rebecca."
    She nodded acknowledgment - waiting - for what, he wasn't certain. He stumbled on.
    "There's little I can add about Lucian - Why he followed the barbarian into the forest, we 
don't know. He was warned by Pilate - "
    She broke in, her eyes flashing with anger.
    "Pilate!?"
    "Pontius Pilate is administrator of Augusta Vindelicum - where he was sent in disgrace by 
Tiberius Caesar. The Delegation headed by Honarius was sent there to clear up matters from 
Palestine."
    She whispered.
    "Pilate again! Always Pilate is involved - now he's mixed up with Lucian's disappearance."
    "To be fair - he did tell Lucian that he should never trust these people - never turn his back 
on them, were, I believe, his actual words."
    "A man well versed in treachery talking of trust and knives in the back!"
    The icy calm was cracking under her vehemence. Marcellus flickered a glance at Flautia. 
The old matron returned it quietly. Marcellus floundered on.
    "It's beyond reason why he suddenly did what he did. We searched the road for them - but  
they weren't on the road. The garrison at Augusta Vindelicum penetrated into the woods for 
some distance, but found no sign. You must understand about those woods, Rebecca - they're 
impenetrable, so thick you can hardly see your hand in front of your face. Nothing was found 
- but if they weren't on the road - and I'm sure of that - they must have gone into them!"
    He came to a stop. Rebecca still stared at him, but there was nothing more he could tell her. 
He wished he'd kept his nose out of the affair. Flautia said quietly.
    "Refreshments before you leave, Centurion?"
    "Thank you, no - I must return to the garrison."
    It was a lie, but he desperately needed to get away from those accusatory eyes. He returned 
to camp, telling no one of his excursion. He saw no more of Rebecca after that, but he heard 
that she had returned to Rome a few days later.           
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4.

    Joseph had not received letters from Rome for a number of reasons. The first being that his  
steward Sophas had no idea where to contact his Patron on the long journey to Babylon and 
relied upon receiving directions from Joseph as soon as he had arrived there - secondly, this 
was  coupled  with  a  failure  to  understand  the  encoded  letters  from  Demetrius  and  an 
unwillingness to open the private correspondence from Rebecca.
    Yet another reason was an upsurge of fighting between the forces of Herod Antipas and 
Aretus, king of the Nabataeans, which effectively isolated Mesopotamia from the Great Sea. 
The animosity between the two rulers arose from Herod's divorce of his wife - who was 
Aretus' daughter - soon after the start of his incestuous relationship with Herodias. There had 
been numerous skirmishes between the rival forces, but for the most part,  they had been 
localized. Outright warfare, however, quickly drew the attention of Vitellius, the Proconsul of 
Syria, based in Antioch. Rome's interests were directly threatened, for an important road from 
Egypt  ran  through the  Nabataean territory.  It  was  virtually the then eastern  extremity of 
Roman influence, and was fortified and patrolled by the Legions. Conflict between the two 
princes threatened to close it or to disrupt essential traffic - and this was something Vitellius 
couldn't tolerate.      
    He had other reasons for readying his Legions. First of all, there was an opportunity to  
extend the Roman sphere of influence over the lands of the Nabataeans - and secondly, to 
settle an old grudge against Herod Antipas, who had supplied auxiliary troops for a campaign 
against Parthia at an earlier time - which had been successfully concluded by Vitellius - but  
before the Proconsul could report his victory to Rome, Antipas had hurried his own report to 
Caesar,  exaggerating  his  own  small  accomplishments.  By  the  time  Vitellius'  report  had 
arrived,  Caesar  was  in  full  possession  of  distorted  facts,  and  prepared  to  believe  them! 
Vitellius, therefore, had a score to settle with Herod Antipas!
    All these political and warlike manoeuvres were taking place in the territory through which 
Joseph and his three companions had travelled to Babylon, and had the effect of cutting off 
communications for a protracted period. Joseph had other matters on his mind, however. His 
reception by Bezar in Babylon could be described by no other word than - rapturous! He 
hadn't  been hard to find, even though Babylon was by no means a small  city.  Bezar had 
always said: 'Everyone knows Bezar in Babylon!'.  Joseph put it to the test,  asking first a 
group of merchants in one of the markets close to the gate through which they had entered.  
They were quickly put in the right direction. The procedure was repeated time and again 
before they eventually arrived before the gates of a sprawling villa in one of the relatively 
quieter areas of the city. The travellers were quickly to learn that Babylon was never quiet - in 
that city, peace was relative.
    It was perhaps more providential that Bezar was not on one of his protracted merchant 
tours around the distant provinces of the Parthian or Roman Empires. His face was a picture 
of astonishment and trepidation when he came to greet them before the main entrance of his 
establishment. He breathed.
    "The Lord Joseph of Arimathea - here!? And young Jonah - and Saul and Eli - my brothers 
in the Lord, I greet you, my home is yours!"
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    Joseph dismounted and found himself enveloped in a bear hug, from which he disentangled 
himself  with  some  difficulty.  Bezar  moved  to  the  others,  treating  them  to  the  same 
exuberance. He stepped back and turned to face Joseph again.
    "You are heartily welcome - but I fear this unexpected visit means trouble!"
    "Trouble!?"
    "The war! We have news of war between Herod and Aretus - and Vitellius is making ready 
his Legions! Is it so bad that you are forced to flee to us!?"
    Joseph's smile broadened.
    "We didn't notice a war when we came through! On the contrary, Simon-Peter sends us!" 
    Bezar breathed.
    "Simon sent you!"
    "I have a lot to tell you, Bezar."
    They were urged to enter the house, with Bezar leading the way with his flamboyant 
clothing flowing in the gusts of displaced air,  which he himself was causing by his rapid 
transit. There was urgent clapping of hands, which sent servants scurrying in every direction 
to bring refreshments. Joseph was directed to a large pile of cushions into which he sank with 
the supposition that he'd never again be able to rise out of them. Jonah, Saul and Eli was 
treated in the same fashion. If anything proved that Bezar saw them as his brothers, then this 
was it, for there was no question of rank.
    Over refreshments, Joseph explained their mission. Bezar's eyes widened with anticipation, 
he rubbed his hands gleefully, and then he started to weep. Joseph eyed him cautiously. Bezar 
found a large, multicoloured cloth and blew his nose violently. He explained tearfully.
    "I'm so happy!"
    They were escorted to their quarters and treated like royalty.
    Later, when they had bathed and lost the accumulation of dust from their journey, they 
joined their host once more. He had been busy - declaring:
    "I've called together all  the Master's followers in Babylon - there can be no delay in 
bringing Simon's message."
    Joseph had hoped for at least a day's respite, but he resigned himself to the arrangement. 
That evening, over a thousand people had gathered in the cool of Bezar's huge garden. It was 
a  large  gathering  which  Joseph  viewed  with  some  trepidation.  He  reminded  himself  of 
Simon-Peter's words. The Rock of the Master's work had told him that it would be the Spirit 
who gave utterance and that all he needed to do was to surrender his will and apply his faith.
    There was no preamble - no introduction - Bezar sat himself on the ground with the rest,  
flanked by Saul and Eli and Jonah. Joseph had chosen a simple, white robe to wear, there was 
no recognition of his rank, and he didn't use his rank or title when he spoke.
    "I greet you, my brethren, whom the Master has called to his company. I am Joseph, who 
comes from Simon, now called Peter - for he is the rock upon which the Master has built his 
church. He has commissioned me to bring the pure teaching of the Master, and to correct 
false illusions."
    He paused, he had thrown down the challenge, but there was no sign of the false teachers, 
and he guessed that they were not easy to recognize. He looked down at Bezar and could see 
that his host was hardly able to suppress his excitement. Joseph continued.
    "The Master was clear in his commission to Simon and the Twelve, telling them first to go 
to Judaea and Samaria and then to all others who might believe. He told them also to go first  
to the lost sheep of Israel. For this reason, Simon and the Twelve have applied themselves to 
teaching in Judaea, Samaria, and the Galilee, before turning their attention outward. It is also 
for  this  reason that  I  have  been  sent  to  you  to  ensure  that  you  understand the  Master's 
teaching in the same form as it is understood where Simon and the Twelve teach."
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    He paused again, looking through the crowd for signs of disapproval. Once again, any 
contradiction was being suppressed.
    "Word has been brought to Simon that there are some who have told you of practices 
which do not agree with what had been shown to Simon in visions from the Master!"
    This time there was a rustle of comment flowing through the crowd. Joseph raised his 
voice a little.
    "I will tell you of one such vision - "
    There was no interruption as he described what had happened in Joppa, where Simon had 
been told to eat of unclean beasts, and when he had declined, had been told that what God 
had declared to be clean, was clean enough to override the scruples of the dietary laws of 
Moses. Once again, there was a surge of murmuring. Joseph described the conversion of the 
household of Cornelius the Centurion,  and how it  was agreed in Jerusalem that God had 
shown his unmistakable intentions with regard to the uncircumcised. Joseph rammed home 
the point.
    "Simon has been told that you have been instructed by some that it is first a requirement 
that you shall be circumcised before you can be baptized - in other words, that you must first 
become Jews by circumcision, before you can become the Master's followers - I tell you in 
Simon's  stead,  that  it  is  not  so!  Cornelius  was  not  required  to  submit  to  the  rite  of 
circumcision, but was baptized by Simon himself - and then the Holy Spirit descended upon 
that household in the presence of Simon, to show him the good favour and pleasure of God in 
that matter. Who then, would take it upon himself to introduce another teaching, which says 
that a man must be circumcised before he can be baptized as the Master's follower?"
    Finally, there was a response, some in the crowd rose and started to argue with others 
around them. One of them turned, red-faced with rage and pointed a finger at Joseph.
    "Who are you who dares to contradict the Laws of Moses!?"
    Joseph stared back at him.
    "I come as the messenger of Simon, appointed by the Master. Whose messenger are you?"
    The man was inclined to argue.
    "I heard the Master himself say that not one item of the Law would be changed and that he 
followed the law to the letter."
    "I answer you with this - the one who has formed the Law and has given it to his servant  
Moses - and who sent His only Son to free us from the restrictions of the Law, and from sin  
and death - has given a new instruction - a new Law - that what He declares to be clean is 
clean indeed!"
    There was a surge of movement as the man and those others who were like-minded, forced 
their way through the crowd and stalked out on to the road. They could be heard still arguing 
as they retreated down the street. Joseph glanced down at Bezar, all he had succeeded in 
doing was to divide the master's followers in that city into two camps.
    There was another outcome, for even on that first evening of Joseph's ministry in Babylon,  
there were many who came forward to commit themselves to water baptism, and as the word 
of  the refined doctrine spread through the city,  others  who had been discouraged by the 
insistence  that  they  first  should  be  circumcised,  returned  and  submitted  themselves  to 
baptism.
    Joseph was delayed in Babylon for nearly two years, before finally, correspondence could 
reach him from Caesarea, where there was an accumulation of correspondence from Rome. 
Joseph worked through it methodically - first, the coded letters which told him of the grave 
situation  which had arisen before and after  Lucian's  disappearance,  then the letters  from 
Rebecca, the first, hopeful that she could find her husband and join him and of her fear of 
Gaius Caesar - and then the heart-broken information that she supposed herself a widow, 
coupled with the plea that he would respond to her and come to her with his strength.
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    Joseph put the letters aside and cupped his head in his hands, he wept - for Rebecca, for 
Lucian, for the fatherless children - for the circumstances. For him, it was a rare out-pouring 
of emotion, he was a contained man, and perhaps the opportunity to weep was long overdue. 
That  night,  he  told  Bezar  that  it  was  time  for  him  to  return  to  Caesarea.  There  were 
protestations, but Bezar soon desisted when he was told the reason. He mourned together 
with Joseph at the loss of Lucian - both their partner in enterprise, and their friend.
    So it was, that Joseph bade farewell to the expanded brethren of Babylon - the expansion, 
he could count as the Master's harvest through him - but he was only too well aware that 
there was something lacking. Soon - as soon as possible - one of the Twelve would need to 
come to Babylon themselves to add that final, irrevocable act of blessing, to those who had 
been baptized with water in Jesus' name. The laying on of the hands of the commissioned one 
of Jesus, was now required so that they truly became the Children of the Most High and 
eligible to enter into the Kingdom of Heaven.
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5.

    There had been tantalizingly little to provide any hope for the Senator Flaccius Honarius - 
one time Legate Imperium - exiled as he was in Augusta Vindelicum for the last two years. 
There was absolutely no question that he was expected to remain in the bleak town, bordering 
on  the  unconquered  wastes  of  the  German  tribal  lands,  until  he  could  provide  results 
satisfactory to  Gaius Caesar.  Very occasionally,  he would receive a  despatch from Rome 
which  reminded  him that  he  was  expected  to  locate  and  retrieve  Lucian  Gaius  Quintus 
Publius, who had taken a fit of madness resulting - at the very least - in his loss to the Roman  
world, and much more probably, the loss of his worthless life!
    In Augusta Vindelicum, there was a three way tussle for power. Firstly, himself - Caesar's  
Delegate - a title and position not rescinded by his irate master in Rome. Secondly, Pontius 
Pilate,  the  power-emasculated,  so-called  Administrator  to  the  Rhaeti,  who  possessed  no 
ability to enforce the responsibilities given to him. And thirdly, the man who wielded the 
ultimate power in the garrison, the Tribune Linaeus Juventus Vectrius, the man commissioned 
to  command  the  Legions  and  to  maintain  the  Pax  Romana  over  a  recently  conquered, 
unwilling, and permanently rebellious subject people.
    Honarius bleakly reminded himself that this was his third Spring in this unwholesome 
province. The departure of winter had brought a certain warmth, but precious little else to 
alleviate the privations of this barbaric place - in fact, the warmth had melted the frozen mud, 
so that it now resembled a shallow marsh - a surface of slime, in which any man, regardless  
of his station or rank, was likely to end up sliding on his backside. He glared at the dark wall  
of forest, which came to within five hundred feet of the Vallum. He supposed that the ground 
had been cleared to ensure that the defenders could react to any surge of tribesmen erupting 
from the woods to attack the town.
    Gaius Caesar had now ruled for two years - and Honarius was acutely aware that he was 
now effectively neutralized in so far as his ability to capitalize on that fact was concerned. 
There had been a time when he had ranked high in Gaius Caesar's favour - he had been one of 
his closest Amici - the inner circle of courtiers who could presume to offer their advice and 
possibly manipulate policy. The appointment to the position of Legate Imperium could have 
been seen as a reflection of how high he was in Caesar's esteem. He had ridden forth from 
Rome, with the acclaim of the people, which could only be described as second to Caesar 
himself. It was a fact he could indulge himself to think about, but very wisely, he had kept to 
himself.
    His commission had appeared simple enough, and one which any person with a modicum 
of knowledge of Roman Law and experience as a praetor or quaestor could expect to romp 
through. It was no more than an enquiry into the affairs of a man who had got into trouble in 
a  distant  province,  with all  the relevant  witnesses  conveniently on hand -  and very little 
defence that could be offered. This was coupled together with a secondary purpose - vague 
instructions from Caesar to demonstrate how well he loved his Legions on the frontier, and 
timely reminders that he was the son of Germanicus and that he hadn't forgotten his father's 
loyal Legions. It was a commission Honarius could have managed standing on his head - 
until the flight of madness which had sent Lucian Publius on a suicidal expedition into the 
dark and forbidding forests of the barbarians. Due to that inconsiderate act, Honarius now 
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found himself banished from Rome until he could perform the impossible, and restore the 
wandering fool to Caesar's bosom!
    Honarius' glare intensified - Then, he had to contend with Pilate! The man whom he had 
been commissioned to chastise,  and who was astute  enough to know the predicament  in 
which Honarius now found himself. The Administrator was smoothly polite, icily deferential, 
disdainfully aloof - one could never be quite certain of his disposition from one day to the 
next. The only bright beam in the gloom of Honarius'  existence was that Pilate had been 
summoned to Vienne in Gaul for some unfathomable reason - and one in which the Legate 
Imperium couldn't force himself to take an interest. It would mean that he would be free of 
the man for a few weeks - he could always hope that Pilate might be waylaid on the way by a  
surprise barbarian attack - and then he might be free of him for good!
    It would allow him to focus his attack on the Tribune, who seemed so sure of his authority  
that he was barely civil and totally uncowed by the fact that Honarius was Caesar's special 
emissary. It was also quite certain that he had detected the Legate's precarious position, and 
this  didn't  incline him to be  particularly co-operative.  He had long since abandoned any 
concerted effort to find the missing man. He had declared, in his peremptory manner, that it 
was a total waste of time searching for a man who had probably been eaten, digested and 
forgotten by the people who had snatched him!
    Honarius was reduced to gleaning tiny fragments of information, which couldn't even be 
described as scraps - these were no more than threads, scattered over the tiresome months that 
had elapsed since Publius' disappearance. It had looked hopeful at first, for together with the 
man, a bolt of yellow silk and a bag of pearls had vanished. At the end of the first month, a  
trader had been arrested in Castra Regina trying to sell a half dozen pearls to one of the 
officers there.  The unusual merchandise was enough to have the man thrown into a cell. 
Barbarians from across the Danuvius had no access to pearls. Publius' disappearance was new 
in the minds of the garrison and the barbarian was subjected to a merciless interrogation 
which had produced very little information before the man succumbed to his tortures. He had 
insisted that he had obtained the pearls in exchange for his own merchandise, and that he 
didn't  know  the  trader  who  was  of  an  unknown  tribe.  Honarius  would  have  liked  to 
interrogate  the  man  himself,  his  methods  of  persuasion  were  much  less  damaging  but 
exquisitely  more  painful,  but  he  was  thwarted  by  the  brutish  methods  the  troopers  had 
employed.
    There had been other threads of intelligence, as elusive as the wind. Reports of scraps of 
yellow, uncommon cloth being peddled in trading centres as far removed as Castra Regina on 
the one hand, to Mogontiacum on the Rhine, close to where Varus had lost Augustus' three 
Legions.  These traders  had slipped away before they could be apprehended -  and before 
anyone woke up to the fact that yellow silk cloth was not an item to be expected from across 
the Rhine. The one place where there was no hint of trading in strange commodities was in 
Augusta Vindelicum. Honarius tightened his lips, it was as if some unseen antagonist knew 
where Caesar's Legate was and who he was seeking. Someone who peered back at him from 
that dark wall of forest which shielded the possibility of thousands of tribesmen waiting for 
some signal to attack and start the eviction of the conquerors from across the Alps to the 
south. Honarius shook off an almost superstitious fear, he refocused on the bright fact that 
Pilate was leaving that morning for Vienne, taking his staff with him.
    Pilate,  for his  part,  was also eager  to leave Augusta Vindelicum and the presence of 
Honarius. If there was ever a man he had easily learned to hate during the previous two years, 
it  was Caesar's Legate.  The man had usurped what little authority Pilate had managed to 
exercise in his area of responsibility. Pilate's decisions had been over-ridden with ruthless 
authority. His initiatives to persuade a more thorough search for Lucian Publius had been 
flattened before they could rise into action, or had been taken over. He had lost command of 
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the situation and in so doing, lost any hope of rising in Caesar's estimation, and any hope in 
being retrieved from the abysmal  life  into which he and his  wife had been relegated by 
Tiberius Caesar's displeasure.
    The summons to Vienne had come from out of the blue. He had no idea why he had been 
called to confer with the Proconsul of Gaul. He battled within himself - wild hope that he was 
now being recalled to Rome - against - trepidation that some further accusation was being 
levelled against him. Outwardly, he maintained the bleak, authoritarian demeanour which had 
served him so well in the past, especially in Palestine, but he mentally agreed that he wasn't 
that  man who had contrived such a  controlled situation just  a  few years  earlier.  He was 
getting  older,  a  little  less  sure of  himself  -  a  little  more  frightened and concerned about 
outcomes. He was also unwell, something he had so far managed to keep to himself.
    The  letters  from Tertillius  in  Rome still  continued  to  arrive,  but  there  was  a  subtle 
difference in them. The phrasing was much more guarded and the subject matter was trivial. 
Little was being said about the main players - Gaius Caesar,  or Marius Agrippa, who no 
doubt had spread his poison as soon as he had returned to the capital. Tertillius was reticent  
about his own affairs, and it had only been through the loose tongue of one of the couriers 
that he had learned that Tertillius had divorced Lucinda because she had become - briefly - 
Caesar's  whore! He wasn't  altogether  surprised,  Lucinda had always shown herself  to be 
provocative - even with him! Small wonder that she had found herself out of her depth with 
Gaius Caesar. Small wonder also, that Tertillius had got rid of her, he was an intensely jealous 
and proprietorial man.
    The Tribune, Linaeus Juventus Vectrius, had provided the minimal escort required to bring 
them safely through the lands of the Helvetian tribes and over the mountains into Gaul and to 
Vienne.  It  was  a  demonstration  of  the  barely  disguised  contempt  he  bore  for  the 
Administrator. Pilate had refused to protest, instead, giving polite thanks for the beneficence 
and turned away as if it was on no consequence. The under-manned escort would put their 
party to additional risk - for himself, he didn't much care anymore. Tiberius might have had 
the intention of wearing him down and punishing him by an imprisonment without walls and 
restraints of a physical kind - and Pilate acknowledged that the old Caesar, the past-master of 
prevarication  -  might  be  succeeding  from  beyond  the  grave.  Life  was  starting  to  be 
unpalatable.
    His convoy jolted down the road to the west, the first town was another of the frontier 
garrisons, Augusta Raurica. They would cross out of Rhaetia into Germania Superior, and 
after Augusta Raurica, would descend out of the high country into Gaul proper, heading west 
and a little south until they reached the River Arar, which they would follow south until they 
arrived at the junction of the Arar with the Rhodanus, where Lugdunum, one of the prime 
cities  of  Gaul,  would offer a  momentary taste  of  culture.  The respite  would certainly be 
momentary, for their destination was a little further down the river - Vienne, which had been 
earmarked as the venue for the unexplained meeting.
    As they covered the ground on the first stage of their journey, Pilate began to feel a familiar 
weakness and nausea. He had always been an accomplished rider, but now the movement of 
the horse as they cantered along the road amplified the feeling. He clenched his teeth and said 
nothing. Pontius Pilate never revealed weakness, it was a code by which he had lived and one 
which he had no intention of abandoning. He wasn't  sleeping well  -  of late,  dreams had 
intensified, making him restless and forcing him to rise early and walk the residence. There 
was one dream in particular, one which stayed with him when others were forgotten. It was a  
dream associated with the man whose execution Marcellus had botched - a dream which had 
been reactivated by the  enquiry conducted by Honarius  two years  previously.  It  took no 
particular form, but always confronted him with the image of the bound prisoner standing 
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before him - staring at him with those unfathomable eyes - and booming through the episode, 
Pilate could hear his own voice repeating over and over: 'What is the truth?'.
    The memory of it made him shudder. If it was noticed by his aides they said nothing. 
Tertillius would have questioned him - but then, these aides were cowed and brow-beaten, he 
had seen to that! - Tertillius had been different, as near to being a friend as Pilate would 
allow.  The escort  maintained a  brisk pace,  the jolting  was uncomfortable  to  his  gut,  the 
nausea increased proportionally. He was glad Poppeia had remained behind, there had been 
some debate about her coming with him, but he sensed there was a need to reach Vienne 
quickly, and a cart carrying Poppeia and her women would have slowed them down. The 
journey was some four hundred miles and would take a number of days of brisk riding. It  
earlier times, he wouldn't have noticed it - now, with his increasing discomfort, it threatened 
to become a marathon.      
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6.

     With the departure of Rebecca to return to Rome, there had come a point of decision for 
Apolonius  and  his  men.  The  arrangement  with  Tertius  and  Flautia  had  always  been 
temporary. The old man had described it as a period in which Apolonius and his troop could 
rest and consider their next move. The risk the old couple had accepted by harbouring men 
whom Gaius Caesar was desperate to apprehend, was appalling, and Apolonius was acutely 
aware  of  the  fact.  There  were  other  factors  -  his  men  were  eager  to  move  on,  feeling 
themselves  sitting  targets  if  anyone  was  to  stumble  on  their  hiding  place.  Another 
consideration was Rebecca and her children - this was a relationship he found increasingly 
difficult to sever.
    A fierce debate raged within him - on the one hand, loyalty to his wife and children, whom 
he still  loved,  but  whom he felt  increasingly beyond his  reach -  on  the  other  hand,  the 
vulnerable woman and her children, whom he had accompanied from Rome, shielding them 
along the way until they had come to rest in the home of Tertius and Flautia. He fiercely 
asked himself the questions: How can I be attracted to her, while I still love my own wife and 
children? How can I imagine she would respond to me, when she's desperate to rejoin her 
husband,  whom undoubtedly she  loves  to  the  exclusion  of  all  others?  He could  find  no 
answers,  and so the debate raged, dragging on from one day to the next,  while his  men 
watched and debated the issue between themselves.
    When the news eventually came that Lucian was lost, there had been days of bewilderment 
for Rebecca and their  hosts.  Apolonius had steeled himself  to remain apart,  offering  his 
condolences, as if the man was already dead - which supposedly he was, for no one could 
stray  on  that  frontier  and  hope  to  survive.  With  the  coming  of  the  news,  there  was  an 
increasing restlessness among his men. They had always discussed things among themselves, 
and he had been careful not to thrust his presence on them when they did so. The discussions 
increased in frequency and vehemence - apparently there was a division of views. Things 
came to a head when Questus and his  close companion,  Rubinius,  intercepted him three 
mornings after Rebecca received the news. There was no preamble.
    "Centurion - we've decided to head out."
    Apolonius nodded.
    "It's your right, if that's what you wish."
    "We're sorry to break up the troop."
    Questus sounded uncomfortable. Apolonius nodded slightly.
    "We rode together out of necessity at the time - nothing binds us."
    Questus stared at him, waiting for an argument.
    "We've been happy to ride with you, Centurion."
    "As have I - watch your backs out there - Gaius Caesar won't stop looking for us."
    Rubinius suddenly burst out.
    "It's just that we don't want to head back south - with the Lady Rebecca, we mean - she'll 
want to go back to Rome - that's not for us!"
    Apolonius shrugged.
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    "I've no idea what she plans - and I don't know my own plans either."
    They stared at him, then nodded before turning their horses away. He called after them.
    "Good Luck! Stay out of trouble!"
    He watched them ride through the gates and wondered how long it would be before their 
lack of caution brought a troop of Praetorians riding through the same gates. It was time to 
make the plans he had been shelving for weeks. Time to find out what the other two of his 
troop had decided. Time to decide what he intended to do himself. He turned and walked 
briskly to the stable quarters. Decarius and Junius eyed him warily.
    "Now, we are three - when do you intend to pull out!?"
    He leaned casually against the door post, folding his arms across his chest. The wariness 
increased. Decarius broke the silence.
    "We wanted to know what you have in mind, Centurion."
    Apolonius shrugged.
    "I have nothing in mind - it's your call. Questus and Rubinius seem to have it worked out."
    Junius spat out savagely.
    "They're fools if they think they can stay out of trouble - they'll bring the Praetorians here 
before we can blink!"
    Apolonius shrugged again.
    "Perhaps - they might be lucky - that's their problem!"
    "It's ours too if they break under torture!"
    Apolonius nodded slowly and then prised himself from the post.
    "I'm open to suggestions."
    Decarius broke in.
    "I say we have no choice but to pull out!"
    "I think you're right - but do we stay together? If the others get caught and they break  
under questioning - it will be three men they'll be hunting."
    Decarius and Junius eyed each other.
    "You think we should break up?"
    "It might be wiser."
    "What do you intend to do?"
    "I haven't made up my mind - ride on, I suppose."
    "We'll get our gear together!"
    Apolonius nodded. He watched them complete  their  packing -  clearly they had been 
prepared, but they hadn't wanted to ride out with the other two. Decarius, at least,  had a 
flicker of guilt.
    "We don't like leaving you alone, Centurion."
    "My choice! I wish you well - Good luck, stay out of trouble!"
    He watched the second pair ride through the outer gate, feeling suddenly isolated. He 
walked back to the house and met Tertius emerging from the main entrance.     The old man 
eyed him quizzically. Apolonius twitched a tight smile.
    "First there were five - then three - and now there is one!"
    "Your men have left?"
    Apolonius nodded and added the platitude.
    "They thank you for your shelter and hospitality."
    Tertius inclined his head.
    "What will you do now?"
    "Head west into Gaul, I suppose. I hope we haven't brought trouble on your house, Tertius. 
If they get caught and start talking, you could have half the Roman army here sooner or  
later!"
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     "It was a possibility I considered when I offered you shelter - I presume you won't want to  
return to Rome with Rebecca?"
    Apolonius stared at him without change of expression.
    "Much as I would like to offer my services as an escort, I don't think it very practical, do 
you?"
    Tertius agreed.
    "No - neither practical - nor advisable! I have a large cargo of goods destined for Ostia.  
She'll be safe on the voyage, and Demetrius will take care of her when she and the children 
arrive."
    "I pay my respects to her and your wife and ride out."
    Apolonius returned to the stable and gathered his gear and saddled his horse. His mind had 
been made up for him - even his destination, which had sprung off his tongue before he could 
even think otherwise. Why had he said Gaul? How far could he run beyond Gaul - into the 
Ocean perhaps, or south into Hispania, and perhaps cross to Africa - or to the north and east, 
into German tribal lands, perhaps to join Lucian Publius in death! It would be strange to ride 
alone after  so many weeks forced together  with his  four companions in the aftermath of 
Tiberius' death.
    The meeting with Rebecca was chaperoned by Flautia. It was a tight, tense farewell, filled 
with thanks for past services and good wishes for the future - together with so many things 
unsaid - which would never be said. Flautia surprised him by reaching up to kiss him on the 
cheek  -  like  a  mother.  Final  words  remained  knotted  in  the  lump  in  his  throat  which 
threatened to choke him. He turned away without another word, mounted his horse and urged 
it through the gate.
    From Mediolanum, he took a series of interconnecting roads which brought him to the 
southern coast of Gaul and the port city of Massilia. There he stayed for a few days, this time  
not hiding from potential capture. He had finished with running and hiding - unless it could 
be said that he was hiding behind a luxuriant beard which he had allowed to grow together 
with  his  previously  close-cropped  hair.  It  changed  his  appearance  dramatically,  and  he 
doubted if he would be recognized unless by someone he knew intimately and who chose to 
stare at him very closely.
    It was nearly high summer and he took the road leading down into Hispania through 
Narbo,  eventually  to  come  to  Tarraco  on  the  coast.  His  journey from Mediolanum had 
described a great arc of nearly a thousand miles, so it was there that he chose to spend the 
winter, some ten months after the death of Tiberius.        
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7.

    Agrippa prepared for his journey to Judaea with great care, expending a great deal of 
wealth he didn't really have - but it was his nature to be generous, even with himself. His 
reasoning was faultless, in order to win a prize, one had to bait the trap. Gaius Caesar had 
generously provided the territories of Gaulenitis, Trachonitis and more recently, Auranitis. 
These were the residue of the tetrarchy which once had belonged to Philip, who had hardly 
been an enlightened ruler - nor had he been very progressive - therefore the potential for these 
lands had not been realized. Agrippa had his eye on a much greater prize, which he was astute 
enough to realize that he would not achieve in one sweep. First, he had to prise Galilee and 
Peraea out of  the grip of his  uncle  Antipas.  This,  once accomplished,  would lead to  the 
greatest prize of all, the kingdom of his grandfather, Herod Magnus - Israel!
    The baiting of the trap comprised of a lavish display of his wealth and prestige with the 
new Caesar. Something to dazzle the eyes of the average citizen of the lands he coveted. It  
would also provoke an outrage in Herod Antipas - and his mistress, Herodias - Agrippa's own 
sweet sister! The sense of outrage would provoke a reaction - and it was this that Agrippa 
worked so assiduously to achieve during those days of preparation.
    He also knew he would need allies - or at the very least, friends who would appear to be 
allies,  and it  was for this  reason that  he paid a  visit  to  Rebecca,  the sister  of Joseph of  
Arimathea. Agrippa reasoned that he had need of the backing of all the princes of Judaea he 
could entice, if he was to succeed to the throne of his illustrious grand-sire.
    As soon as Rebecca had returned from Mediolanum - where she had finally come to roost 
after her fruitless attempt to follow her husband, Lucian - Agrippa had hastened to pay her his 
respects and offer condolences for her sad loss. By good fortune, he had been present in 
Caesar's court when at last Tertillius had managed to produce something worthwhile to report 
- and thereby saved his worthless neck for some future occasion.
    Gaius had become increasingly irritated that the women he had intended to pursue could 
not  be  found  despite  the  expenditure  Tertillius  was  controlling.  In  his  usual  venomous 
sarcasm, he had lashed Tertillius, but then his temper had modulated when Tertillius could 
report that his quarry had returned to Rome, to her town house. It had been then that Agrippa 
had interposed and suggested that  Caesar's  good friend could test  out  the ground -  more 
especially because Rebecca and himself were Jews. It had almost been a surprise when Gaius 
had agreed!
    Agrippa had presented himself  at Rebecca's home. He was just  old enough to appear 
fatherly and commiserate with the stiff-faced woman who had confronted him. She was icily 
controlled, but he sensed the raw emotion hidden under the surface. She received him with 
politeness and even a little deference because of his rank, but when he had extended Caesar's 
deepest sympathy for her tragic loss, and his warm invitation to attend the palace, the icy wall 
had intensified. The response had been carefully grateful but frigid - Would he be so kind as 
to thank Caesar, and she was sure he would understand and sympathize with her sentiments, 
but at that time she needed to compose herself to the reality of the prolonged absence of her 
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husband - who would undoubtedly return as soon as his negotiations with the Germanic tribes 
was concluded. In the meantime, she would need to devote her energies to her children, her 
home, and the supervision of the mercantile house which was Lucian's legacy to them.
    The long drawn-out duelling between Caesar and Rebecca, was another tale in itself. Now, 
after fully two years from the time of her husband's disappearance,  she was still  holding 
Gaius Caesar at bay - and it was to this bastion of wifely virtue that Agrippa journeyed to bid 
farewell and solicit any messages she might wish him to convey to Caesarea.
    She received him politely, and he, for his part, maintained the paternalistic approach.
    "So good of you to receive at such short notice, Princess Rebecca."
    He had always been careful to emphasize her Jewish title, which wasn't used in Rome, or 
at Caesar's court.
    "You are always welcome, Prince Agrippa."
    The exchange of titles was like a conspiracy between them - she took the initiative further. 
    "I had hoped for a visit before you left for Judaea."
    Not 'Palestine' he noted - 'Judaea'. He smiled.
    "News travels fast, it seems."
    She laughed a little - at least, she could now do so, at first, there had only been an icy wall  
of reserve which hid her grief.
    "In Rome gossip flows like the Tiber. It's generally known that you are going to claim your  
throne!"
    He didn't drop his gaze. He murmured.
    "Is that how its being read? I simply go to inspect the lands Caesar had so kindly donated 
to me."
    She nodded.
    "Of course - perhaps I put it in a clumsy way."
    There was another momentary pause before Agrippa responded.
    "I wondered if there was any message you wished for me to bring to your brother, Joseph?"
    "How very considerate of you to think of such a thing during your preparations! I haven't 
heard from Joseph for nearly two years -  you may be aware that he's been cut off  from 
Caesarea by the war with the Nabataeans - but that's now at an end."
    "You're very well informed, my lady."
    She smiled again.
    "We have a very good steward - and a friend - in Caesarea. He's kept me up to date with all 
the news. He hasn't been able to reach Joseph in all this time, but now he tells me that all the 
weapons are being stored away - no doubt, until the next time!"
    Agrippa nodded slowly.
    "It would seem that the threat of Caesar's Legions under Vitellius was enough to persuade a 
truce - but you're probably right - until the next time! The war has been one of the reasons 
why I haven't set out to visit my lands during the past two years - they were under threat of  
being a battleground!"
    He left the town-house with no more than a verbal message for Joseph, expressing her  
sisterly affection - but it was as much as he needed to gain access to the elusive Prince of 
Arimathea. He wondered how Joseph had been occupying himself during his enforced stay in 
Babylon. One phrase from out of the visit to Rebecca circulated through Agrippa's mind - 
'until the next time' - it might well form the basis for another phase of his plans.
    He had a last interview with Gaius Caesar before departure. Caligula was in a petulant 
mood, he complained loudly.
    "I am deprived of all my friends! Now, even you, Marius, wish to leave me in isolation."
    There were at least two hundred courtiers gathered around, ready to instantly provide him 
with amusement. Caesar waved at them.
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    "These are not my friends! Some might even be enemies! How can you leave me, Marius?"
    Agrippa knew he needed to work hard to ensure his departure,  Caesar's erratic mood 
swings threatened to scuttle the projected voyage before it even commenced.
    "Gaius! You can't imagine how I am torn by your sadness! I truly long to be able to remain  
with you - in fact, if you insist, I shall abandon the whole idea! Only my sense of duty to you  
and to your continued well-being, urges me to put the need for this journey so far forward in 
my thoughts."
    Gaius eyed him suspiciously.
    "You say - my well-being - what do you mean to imply - a threat!?"
    Agrippa drew breath slowly.
    "Caesar, the lands you have entrusted to me have been a potential battle-ground, which 
only your Legions have managed to pacify! The war between Herod Antipas and Aretus was 
only prevented by your timely intervention by ordering your Proconsul to threaten massive 
retaliation. These lands were the meeting place of armies, and although they never came to 
action, who knows what mischief was intended - or what mischief still remains!? I consider it  
my sacred duty and trust to you personally, to ensure that any residual threat is removed - and 
this will be my primary concern!"
    Gaius stared at him through narrowed eyes.
    "What have you heard, Marius!?"
    Agrippa waved a theatrical hand.
    "Rumours - whispers! Nothing more - talk of weapons being put aside for the next time."
    Caligula jerked to his feet.
    "The next time!?"
    Agrippa nodded.
    "Exactly, Gaius - the next time - a most ominous phrase, which I can't get out of my head. 
This has to be sniffed out - I am responsible to you to do so - and for this reason I must make 
this journey - but I promise you, my dear friend, I will hasten to return!"
    Gaius threw his arms around him and embraced him, with tears streaming down his face, 
brokenly he shouted.
    "Has a man a better friend than Marius Agrippa!?"
    Dutifully, there was a roar of agreement from they sycophant mob who had witnessed the 
episode. Caesar drew back and proclaimed loudly.
    "Go with the blessings of Caesar and the gods of Rome! Go and secure the frontier in the 
east!"
    Agrippa withdrew slowly, bowing to the statue-like figure standing in a grotesque, thespian 
posture before his golden throne. Once clear of the huge room, he found a niche and expired 
his held breath. He was sweating, he drew his sleeve across his brow. A voice suddenly said 
from somewhere behind his left ear.
    "H-hot w-work, Marius!"   
    He whirled around and met the slightly amused eyes of a man equal to himself in height,  
but which he reduced by stooping slightly, as if he wanted to shrink into anonymity.
    "Claudius! - You startled me! What are you trying to do - stop my heart!?"
    There was a nod and a little chuckle.
    "C-come now, M-marius - you know me - a-all ways c-creeping behind c-curtains and h-
hiding in c-corners!"
    Agrippa repeated unnecessarily.
    "You startled me."
    He watched his boyhood friend warily - one never knew what Claudius thought or what he 
intended to do. He knew him well enough to realize that his stutter and unpredictability were 
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no more than a defence mechanism. They had been raised and educated together, each one 
fighting for survival in their own way.
    Claudius returned his gaze with humour.
    "A v-very g-good p-performance."
    "Performance?"
    Claudius nodded.
    "M-my n-nephew's n-not an easy m-man to f-fool - even if h-he is c-crazy!"
    Agrippa looked around swiftly.
    "Careful, Claudius!"
    "I-I'm a-always c-careful!"
    Agrippa insisted in a vehement whisper.
    "In this palace, every stone hears!"
    Claudius chuckled again.
    "T-the w-walls h-have ears!"
    Agrippa looked around again and shook his head.
    "F-follow m-me!"
    Before  he  could  argue,  Claudius  scuttled  away in  his  peculiar  gait  -  someone once 
described it  as like a wounded crab! Agrippa followed with dull  resignation.  He was led 
through  a  maze  of  passages  and  rooms,  which  Claudius  negotiated  without  hesitation  - 
eventually they came to a halt in a dusty apartment. Claudius gestured vaguely.
    "N-never used. N-now we can talk freely."
    Agrippa noticed the stutter had faded a little.
    "So - t-tomorrow you're leaving us."
    "For a while, Claudius."
    Caesar's uncle had straightened a little - he was unusually tall for the gens Julius. Agrippa 
went on.
    "I'll be away for as short a time as possible - just enough to do what has to be done."
    Claudius eyed him speculatively.
    "W-what, I wonder, are you s-scheming, Marius. I know you t-too well."
    Agrippa laughed.
    "I could never fool you, my friend."
    Claudius was suddenly serious, the smile vanished.
    "Y-you are my friend, M-marius? I c-can rely on you!?"
    Agrippa nodded, his own smile gone.
    "You can always rely on me, Claudius - as I can on you."
    The question was soft.
    "E-even when it c-comes to G-Gaius?"
    Agrippa stared at him for a moment.
    "Even when it comes to Gaius."
    Claudius mood brightened suddenly.
    "T-that's all right t-then!"
    He said nothing more and Agrippa left well alone, knowing the tortuous nuances which 
plagued Caesar's family. He said suddenly.
    "Can I ask you to help me, Claudius?"
    "O-of course, M-Marius."
    "While I'm away - will you keep an eye on Rebecca?"
    Claudius' brows arched, he wagged his finger.
    "Not in c-competition w-with Gaius, s-surely! Y-you m-must h-have a death-w-wish!"
    "Not in competition - and I don't have a death-wish - but I do have an interest - we're 
fellow Jews!"
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    Claudius' humour didn't subside.
    "D-don't tell m-me, y-you're c-comparing i-initiation m-marks!"
    Agrippa snapped fiercely.
    "You've got a filthy mind, Claudius."
    Claudius nodded complacently.
    "W-we're all t-the s-same in t-this f-family!"
    Agrippa shook his head wearily. Again, the mood changed.
    "Y-you c-can be sure I'll w-watch over her, M-Marius."
    Claudius led him back to more populated parts  of the palace and vanished behind a 
drapery. The place was like a rabbit warren, and he seemed to know every path and chamber.  
Agrippa made for his own apartments and hoped that he wasn't under surveillance - with 
Gaius Caesar, one could never be sure.
    On the following day he left from Ostia in his specially prepared bireme. He had offered  
prayers to the One God to expedite his journey and grant him fair weather. His ship radiated 
opulence,  which he wanted  to  maintain until  he reached landfall  at  Caesarea -  there,  he 
hoped, he would find Joseph, but if he didn't, the arrival of his ornate ship would provoke 
enough comment for it to reach the ears of Antipas and Herodias.      
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8.

    After the surprise visit from Herod Agrippa, Rebecca thought over the conversation. He 
was a man she could never take on face value - among the many others she had learned not to  
trust in Rome. She suspected his motives, asking herself why he should take time during his 
preparations, to come to see her to ask if she had a message for Joseph. What did he expect 
her to say that wasn't already written in a dozen letters which had never been delivered? 
Through Sophas,  she understood why he was out  of contact,  but that hadn't  reduced her 
desperation or her desire to tell him all that had happened since they had parted in Ostia. At 
that time, she had watched his ship leave, knowing that it was the last tangible link she had 
with him, and that soon he would be far out of her reach. Now, after two years, she realized 
that the unease she then felt was a premonition of the wrenching sorrow she had endured after 
Lucian's disappearance.
    She still refused to think of her husband as being dead - yet one part of her had to accept it  
as a probability. If he wasn't dead, then where was he? Why would the barbarians hold him 
captive, never asking for a ransom, which was another possibility? There had been nothing - 
not even a glimmer of hope from the distant frontier - unless something was known and 
Gaius Caesar had chosen to keep it from her for his own purposes. She shuddered a little. The 
thought of the man sent a wave of nausea through her. He was a truly despicable creature who 
lived outside the normal, reasonable relationship of one human being with another.
    Almost as soon as she had returned to Rome, Herod Agrippa had visited her to do the 
bidding of his master. Her distrust of him dated from that time. He was Caesar's man - his 
friend - just as Lucian was supposedly Caesar's friend! Gaius Caesar hadn't delayed in trying 
to draw her into his clutches, and when she had responded to the invitation by telling Agrippa 
that she was still trying to come to terms with the loss of her husband, and provide care and 
responsibility for her children and their patrimony, she knew it would only be a temporary 
respite.  Caesar  would  quickly  resume  his  pursuit  and  his  intentions  of  possessing  her  - 
regardless of the situation with Lucian. Caesar's appetite for conquest was paramount, it was 
only to be pitied that his conquests were not confined to the battlefield, where at least there 
was the chance that he might be defeated and even killed!
    The weeks had drifted by, and Caesar had seemed in no hurry to further his intentions,  
choosing instead, to leave her suspended in concern and indecision from one day to the next. 
If it would have been possible, she would have fled with her children to Joseph, but by then 
Sophas had written to tell her of the remarkable journey Joseph had undertaken to Babylon, 
and his intentions for making the journey. One part of her rejoiced that Joseph had so fully 
committed himself to the Master, while another part felt an increasing trepidation that she 
was cut off from his help.
    Demetrius and Lepidus had given her whatever support they could offer, virtually taking 
over the administration of the House of Publius. Linus had taken many risks to come to give 
her comfort,  despite the continued watch kept over the comings and goings to the town-
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house. Without his support, she would surely had crumbled, but she survived the first bleak 
days and weeks of her grief, and gradually came to life - but always in the hope that some 
word would come that Lucian had been found.
    Some weeks after her return, Gaius Caesar tried to force the issue. This time a chamberlain 
came in person to extend Caesar's invitation to attend him at the usual evening supper. The 
chamberlain smoothly explained that Caesar thought it high time that she should seek the 
comfort of those who were truly sympathetic to her sad loss, and whose only desire was to 
see her restored to her normal social position. After the man had gone, she thought furiously 
of how she could escape, nearly frantic with trying to find the right option. She could plead 
sudden illness, but that would only postpone the inevitable. She could offer the excuse that 
she  was  suddenly  required  to  make  a  journey on some emergency,  but  enquiries  would 
quickly  reveal  that  there  was  no  emergency.  She  could  refuse  to  go,  but  Caesar  would 
demand a reason, and his invitation would become a command which could not be refused. In 
the end, she resigned herself to the inevitable and chose to attend.
    She picked her  time carefully,  firstly leaving her  children in  the care of  Naomi and 
Lepidus, with the instructions to take them to Demetrius and Linus if they sensed any threat 
to their  security.  She was carried through the noisy streets  in a closed litter,  entering the 
palace courtyard and being set down before the main access. Others were arriving, she chose 
to step out of the litter in the general activity, and stood waiting until she was claimed by one 
of the lesser equerries. The man's eyes widened in astonishment when he saw her, but he 
chose not to make any comment.
    Together with some others, who quickly stood as far away from her as was practical, she  
was led into the main banquet chamber. She held back, standing alone and silent, absorbing 
the babble of noise; the raucous laughter; the shrieking obscenities flying across the chamber; 
the over-crammed mouths trying to accommodate even more food being thrust into them; 
mouths  over-flowing  with  purple  juice  from grapes  and  other  fruits;  wines  being  aimed 
recklessly by unsteady hands to over-crowded mouths, and spilling down onto ornate, gem-
encrusted tunics and gowns of every conceivable colour.
    Caesar's guests were strewn around couches and soft cushions in a rough circle, while 
Caesar himself and Caesonia, his heavily pregnant mistress, occupied a raised dais at the far 
end of the room, together with their closest intimates. Rebecca saw Agrippa sitting to one 
side, he was, perhaps, the first to recognize her as she stood at the entrance to the circle. She 
had the slight satisfaction of seeing him lean forward in his seat to stare at her with every sign 
of astonishment.
    She began her slow, solitary walk through the diameter of the circle. Gradually, the noise 
subsided, the guests waved aside the slaves who were tending to their every need. Caesar 
leaned back on his couch and stared at  her intently -  eventually,  there was utter  silence. 
Rebecca had dressed herself with meticulous care and with the utmost simplicity. She wore 
the Roman funeral garments, but had dressed her face and dark hair with grey ashes. She 
walked barefoot, like a penitent.
    Caesar chewed his lower lip with nervous irritation. Her eyes never lowered from his until 
she inclined her head in acknowledgment at the foot of the dais. She looked up again.
    "Hail Caesar, the wife of Lucian, your friend, greets you!"
    Gaius' voice grated the silence.
    "Why do you attend our court in such a manner!?"
   "Because I wish to show you the grief I still feel for one who perhaps is dead - but perhaps,  
is not. I come dressed in garments used by Roman widows when their husband is burned on 
the funeral pyre - but I come also smeared with ashes, which are the symbol of bitter sorrow 
among my people, the Jews!"
    The silence was profound, Caesar stared at her without expression. Suddenly he laughed.
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    "I see, that when I next invite you to my supper, I shall have need to send you the gown  
you are to wear!"
She continued to stare at him without expression. He began to bluster.
    "You have succeeded in quenching the mood of my guests - Caesar's supper is not a place  
for funerals and sorrow!"
    "I apologize to Caesar - and to Caesar's guests - Do I have your permission to withdraw?"
    Gaius stared at her, he responded harshly.
    "Yes, go - return when your mood is less - sad!"
    She inclined her head again,  turned and walked slowly back the way she had come, 
ignoring the almost superstitious expressions on the faces of those still glutted with food and 
wine.  When  she  came  nearly  to  the  far  side  of  the  circle,  she  heard  Caesar's  shouted 
command.
    "Come! Eat, drink! Musicians - play! Bring me wine!"
    She didn't pause until she had made her exit from the banquet hall. Her litter was waiting 
when  she  emerged  from the  main  entrance.  No  doubt,  some  frantic  message  had  been 
conveyed that she was to be taken from the Palatine as quickly as possible. Only when she 
was behind its closed curtains, could she allow herself to surrender to the fit of shaking which 
overwhelmed her.
    Gaius Caesar left her alone for a number of months, it was, in fact, nearly eight into his  
reign  before  he  sent  for  her  again.  In  the  meantime,  there had been no hint  of  Lucian's 
recovery, but she still refused to accept that he was dead. The invitation to attend Caesar at 
the Palatine was a command. She was to present herself two hours before the nominated time, 
when she would be suitably dressed for the occasion. Once again, Rebecca went through her 
options - and as before, they were limited. This time, there could be no escape.
    She spent the hours before she was due to go to the palace in prayer, pleading that her  
desire to remain loyal to her husband, and her horror at being subjected to the attentions of 
Gaius Caesar, would be recognized by her Father in Heaven. She pleaded for strength and for 
resolution to face her trial, just as once the Master had done. If she was to be debased by the 
vile man who ruled Rome, she pleaded that her faith would remain strong and pure, even if 
her body was to be violated.
    There was no miraculous sign from heaven, before or during her journey by litter to the 
Palatine. There, she was led into an apartment where she was attended by a half-dozen slaves 
under the direction of a matron who was obviously used to the exercise. She told Rebecca, 
almost in triumph.
    "You must be highly honoured that Caesar has noticed you and intends to favour you!"
    Rebecca made no answer, but she submitted quietly to their attentions, knowing it was 
useless  to  protest  or  disagree.  When  she  found  Rebecca  was  unenthusiastic,  the  matron 
proceeded in silence, gesturing to slaves to bath and oil and then dress and attend to hair and 
nails. Rebecca felt like a fowl being prepared for the table. Eventually,  it  was done - the 
matron eyed her handiwork critically and pronounced herself satisfied. Rebecca was handed 
over to the attention of a chamberlain, who clearly had been instructed not to allow her to 
elude the high honour being bestowed upon her. He led her to the entrance to the familiar  
banqueting hall and stood her in the position she had occupied on the previous occasion. 
Rebecca understood full well the significance. Caesar would demonstrate his power over her 
by making her repeat her long walk forward to his dais, but this time, it would be to his 
satisfaction.
    The scene of ribald obscenity was as before. Wine and food being careless - recklessly -  
tossed around as if it was refuse. As on the previous occasion, the noise died down, but not 
completely, for this time, there was sniggering and lewd comments as she walked slowly 
down the open space. She stared into Caesar's eyes, determined that she wouldn't yield her 
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spirit to him - she allowed her contempt to fill them. She sensed the others on the dais - 
Caesonia,  now the wife after she had produced a daughter  -  Agrippa,  sitting to  one side 
watching quietly over the top of his cup. There were others she didn't know, she concentrated 
on the one man who was determined to debase her.
    She didn't then know what it was that made him suddenly stand, his face contorted with 
fury, purple-red, eyes glaring, his mouth flecked with foam. His cup dropped to the floor, 
spilling its contents down his purple robe. A table was thrown aside by the suddenness of his 
movement, its trays of sweetmeats cascading down the steps of the dais. He stared at her with 
bulging eyes, his voice a screech, which didn't formulate words. Then, he pitched forward 
and fell twitching and writhing at her feet. She stared down at him and was suddenly thrust 
aside by his attendants. He thrashed around, twisting his head to stare at her, there was a look 
of terror on his face - and then he went limp.
    Someone grasped her arm and dragged her through a side door - it was Agrippa. She didn't 
protest, everything had happened so quickly. He propelled her to an apartment and pushed her 
inside. He ordered.
    "Wait here if you value your life!"       
    She waited, expecting each moment to be her last, for somehow, the blame for Caesar's 
seizure would be attached to her. It was over an hour before Agrippa returned.
    "Caesar will have no need of your services tonight, Rebecca! He's taken a fit - no one can 
tell why. His flesh is on fire and he's raving. Some think he's been poisoned, others think he's  
caught a fever from the drains. Already the temples are full of people praying to the gods and 
making vows for his recovery."
    Rebecca asked quietly.
    "Will he die?"
Agrippa looked at her quickly.
"For your sake, I hope not! You had best pray to our God that he lives. I can't answer for your  
safety if he dies!"
    Again, very quietly, she answered
    "I had nothing to do with his fit!"
    "That's  counts for nothing with the palace intriguers - they'll  look for a scapegoat!  -  
Remember Macro!"
    Macro had been Prefect of the Praetorians and rumour said, had conspired with Gaius to 
murder Tiberius. His execution had expressed the new Caesar's gratitude - he had been the 
scapegoat for the conspirators.
    "What am I to do."
    Agrippa paced the floor for a moment, he turned.
    "Go home - return to your routine - and pray you're not implicated!"
    This was what she had done. Caesar had hovered between life and death for many days. 
Prayers from the populace had risen to frenzy levels, and many and extravagant were vows 
offered for his recovery. Some of those who had pledged themselves so enthusiastically, lived 
and died to regret their actions, for Gaius Caesar lived and slowly recovered his strength. The 
illness increased the disorder of his mind and his excesses and erratic behaviour multiplied to 
such a degree that the highest in the empire increasingly grew to fear him.
    Rebecca had, up to the time of Agrippa's departure for Judaea, never again been called to 
attend the Palatine.     
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9.

    Apolonius remained in Tarraco during the first winter after the death of Tiberius and the 
accession of Gaius Caesar. It was a cold and bleak town during those months. He found work 
tending to the horses of one of the merchants, in the place of a groom who had just died. The 
merchant had shrewdly decided to employ him when he saw the meticulous care he took of 
his own mount. Apolonius was given a small corner for sleeping in the stable, close to the 
horses. He ate his rations with the servants who were friendly enough.
    He didn't become too close to them, and certainly avoided telling them too much of his 
own background - it was a matter of prudence for him to be swallowed up among the Plebs. 
He had no doubt that he was the subject of some conjecture - especially among the household 
maids, but he avoided attachments.
    After a while, a pattern in their conduct began to emerge, something which his trained eye 
saw automatically. On particular days, some of the servants would slip away, to return hours 
later. They left and returned quietly, with no indication that they had been involved in some 
revelling. He watched them for a number of weeks before he decided to follow. It was simply 
a matter of satisfying his curiosity - he had no axe to grind - and no one with which to grind  
it.
    He followed the group into the fields beyond the house which was on the edge of the town. 
It was a dark night, but clear and cold, which seemed to make the stars shine more intensely. 
He could see the shadows of his fellow servants across the open space of the field, before 
they were swallowed up beyond a low wall. He crossed after them quickly and could see 
them again, crossing the next field. This was repeated until he suddenly asked himself why he 
was punishing himself in that way on a freezing cold night.
    Rounding a screen of trees, he nearly blundered into a circle of people gathered in front of 
a stone farm building. His fellow servants had moved around the group to one side, so he was 
able to merge into others without being seen. It was clear they were waiting for something, 
they  were  quiet,  but  he  began  to  feel  uneasy  that  he  might  have  blundered  into  some 
clandestine  meeting  which  was plotting  crime or  rebellion  -  why else would a  group of 
people be meeting in the dead of night in the corner of a field and away from the eyes of the 
authorities. They had to be up to no good!
    There was an uneasy wait - whoever was supposed to be coming was late. There was a  
murmur of conversation - subdued, very soft, as if they were afraid of being overheard. He 
became aware that some of those from the house had recognized him, but they made no move 
towards him - but then, neither did he towards them. He couldn't be sure whether they were 
apprehensive about his presence or not. It  was possible that they considered him a spy - 
perhaps, sent by their master. Apolonius recognized his own vulnerability. If he was to be 
challenged, he would have little chance to defend himself, or to escape.
    There was a movement at the fringe of the group - it didn't come from the stone building  
before which they were gathered. He had expected that whoever was the focal point of the 
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meeting would emerge from there. Instead, he came from the darkness of the fields, and he 
was alone.
    Apolonius eyed him critically. He didn't appear to be the usual run of fire-brand. He was 
older than most of those present, perhaps in his middle years. He was shrouded in one of the  
loose single piece garments favoured by the Plebs of that region. His head emerged from a 
hole roughly cut in the material. There was a hood of sorts, which he had allowed to drop 
back as soon as he stepped into the dim circle of light provided by a few lamps that guttered 
in the breeze. He was taller than most of them, equal perhaps, to Apolonius in height. His hair 
was thick and curled, but cut short. His beard was similarly curly and full to his chest. Both 
were grizzled with grey. It was his eyes that caught the attention. Sharp, clear, and when they 
caught him in their gaze, there was an instant feeling of knowing that every thought was 
visible to him. Apolonius turned his eyes away, which was something he rarely did for any 
man.
    The newcomer's reception wasn't that usually provided for a revolutionary. He was quickly 
surrounded - some even fell to their knees, which others tried to clasp his hands. One or two 
tried to kiss them, but he didn't seem easy about allowing them. He stroked one or two on the 
head as he passed - and then stepped apart and waited for them to settle down on the cold 
earth. Apolonius slowly followed the common trend. The ground was frozen hard and struck 
cold, and he pushed more of his cloak under him as insulation. The crowd became silent as 
the man began to speak.
    "My beloved brethren, the time has come, as we knew it must, that I must leave you to  
continue my journey - but I will not leave you without comfort or support. You must now 
look to Pathus, who has received a measure of the Spirit of the Master from my hands. He 
will love you as I have loved you and he will care for you with his life.
    I have tried to teach you the message which our beloved Master gave to us - and you have  
believed - you have accepted - and you are his. I have told you of the wonders of his ministry 
- of the power of his words and the miraculous things I have witnessed with my own eyes, for 
I never taught you anything I didn't myself see and hear.
    I have told you of his betrayal by one whom he had himself drawn from the world to be 
one of his closest companions, and how he was taken in the depths of night to be arraigned 
and tried before merciless men, who were given their little measure of power so that our 
Father could reveal his own might in their presence. I have told you of his cruel death on the 
cross and the wondrous resurrection from the tomb, as victor over death and hell and grave.
    With others, I saw him ascend to the Father - taken up in our sight into a cloud - and I  
heard the confirmation of his own promise, that he would return again to claim those who 
have allowed his spirit to work within them to create his image and likeness.
    Even then, he didn't leave us without a comforter, for only ten days later, he came to us 
again in the form of tongues of fire and touched all those gathered together in one place, so 
that we all were made fearless and could testify of the wondrous teaching and works he had 
shown us.
    We feared neither men nor priests - nor even governors - for none can stand before the 
might of our Father in heaven. We confront no-one - but they confront us. We promote no 
rebellion, other than that which must replace the spirit of evil within, with the pure and noble 
spirit of Jesus - but we are confronted and accused sometimes by false witnesses. We suffer,  
but we are victorious because the spirit from on high lives within us.
    We are forced to meet quietly - but not secretly, or for a mischievous purpose, as some  
might suggest - but because we wish to be free to acknowledge our Lord and Saviour. He 
warned us that we would be taken and brought before magistrates - and I can vouch for this 
on my own flesh, on many such occasions! We shall be whipped and forbidden to speak of 
what we know and what we must express - I can offer you the marks, if you so desire.
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    Now, brethren, we must part - but before we do, we will share together a last supper of the 
Lord's own body and blood. This we shall do in remembrance of him who died for us - and 
who was made to live once more! We will share this sacred meal as a bond of our fellowship 
with him and each other, and as a benediction of his grace upon us."
    Apolonius watched as bread was produced, one of those coarse peasant loaves - a flask of 
wine also emerged - and he could see it was part of someone's daily ration and of the poorest  
quality. He wondered what ritual he was about to witness, and how he could escape being 
involved. He had long since learned to pay only lip service to the gods of Rome, but that 
didn't mean that he wished to be caught up in some esoteric alien rite. He was superstitious 
enough to assume that it might have some demonic hold on him.
    Abruptly, someone turned and confronted him.
    "What follows, stranger, is kept only for those who are of the fellowship - and is not for  
your eyes or ears!"
    He was quite a few inches shorter than Apolonius, he was one of the native breed and a  
Roman only by the benevolence of one of the Caesar's. Apolonius, the pure bred Roman, had 
every right to be insulted - and to take retribution! The voice of the speaker carried across the 
clearing.
    "If you can believe and accept baptism, you may partake!"
    Apolonius stared back into those penetrating eyes, he felt his gathering rage recede. He 
shook his head in response, turned on his heel and walked back across the fields, leaving 
them to whatever bizarre rite they wished to conduct. He walked swiftly, as his rage once 
more began to rise. He wasn't quite sure why he was so infuriated - he had been looking for 
an excuse to make his escape, and it had been provided for him. It wasn't the point - he hadn't 
escaped - he had been summarily dismissed!
    When he had crossed the fields and reached his corner of the stables, he had time to think  
over what had taken place. He still wasn't sure if they were rebels or not - and if they were,  
whether he ought to involve himself. He owed nothing to Gaius Caesar - or even to Tiberius, 
if it came to that. He was still a hunted man, and could expect little or no mercy if he was  
apprehended. Thus far, he had managed to keep ahead of them - mainly due to the shelter he 
had found in the house of Tertius Scipio in Mediolanum, and thereafter, by leaving Italia and 
taking refuge first in Gaul, and now in Hispania. If he reported a rebellion, he would attract 
attention from which he couldn't escape, and it would bring his pursuers like flies attracted to 
blood - his blood!
    Not to report a rebellion which might have profound repercussions on Rome's stability, 
would surely associate him with them when they were brought to account - and assuredly, 
eventually, they would be brought to account for their crimes. Once again, he would be the 
centre of attention, and he wouldn't escape from his own private retribution.
    He needed to know more - as yet, none of those from the house, who had been at the 
clandestine meeting, had returned. There had been a sense of finality in the words expressed 
by the  speaker.  There  had been talk  of  magistrates  and priests,  and of  words  they were 
forbidden to utter, and which they were equally determined to express. There had been arrests 
and beatings  -  everything pointed to  rebels  and associated  unrest.  Now, the  speaker  was 
moving on to stir and agitate elsewhere, he had done his work and was leaving someone else 
to take charge.
    Apolonius moved restlessly - how many such gatherings had there been in different places 
- and how many little groups were waiting for some signal to provoke them into action!? He 
knew he had to act - but it had to be in such a way as to avoid his own implication. All he 
could report was a clandestine meeting held by an unknown man. His fellow servants were 
the only ones he could identify - and they, in turn, could identify the speaker. If they were 
reluctant to do so, they could be persuaded under torture!
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    He tried to remember what the man had actually said. There had been talk of a leader, but 
then it had lost coherence. The man had died after being arrested, and if the speaker was to be 
believed, he had risen from the tomb. Apolonius was urged to another spasm of restlessness - 
was he perhaps dealing with a demented man who had won some followers by superstition? 
If so, he was just as dangerous as one in full possession of his wits - perhaps, he was even 
more dangerous!
    A memory was stirred within him, but it remained elusive. Somewhere, at sometime, he 
had heard something similar, and had taken little notice. He couldn't put his finger on the 
circumstances -  perhaps in a  hostelry,  someone had been talking in their  cups -  perhaps, 
somewhere else - but where? The answer came to him like a hammer blow - it had been 
Rebecca! It had been at the tavern in Mediolanum, before Tertius had found them! She had 
been  involved  with  this  group  in  Palestine,  before  she  had  married  Lucian,  and  if  he 
understood her correctly, she still followed them despite of her marriage!
    He heard his fellow servants return and stayed quietly in his place. He heard footsteps of  
someone who paused, as if he or she was trying to make up his or her mind to enter the stable 
and confront him - and then there were second thoughts, and the sound receded. He smiled 
grimly in the darkness - he or she had been wise enough to decide that he wouldn't be easily 
overwhelmed!
    He turned back to his thoughts of Rebecca, it was like reopening an old wound. He had  
suppressed her memory as best he could during the long months that had passed since they 
had parted - she, to return to the uncertainty of Rome - and he, to become the fugitive once 
more, always just a step ahead of those who sought his life.
    Rebecca was involved with them! It was a stark fact that changed any plans he might have 
had of betraying the conspirators to the magistrates. She would become involved, it would be 
unavoidable, and this was something he couldn't allow, no matter how critical the situation. 
There had to be another way of stopping them, and that would require a great deal of thought.
    Early on the following day, when he was already busy tending to the horses, one of the  
kitchen maids stood in his path. He eyed her warily, she was one of the prettier ones, and her 
name was Joses. She hadn't tried to attract his attention in the way some of the others had 
done. He asked brusquely.
    "Is there something you want?"
    Her answer was factual.
    "I wouldn't come to you if there wasn't!"
    He drew up to his full height and towered over her. She didn't retreat before the menace.
    "Well!?"
    "I saw you at the gathering last night."
    He stared at her, her eyes didn't drop and she didn't seem to be afraid.
    "A gathering - is that what you call it?"
    She nodded.
    "A gathering of the Believers."
    "You admit to it!?"
    She nodded again.
    "We all believe in the same Master and the same message - and the One God who sent him. 
We believe that he died and he rose from the tomb and defied death. We believe that he was 
taken up to the Father in heaven and lives there with him."
    It was a long recitation, he stared down at her in the silence that followed. He grated out.
    "You're plotting rebellion - and you admit it!?"
    "Rebellion against whom?"
    "Caesar!"
    She threw back her head and laughed.
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    "You Romans! You pride yourself on being invincible - your armies can't be beaten - but  
you're frightened of every shadow! Well, Roman from Rome - we're citizens of Rome too - 
and we have been for many years - and we live under the benefits - so our Caesar has no need 
to fear a rebellion from those who follow Jesus of Nazareth!"
    "Nazareth is in Palestine."
    "So it is - and here we are in Hispania! We've been taught by one who comes from that far  
off place."
    "The speaker last night?"
    She nodded again.
    "Yes - Iago."
    "Iago - that's his name?"
    "Iago is the son of Zebedee, whose mother was a sister of Mary, the mother of Jesus."
    Apolonius stared at her fearless face. She didn't look like a revolutionary!
    "What do you want from me?"
    "Perhaps to know what you intend to do about last night."
    "Ah! It worries you that I might report your secret meeting to the magistrate!?"
    "We want no trouble - and we're doing no harm - and we're not plotting rebellion! We want 
our peace and to be left alone.”
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10.

    Pilate's arrival in Vienne was inauspicious. He had become more and more unwell during 
the protracted journey, but his self-discipline had held. It would never be said that Pontius  
Pilate cried for mercy. The escort commander either didn't detect anything, or - more likely -  
didn't choose to detect anything. Pilate was treated with the same aloof politeness he might 
have expected from the Tribune at Augusta Vindelicum. It seemed that the entire garrison 
shared a common contempt for him.
Vienne was a  small  town,  it  was  surpassed  in  size by the city to  the north,  Lugdunum, 
through which they had clattered without stopping. Pilate had expected a respite, but it hadn't 
been forthcoming, instead, they followed the Rhodanus downstream to Vienne. He had no 
doubt that his escort were determined to be rid of him and his aides as quickly as possible, 
and then they would return to the larger city for their relaxation.
    There was no more than a lowly clerk to greet them on their arrival. An Administrator 
might have expected a deputy of the Proconsul - but it was not to be the case for Pontius 
Pilate. He seethed within, and his fury sharpened the pain in his gut. He fought it down, and 
allowed himself to be escorted to a chamber which was barely sufficient for his rank. His 
aides were relegated to rooms further down the passage. When he was alone, he allowed 
himself to relax the iron grip he had placed upon himself. He glared into a smoothly beaten 
metal mirror. Even allowing for its distortions, he looked ghastly.
    There was always a possibility that he had been poisoned. He had many enemies, more 
latterly in Augusta Vindelicum - but there were others much further afield. He was a man who 
had scattered animosities wherever he had been stationed - it was part and parcel of the way 
he had conducted his responsibilities.  He had never  been one for the soft  approach -  an 
Administrator had to be ruthless and capable of wielding the undoubted power and authority 
of Rome. So - he might have been poisoned, it would explain the incessant gnawing in his 
guts. He felt like doubling over, but allowed himself no more than to lean a little forward.
    He wondered when it had been done - and who had administered it. It might even be one of 
his aides, but he doubted if they would even have the courage to try to kill him. He could call 
for a doctor, but that would be construed as a sign of weakness, and he needed to appear 
strong to face whatever had prompted his summons to Vienne.
    The Proconsul was in no hurry to interview him. It was already late in the day, but Pilate 
could be certain that the news of his arrival would have been relayed to his superior. He 
might have expected an invitation to share supper with the Proconsul, but instead, he was 
served a miserable meal in his room. His treatment confirmed that he was not in Vienne to 
hear good news. He toyed with his food and dismissed the final wild hopes that he was about 
to be recalled to Rome. On the contrary, he might be sent to some even more abysmal outpost 
which might make Augusta Vindelicum look like a paradise on earth!
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    He spent  a  wretched night,  twisting and turning to alleviate  a  pain which refused to 
diminish. Long before dawn, he rose and shrouded himself in his blanket to watch the sun 
rise from out of the high peaks of the distant mountains, Given other circumstances it could 
have been described as beautiful, but the reality of his condition and the knowledge that he 
was in an alien land, far from Rome, with his wife separated from him in an equally wretched 
place, took away any appreciation of the dawn.
    His slave was alert to his master's wakefulness and prepared a bath - not in some well  
appointed chamber, but hidden away in a side room. Pilate accepted that he ought to be glad 
of the privacy. His body was emaciated, he had lost a great deal of weight, and now he was 
beginning to look like a shrunken old man, whom nobody could fear.
    Laying in the warm water, he asked himself if that was what he wanted - to be feared. He 
had always relied upon the element of fear in his dealings with the unfortunates who had 
found  themselves  before  him  as  a  magistrate.  Fear  had  been  an  essential  part  of  his  
equipment, together with the ability to punish - sometimes to kill, but always to flex that 
imperial muscle which made Rome feared and respected by subject races. He had always 
carried out his duties well. His eyes opened and he stared up at the ceiling, he had almost 
drifted into sleep, and the thoughts had wandered into what sounded like a self-epitaph. Was 
that to be the outcome - death and the grave, sooner rather than later?
    He dressed particularly carefully, and afterwards consumed a light breakfast. The pain in 
his gut had subsided a little, but it flared again as soon as he had taken nourishment. If it was 
poison, it was particularly insidious, for he had confined himself to local fruits, and there 
wouldn't have been the possibility of a fresh dose. Undoubtedly, what was within had been 
stirred again into activity by what he had just consumed.
    After breakfast, he called his aides - as always, they were as deferential as he had the right 
to insist. He asked directly.
    "When am I meet the Proconsul?"
    The first man licked his lips nervously.
    "Excellency,  the Proconsul isn't  here.  I understand he was obliged to go to the north 
urgently."
    Pilate glared at him.
    "When was this?"
    "Yesterday, Excellency."
    Pilate's fury rose.
    "I suppose I'm to wait around until he chooses to return!?"
    The aide bowed - the other contributed his portion.
    "The delegates from Rome are still here, Excellency."
    Pilate directed a cold gaze at him.
    "From Rome, you say?"
    "Yes, Excellency - four men of rank."
    That might mean anything - probably, that the aide had no idea of their rank or their  
business with the Proconsul.
    "Ask them to attend me."
    The man blinked.
    "Yes, your Excellency."
    He retreated, and Pilate dismissed his companion. They irritated him, it was a sign of the 
deterioration in his status that he was obliged to employ them.
He waited some time for the aide to return.
    "Marcus Aquillianus Probius and his three companions would be delighted to have the 
pleasure of your company as soon as it is convenient, Excellency."
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Pilate's lip curled slightly. It was he who was being summoned to their presence, not the other 
way around. He swallowed his immediate thought to reject the invitation. The need to know 
what was happening in Rome took precedence. He sent the aide to accept the invitation, and 
then  took his  time before  joining them in the  large  reception  room where the Proconsul 
usually conducted Rome's business.
    Marcus Aquillianus Probius was one of those young up and coming courtiers surrounding 
Gaius Caesar. A new breed, who were supremely confident of their emerging power. Pilate 
took an immediate dislike to him. His three companions barely registered, they were all of the 
same breed, but clearly Probius was the leader. He greeted Pilate with condescending ease.
    "A great pleasure to meet you, Pilate."
    A term of equality! Pilate smiled tightly, here was one to be watched, and surely no casual  
visitors from the centre of the empire. He responded.
    "An equal pleasure to greet you, Probius - and you also, gentlemen."
    His political sense was asserting itself. His gut not only ached from whatever was in him, it  
also told him to be extremely cautious and diplomatic until he was sure of what they were 
doing at the residence of the Proconsul of Gaul. He played the opening hand.
    "You are far from home, gentlemen."
    "As are you, Pilate."
    Probius smiled and offered him a cup of wine, which Pilate took. The young man had 
particularly cold, penetrating, light grey eyes. They met those of equally hard, darker eyes of 
Pilate. There was a long, steady appraisal. Probius continued.
    "You've had a long journey over the mountains."
    Pilate nodded.
    "It seems a abortive one - with the Proconsul called away so suddenly. He asked me to 
confer with him."
    Probius nodded.
    "Unfortunate - but I'm sure his reasons were pressing. It seems you will have to make do 
with us."
    "An unexpected pleasure - are you long from Rome?"
    "We left only a few days ago - at Caesar's command!"
    Pilate nodded but said nothing. Probius went on.
    "Gaius Caesar is a man who is very diligent to complete outstanding matters, especially 
those bequeathed to him by his illustrious predecessor."
    Pilate remained watchful. Probius paused and toyed with the remaining wine in his cup.
    "I understand that there's still outstanding matters concerning yourself, Pilate."
    Pilate didn't permit his expression to change.
    "There are always matters which carry forward from one Caesar to the next - many are 
important, most are more easily settled."
Probius sat himself in the Proconsul's chair, it seemed a natural place for him to be. His three 
companions stationed themselves  around him -  like a  court!  Pilate  eyed the arrangement 
silently.
    "The matters concerning yourself fall into both categories, Pilate."
    "If you refer to the enquiry conducted by the Imperial Delegate Honarius, I'm sure his 
report will reflect his findings and his views."
    Probius nodded slowly.
    "Possibly - although you will understand that Honarius is no longer in favour with Caesar, 
because of his inability to retrieve the person of Lucian Gaius Quintus Publius - I doubt 
whether his report would be well received."
    Pilate stared back moodily.
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    "I had hoped for some relief from the tedium of Augusta Vindelicum as a result of that  
finding."
    "Augusta Vindelicum is quite a wretched place - or so I'm led to believe."
    "Some describe it as the end of the earth!"
    "I'm quite sure there are other places similar."
    It sounded like a threat - perhaps it was. Probius continued.
    "I think you can take it as read that Caesar is in no mind to recall you - or Honarius - from 
Augusta Vindelicum until his dear Amici, Lucian is restored to him!"
Pilate stared into the slightly derisive, icy, grey eyes. It felt like a sentence of death. Probius 
continued.
    "You won't be recalled to Rome on that account, Pilate - on other matters, perhaps."  
    Pilate rose to the bait, he had no other option.
    "Other matters?"
    Probius swung his leg idly.
    "You mentioned minor matters and major matters which get carried forward from one 
Caesar to the next."
    "I'm not aware of any other matters, major or minor, which might have given concern to 
Tiberius Caesar."
    "There might be matters that even the aged Tiberius knew nothing about - matters which 
have come to light recently, and which are now considered by Caesar to be quite serious."
    Pilate thought furiously.
    "Concerning my time in Palestine?"
    "Perhaps. Tell me, you were appointed to Palestine some thirteen years ago, is that not so?"
    "Correct."
    "And during the time when Tiberius Caesar had chosen to retire to Capri - and when he had 
left the everyday management of the empire in the hands of others?"
    "I believe so."
    "So - it was not actually Tiberius who appointed you."
    Pilate answered carefully.
    "The appointment was by the Senate - as many others were during that period - I was not  
actually commissioned personally by Tiberius Caesar."
    Probius glanced at his three silent companions.
    "Tiberius had left government in the hands of a man whom he thought he could trust."
    Pilate nodded, now sure of what was coming. Probius went on softly.
    "Sejanus?"
    "I believe so."
    "So actually, you owed your position of Procurator of Judaea to Sejanus?"
    "To the Senate - Sejanus was their instrument!"
    Probius laughed softly.
    "Come now, Pilate, we're not naïve - Sejanus was the real power, the Senate was compliant 
- how could they be otherwise with Tiberius Caesar in control?"
    "Your point, Probius!"
    The smile faded abruptly, Probius leaned forward.
    "My point is that you would have had a great deal of correspondence with Sejanus during 
the period in which you were Procurator of Judaea ."
    "My correspondence was always addressed to Tiberius!"
    "All of it, Pilate?"
    "To my knowledge, yes!"
    Probius poured himself some more wine, he didn't offer a recharge to Pilate.
    "You left a great deal of correspondence to others?"
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    "Yes - Tertillius, my aide, submitted reports on my behalf."
    "Which you always read and signed?"
    Pilate hesitated.
    "I believe so."
    "But you're not sure?"
    "How can I be sure - I signed what I saw - I can't be expected to closely monitor a man  
who is supposed to be taking the administrative role on my behalf - I had other duties - I 
employed an aide to do the routine work."
    Probius answered smoothly.
    "Of course, Pilate - we all adopt such practices."
    "Then, what is the point of this conversation?"
    Probius took a sip from his cup.
    "The point is this, Pilate. Certain letters have been submitted to Caesar which bear your 
signature. They are addressed to Sejanus personally, and contain seditious material pointing 
to a conspiracy against the Imperium."
    Pilate nearly lost his composure. He rasped.
    "Forgeries!! - I have written no such letters."
    "They are traced as having originated in Caesarea and Jerusalem, and as being conveyed 
under your seal by official couriers!"
    Pilate mouthed.
    "Tertillius!"
    Probius nodded.
    "A possibility - but Tertillius is now employed directly by Caesar. Recently, he was able to 
show Caligula a particularly pleasing result. He now enjoys high favour. Gaius can be an 
impulsive man - quick to reward, but terrible in his anger. He suspects conspiracies at every 
turn. You will find it hard to impress your innocence upon him, especially with Tertillius at 
his side."
    Pilate whispered.
    "I trusted Tertillius - he was my friend!"  
    "Now, he's Caesar's friend - whereas you - are already disgraced and punished!"
    "The accusation is untrue!"
    "Caesar is determined to root out any possibility of sedition - past or present - he isn't  
inclined to listen to protestations of innocence!"
    Pilate stood to his full height.
    "What is to be the outcome of this discussion?"
    Probius shrugged.
    "This is no more than a friendly talk - we're not your judges, Pilate. If Caesar is so inclined  
- and I suspect he is - he will pursue the matter and you will be arrested, taken to Rome, and 
there interrogated using every means available - I'm sure you know what that implies. If you 
are found guilty - and I have no doubt you will be - you will be executed by one of any 
number of unpleasant means!"
    "On a trumped up charge!?"
    "Oh! Come, Pilate - have you never condemned a man on a trumped up charge?"
    Pilate responded mechanically.
    "The truth must weigh in my favour."
    Probius laughed again.
    "Pilate! Ask the question: What is truth? Truth is relative to those who wish to believe - 
Caesar chooses to see sedition - Truth has no part in the equation."
Pilate walked to one of the windows.
    "So, I'm to await arrest, trial, torture and execution."
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    Probius answered softly.
    "Caesar can be merciful, Pilate - you can avoid the first three - arrest, trial and torture. He 
has no mind to stir up the population with a trial concerning sedition - but he can't let you live 
as a potential threat. There is an alternative and there are a number of ways in which you can 
end the matter cleanly. You must also consider your wife, your estates, and your assets - all of 
which will be in jeopardy if you come to trial and are found guilty. You can be assured that 
your wife will be allowed to retire quietly and enjoy the assets you leave her. It all depends 
on your decision in the next few hours. We will be pleased to assist you in any way we can."
    It was dismissal! Pilate stalked away from the execution squad - for that was what they 
were - Caesar's private execution squad! The diminutive emperor was determined to be rid of 
a potential threat, but he didn't want the exhibition of a public trial, thereby exposing his 
weakness. Pilate ought to have felt flattered that he was now considered to be so important - 
it was the highest elevation he had acquired in his career.
    They could have killed him in so many different ways - poison - a spear, sword or dagger 
thrust from some dark corner - but they chose to allow him to commit suicide - why, he  
couldn't imagine, except that it must have been engineered from some dark corner of Gaius 
Caesar's tortured mind!
    Later that day, he composed a long letter to his wife. He gave it, with a suitable reward, to  
the more trusted of his two aides. He paid them generously, and was sure that the whisper had 
circulated  of  his  intentions.  He  considered  the  alternatives  in  a  surprisingly  cold  and 
calculating manner, considering the subject was his own death. He could open his veins in a 
warm bath, it was well favoured by some, but not to his taste to watch his life blood ebb away 
to make the water crimson. He could fall on his sword, but that was a chancy business, and he 
was not a soldier. He sent a message to Probius which indicated that he chose to use a potion.  
He spoke to his gods for the last time, knowing the hopelessness of his position, there could 
be no escape. A bottle of wine arrived from Probius with his compliments. Pilate eyed it  
silently for a while - the pain in his gut remained, but it would soon be extinguished.
    He thought over his conversation with Probius, and particularly the words which had 
struck him like a blow:
    'What is Truth?'
    He hadn't known the answer then, six years earlier, when the Galilean had stood before him 
- and he didn't know it now. He poured himself a large measure of wine and drank it down in  
one gulp, then he poured another measure and slowly sipped  it as the light ebbed away.      
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11.

    The bireme bearing Herod Agrippa swept into the harbour of Caesarea Maritimus, with 
oars  flashing rhythmically,  apparently barely touching the surface of  the water.  A barked 
command echoed across the harbour, and they were shipped, while the anchor stone was 
dropped. All this was done under the critical eye of the masters and sailors of mercantile 
vessels which ringed the docks. It had been calculated to be so, and well rehearsed. Agrippa 
had arrived, and, as was his intention, he had drawn the maximum amount of attention to 
himself.
    His ship rode in the centre of the harbour, it couldn't be ignored - it glittered to the point of  
ostentation. Agrippa had spared nothing in its outfitting and decoration. He sat at his ease 
under  a  canopy  on  the  after-deck.  There  would  be  no  haste,  merely  the  appearance  of 
opulence, and what went with it, the casualness of his authority. Only he was aware how 
much was invested in this enterprise. The stakes were high, and he doubted if the opportunity 
so provided would ever be repeated.
    He knew better than to wait too long, curiosity had been aroused, but it would as quickly 
diminish. He rose slowly to his feet and walked to the rail and drew a deep breath. As with 
most harbours, the smell wasn't all that savoury, but it was the air of - he allowed himself to 
think the word -  Israel!  This was the homecoming of a  king,  although there were a few 
obstacles to overcome before he could claim the throne of Herod Magnus.
    He gestured to his freed-man, Fortunatus, to join him. He murmured softly.
    "You know what you have to do - be especially careful to convey the personal greetings of 
Gaius Caesar."
    Fortunatus inclined his head in a slight bow and moved forward. Agrippa followed him 
with his eyes. Fortunatus was a tall man, no longer young, but then, Agrippa himself was no 
longer young. They had been together through many episodes and vagaries of fate. He had 
remained loyal, even when there had been many reasons why he should not.
    After a short time, a barge was lowered from the fore-deck. It was decked in the same 
opulence as the bireme. Fortunatus dropped down the ladder to it easily, and it was pushed off 
from the side of the ship and propelled to the quayside. Agrippa watched its crew throw a 
line, and then Fortunatus disembarked to confront a waiting port official. There was a short 
parley, and an escort was summoned, and Fortunatus disappeared from view in the direction 
of the Praetorium.
    Marcellus was a middle-aged nonentity whom Vitellius had placed in charge of Judaea 
after the dismissal of Pontius Pilate. It was sheer coincidence that he shared the same name as 
Marcellus, the Centurion, whose evidence against Pilate had been so damning. Marcellus the 
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nonentity, was capable as an administrator, but he was barely equipped to face the advent of 
important visitors. Fortunatus was led to him, and because of his extra height, appeared to 
tower over him. Marcellus had no idea of the identity or rank of his visitor, so he extended a 
cordial - if anonymous - welcome.   
    "I welcome you to Judaea - in what way can I be of assistance?"
    Fortunatus smiled, it  was perhaps unfortunate that he possessed a mouth full of teeth 
reminiscent of a horse. It had an unnerving effect.
    "I extend to you the personal greetings of Gaius Caesar, conveyed to you by my master the 
Prince Herod Agrippa of Trachonitis, Batanaea, Gaulenitis and Auranitis."
    Marcellus tore his gaze away from the devouring teeth.
    "I am most gratified to be in receipt of Caesar's greetings - and to welcome your master the 
illustrious Prince Herod Agrippa."
    Fortunatus smile widened, he doubted if Agrippa would have recognized himself!
    "My master would be most grateful for the provision of suitable lodgings for the duration 
of his short stay in Caesarea."
    Marcellus' mind was racing - undoubtedly, he ought to send a message to Antioch at the 
earliest  possible despatch - to inform the Proconsul of this  unexpected arrival - the word 
'short' caught his immediate attention, followed by 'suitable'.
    "I'm quite sure the Prince Herod Antipas would be delighted to offer the provision of his 
palace for the lodging of his kinsman."
    Fortunatus was equally sure that Antipas would NOT be delighted. He asked casually.
    "He is in residence at the moment?"
    "I believe he is currently in Tiberius - "
    Fortunatus purred.
    "How unfortunate."
    Marcellus jumped in hastily.
    "But I'm quite sure, his resident household would be delighted to offer every hospitality."
    Fortunatus eyed him cynically - if only the poor fool realized what trouble he was storing 
up for himself.
    "I'll mention the suggestion to my Prince - I'm sure he'll consider it."
    He returned to the quay, to his barge, to the ship, and reported to Agrippa. He kept a 
straight face.
    "The Administrator  has  made an  interesting  suggestion.  He believes  your  uncle,  the 
Tetrarch,  would  be delighted to  entertain  you at  his  palace,  although he  is  unfortunately 
currently at Tiberius."
    Agrippa stared at him and then exploded into laughter. Fortunatus maintained his straight  
face. Eventually Agrippa sobered up. He gasped.
    "Fortunatus, you are, without any doubt, the greatest rogue under the sun."
    "I aim always to please, my Prince!"
    Agrippa clapped him on the shoulder, again helpless with laughter.
    "Can you imagine their faces - his and Herodias' when they find out!?"
    Fortunatus nodded.
    "I believe I can, my Lord."
    Marcellus  had been busy.  As soon as Fortunatus  had returned to  the ship,  he sent  a  
messenger  to Herod's  palace,  to inform them that a  ship of an important  kinsman of the 
Tetrarch Herod Antipas - one who carried greetings from Caesar himself -  was currently 
moored in the harbour, and that they should make every effort to prepare themselves for his 
immediate residence. He failed to inform them of the kinsman's name, and therefore, it was a 
considerable shock for the household to find themselves assembled under the cynical gaze of 
Antipas' hated nephew.
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    Fortunatus  quelled  any  thoughts  of  rebellion  and  made  sure  that  his  master  was 
comfortably  accommodated.  He  had  no  doubt  that  an  urgent  message  had  been  sent  to 
Tiberius -  but it  would take several days  for the return journey -  even if  Antipas stirred 
himself into immediate action - but he supposed Herodias would see it that he did! In the 
meantime, Agrippa had a base of operations and able to make the intended impression on the 
population.  
    It started by plundering Herod's store-rooms and wine-cellars to provide a sumptuous feast  
to which was invited every dignitary, merchant, and man of note in the immediate area. It was 
organized hastily, with the thought that Antipas could move quickly when he chose - but that 
even he couldn't do the impossible.
In the day preceding the night of the feast. Agrippa toured the city of Caesarea, carried in a  
richly decorated litter, waving greetings to the bemused population, and even scattered a few 
coins to be snatched up by the first-comers.
    As a matter of course, Joseph received an invitation, which he was at first inclined to 
disregard, but there was a personal note attached in Agrippa's own hand, which told him that 
there were personal greetings from Rebecca. Joseph joined the surging crowd who flooded 
into  Herod's  palace,  feeling  utterly  divorced  from  the  noise  and  frivolity.  He  was  only 
recently back from Babylon, where he had lived almost the life of a hermit. The foment 
around him struck him like a blow.
    He was led to a high place in the feast - which didn't suit his wishes or his mood - but it  
was to be expected by reason of his rank. Herod Agrippa was the consummate politician, and 
could be guaranteed to extract the last drop from their encounter. Joseph sat amid the turmoil 
and tried to work out what the devious visitor from Rome was trying to achieve.
    He was surrounded by colour, everyone had regaled themselves in their finest dress - some 
to try to impress - in which they failed - and others, because they had similar thoughts to 
those of Joseph, with the added incentive of being ready to capitalize upon the evening if 
Agrippa's enterprise proved fruitful.
    There was a fair proportion of Roman officials from the Administrator down, together with 
some high rankers from Rome, who were loudly trumpeting how risen Marius Agrippa was in 
the favours of Gaius Caesar. The delicious whisper also circulated - no doubt started by one 
of Agrippa's servants - that the feast was provided by the beneficence of the absent Antipas, 
with the added titbit that he had no idea that he was being so beneficent. The humour of it 
rocked the guests like a wave. Joseph watched one after the other, as the news was whispered 
by their neighbour, double up in mirth. Antipas would probably have an apoplexy - and if he 
didn't, Herodias surely would have it for him!
    Agrippa staged his entrance to perfection. Joseph watched him as he made his way to his 
place. He had left his wife and children in Rome, so he walked alone, apart from his shadow, 
Fortunatus.  There were many stories circulating about that relationship - some, no doubt, 
fictitious, and most malicious. Joseph focused upon the man who wanted to be king of Israel 
to such an extent that it was almost a physical hurt. Agrippa was tall and lean, apparently in 
good health, but he couldn't disguise the fact that he was no longer a young man - Joseph 
assessed him to be in his early fifties - there was already a slight stoop and the thickening of 
the waistline, which wouldn't be improved by the lavish provision from Antipas' store-house 
and cellars.
    Agrippa paused before him, having acknowledged with a cordial nod his other guests. 
Joseph was startled to find himself caught up in a warm embrace.
    "My dear Joseph - how very gratifying that we can meet once more. I have so looked  
forward to this opportunity!"
    Joseph responded in kind, conscious that the rest of the guests had fallen silent.
    "My Lord Agrippa - after so many years, it is indeed a pleasure for me."
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    It didn't matter what he said, the damage had been done, and the word would be carried to 
Antipas and Herodias, that Joseph of Arimathea was firmly and surely in Agrippa's camp! 
Agrippa released him, beaming with happiness and went to his place. Joseph sat with the rest 
and  allowed  himself  to  be  plied  with  delicacies  from  the  steaming  platters  carried  by 
staggering  slaves.  He  ate  mechanically,  without  a  great  deal  of  appetite,  but  that  wasn't 
particularly because of his surroundings, he had become more and more abstemious when it 
came to food and drink. He had lost a great deal of weight during the time he had spent in  
Babylon. If Rebecca had been with him, he would have been chided and nagged until he 
would accept greater nourishment - but she was in Rome.
    The feasting dragged on interminably.  Agrippa circulated among his guests,  effusive, 
flattering, making each one feel how important they were to him. There was no doubt that he 
was  a  master  of  the  diplomatic  arts.  He  spoke  on  equal  terms  with  those  from Rome, 
becoming Marius, the Amici of Gaius Caesar. With the high dignitaries of the faith of his 
fathers,  he  was  respectful,  seeking  their  advice  and  listening  carefully,  refusing  to  be 
distracted by the chatter around him. With the merchants he became the man of business, 
shrewd, knowledgeable, apparently knowing the going rate for most of the commodities in 
which they dealt.
    When he returned to  his  place and accepted  another  cup of  wine from the attentive 
Fortunatus, he gave the impression that he'd won the friendship of everyone who counted in 
the room. He looked around the gathering benevolently, then he suddenly rose in his place.
    "My friends, let us give honour and thanks to the man under whose wise rule we prosper -  
and drink to the continued good health and fortune of  our benefactor, Gaius Caesar!"
    There was a hasty scrambling to their feet and a roar:
    "To Gaius Caesar!"
    It was pure Rome! It was a reminder that they were all at the mercy of the occupying 
power. Joseph eyed Agrippa warily - was his aim to stir the undercurrent of unrest? If so, he 
was playing a dangerous game. Agrippa continued.
    "Now continue feasting - enjoy the benefits provided here - I must confer privately with 
my friend, the Prince Joseph!"
    Joseph stiffened - the toast, the hint of unrest, and now, the private conference, had almost 
been  in  one  breath!  If  Agrippa  was  trying  to  compromise  him,  he  was  succeeding 
magnificently! He rose dutifully to his feet and followed Agrippa to a side room, while the 
eyes of the assembly watched speculatively, and the spies of Herod Antipas added further to 
their reports.
    They were alone in  the small  chamber whose window looked out  over  the lights of 
Caesarea and the harbour beyond. Agrippa's bireme was a cascade of light, occupying the 
centre  of  the  harbour,  as  if  quelling  any  upstarts  who  might  feel  inclined  to  outdo  its  
splendour. Even the ever attentive Fortunatus was absent.
    "I'm pleased for this opportunity to talk with you alone, Joseph."
    "You do me a great honour, Agrippa."
    "Come, Joseph - we're friends - we honour each other with our friendship!"
    "Again, I am honoured."
    Agrippa laughed softly.
    "You are suspicious, Joseph - I concede, perhaps you have the right to be - especially when 
you consider my former estate - or lack of it! You see, I speak frankly - as one does between 
friends. You must also see that my fortunes have changed around completely. Gaius Caesar 
rescued me from prison in Rome, and immediately elevated me to take charge of that which 
remains of the Tetrarchy of Philip. I would be the first to admit, they are backward areas 
which have not been well managed - but that's the reason why I prevailed upon Caesar to 
allow me to come and inspect their situation, and to put them in order if needs be."
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    "You're fortunate to have such a powerful friends, Agrippa."
    The tall man's eyes flashed.
    "I'm not blind to his faults, Joseph - but I've always had need to take my opportunities 
when they were put before me. I fell foul of Tiberius because I wasn't watchful - that is a  
mistake I'll not repeat.
    I mentioned in my note that I have had contact with your sister Rebecca - and bring you  
her greetings."
    Joseph leaned forward.
    "I'm very anxious about here - she writes the bare bones of the situation, but I suspect  
there's much more."
"She knows the value of discretion, especially when it comes to the written word. It happens 
that I know a great deal about the background to this whole sorry business. I was in the party 
sent by Caesar to Augusta Vindelicum - there was a reason why Lucian and Marcellus the 
centurion were also included - it had all to do with Pontius Pilate and the incident with the 
Samaritans which caused his recall to Rome."
    Joseph whispered.
    "Pontius Pilate - once again he's involved!"
    Agrippa shot him a shrewd glance.
    "But not directly in Lucian's disappearance - that was entirely his own doing - but I fear the 
outcome is almost certainly his death."
    He swiftly went through the circumstances of Lucian's disappearance, explaining the fact 
that Rebecca wasn't informed for some time, because of her flight from Rome.  
    Joseph Interrupted again.
    "You say, flight - I understood she was trying to reach Lucian."
    "She was, but she was also trying to escape the unwanted attentions of someone who was 
determined to have her for himself!"
    Joseph's face was white in the light of the moon.
    "Who?"
    "Gaius Caesar! I told you, he has his faults and weaknesses - he can be a wonderful  
benefactor, but he is also a lecherous and unstable bastard!"
    The Lord Agrippa was being recklessly frank in his estimation! Joseph came to a decision.
    "I must go to her!"
    Agrippa nodded.
    "I agree! But when you go to her, be sure to preserve your well-attested self-discipline, and 
avoid any confrontation with Caligula - being a prince of Judaea will not protect you from his 
malevolence if his disfavour reaches out to you!"
    They returned to the feast,  but Joseph's appetite had deserted him. He maintained the 
tranquil, unruffled expression, and responded courteously to the overtures of those near to 
him, who tried to squeeze information out of him. Some of the other guests started to make 
their excuses - mostly the religious party, who had had quite enough of the ostentation and 
sensed that the proceedings might become licentious, especially if the Roman contingent - 
who were becoming more and more noisy as they drained one cup after the other of Antipas' 
wine - had their way. Joseph took his opportunity to farewell his host with them. Agrippa 
clasped him affectionately and let him go. He was well satisfied with his night's work, and for 
the time being, he could dispense with the presence of the Prince of Arimathea.
    After the carousal, he stayed just long enough in Caesarea to consolidate his political gains 
and to further ingratiate himself to an incredulous population. He was carried around the 
streets  and  markets  and  particularly  in  front  of  the  premises  of  those  of  prominence, 
periodically scattering coins as if he was Caesar himself - in this, he had received a good 
schooling. Gaius/Caligula had used precisely the same method to ingratiate himself with the 
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multitudes, especially in the early months of his reign - now, he had a firmer, tyrannical grip 
on power, and he had other projects upon which to lavish his dwindling inheritance.
    Agrippa was careful to ensure his departure from the city before they were any possible - 
and perhaps embarrassing - reaction from Antipas. He had been assured that the Tetrarch was 
resident at Tiberius, for this reason, Agrippa decided to present himself to the population of 
Jerusalem - A potential king ought to be seen by his loyal subjects in what would become his 
capital.
    In all of this, Agrippa acted with calculated foresight. On this occasion, he wouldn't attain 
the kingdom once governed by his grandfather, Herod Magnus. He would be content to show 
himself as the potential king, and to be gracious and generous - and to be remembered. Even 
in Jerusalem, he wouldn't tarry long. Gaius would quickly become suspicious - and hostile - if 
he was tempted to do so. After a short stay, he would depart again, to head north into the 
Decapolis and to the remote and backward remnants of Philip's Tetrarchy, which were now 
his by the benevolence of Gaius Caesar. In this manner. He would bypass the city of Tiberius 
and a possibly unpleasant and unproductive confrontation with Antipas and Herodias
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12

    Apolonius was thoughtful after the departure of the servant maid. Having declared her 
views,  she  had  turned  on  her  heel  and  marched  back  towards  the  kitchen.  He  was  left 
standing in the middle of the yard,  with the black entrance to the stable behind him. He 
returned to work and mechanically finished grooming the horses, one after the other, with his 
mind not fully on what he was doing.
    When it came to his duties, he was very much his own man and allowed to manage the  
stables  according  to  his  own  routine.  He  readily  acknowledged  that  it  was  an  unusual 
situation, for his master insisted on a smart turn out when necessary, and valued his horse-
flesh. Banus - his employer - was a native-born Hispanian, who had benefited extremely well 
from the  brisk  trade  he  conducted  with  distant  Rome and with  other  centres  around the 
western end of the Mare Nostrum. He had prospered so well that he could afford the best  
when  it  came  to  his  stable,  and  had  bought  wisely.  It  could  be  considered  the  best  of 
compliments that he was content to leave his stallions and mares in the hands of the expert 
Apolonius.
    The former Praetorian knew that it was to Banus that he should make his first report, if  
there was any hint of a conspiracy or rebellion. Apolonius still hesitated. The conversation 
with the servant maid had added to his confusion. Every instinct told him that the clandestine 
meeting in the dark of night, at a lonely farm building, was something that should be exposed 
to the light of day as quickly as possible - but the possible implication of Rebecca in this 
movement - and it was almost a certain involvement - drove any thought of an immediate 
accusation from his thoughts.
    The servant girl had been unafraid - almost challenging - as if she was daring him to take 
action. The thought irritated, a challenge was always something he had met head-on in earlier 
days - but these were no longer earlier days, and he couldn't allow himself the luxury of 
reacting as once he had. He selected one of the horses for the purpose of exercise, quickly 
saddled it and mounted, before heading out across the fields in the general direction of where 
he had walked a few hours earlier. It took little time and he realized that it was just far enough 
away from the villa so as to not attract attention, but close enough for the servants to slip 
away for a short time without their absence being noticed.
    In daylight, he could see that the structure was in bad need of repair. If anyone sheltered  
within, they would have been in constant danger of being brained by something falling from 
the shattered roof. It had probably been a storage barn at some time - it didn't matter - now it  
was unoccupied, and didn't  look as if it  had sheltered anyone for a considerable time. It 
wasn't going to provide further answers. He turned aside, frustrated, and resumed his ride. He 
paid little attention to where he was going, allowing the horse to have its head. It was only 
when they were approaching a small community some five miles above the town, and on the 
road to Gaul, that he took a greater interest. He didn't know the place well, but it boasted a 
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small inn. He wasn't inclined to visit it so early in the day, until he noticed unusual traffic in 
the yard.
    He took his horse to the rear and secured it before quietly making his way on foot to the  
front entrance again. He paused and eyed the two horses tethered there. They had Praetorian 
Guard written all over them. It could mean anything, for often there was military traffic to the 
garrison at Tarraco. For some reason, he was extra cautious. He had altered his appearance 
drastically since his departure from Italia. He had allowed his hair to grow from the usual 
close  crop.  He  was  now  fully  bearded,  almost  to  the  point  of  being  shaggy,  whereas 
previously, he had been clean-shaven. The well-appointed military dress had long since been 
discarded, now he could easily be mistaken for any one of a hundred locals, even to the point 
of wearing their rustic blanket, through a hole in which they poked their heads. His shaggy 
hair was imprisoned in a wide-brimmed, shapeless hat, which completed his transformation. 
It  was his  height he couldn't  hide,  even though he tried to slouch and shamble along.  If 
anyone hadn't  known him earlier,  they wouldn't  recognize him as Aquila  Apolonius,  late 
Centurion of the Praetorians - but he wasn't fool enough to believe he could deceive men with 
whom he had once ridden.
    He took a seat close to the blaze of light from a hole in the wall that pretended to be a 
window. It had the effect of blinding anyone looking in his direction, and making his face 
appear to be in shadow. He watched two men talking excitedly to each other, but their voices 
were very low and he couldn't hear what was being said. A serving girl presented herself 
before him and he ordered some of the local, cheap wine, which usually set his teeth on edge. 
It was delivered without much grace and its price collected.
    He was halfway through when the two men rose and made their way to the door. They 
didn't glance at him as they passed, but he knew them! Their presence meant trouble, for 
these were two of the cohort who attended to the more clandestine matters that interested 
Caesar.
He  watched  them  ride  away  towards  the  town.  It  was  always  possible  that  they  were 
investigating  clandestine  meetings  and  agitators,  and  perhaps  someone  had  already 
approached the magistrates to report mysterious lights in cold fields at night and groups of 
people in earnest discussion - but surely it wouldn't be a matter for two special agents from 
Rome,  rather  the  local  military  would  take  whatever  action  deemed  necessary.  He  was 
suddenly aware of the serving girl, who was suddenly, remarkably, eloquent - perhaps she 
was fascinated by his rugged good looks!
    "They're looking for someone!"
    "How'd you know?"
    "I heard them, didn't I?"
    "Someone stirring up trouble, I expect."
    "There's always someone stirring up trouble - no, this one's someone special."
    Apolonius raised shaggy eyebrows, and held up his glass for a refill. She took it, returned 
with it full, but further conversation was curtailed by a bellow from the rear of the premises, 
which  summoned  her  to  other  duties.  Apolonius  finished  his  second  glass  and  felt  like 
spitting it out as soon as he was clear of the front door. The two men were long since gone, 
and he returned thoughtfully to where he had tethered his mount.
    The ride home gave him the chance to come to a decision on his course of action. Thoughts 
of reporting clandestine meetings were dismissed, he had other things to worry about - and 
Caesar could take care of his own security! It was the security of Aquila Apolonius that now 
became his first priority. The hunters were close - somewhere along the route of his flight, he 
hadn't covered his tracks as well as he had thought. They had practically caught up to him, 
and only the fortuitous ride to the inn, had given him forewarning.
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    He was still ahead of them when he stabled the merchant's horse and made his own ready 
for a hasty departure - but leaving it within the stable. He collected his few possessions and 
strapped them behind the saddle. He crossed the yard to the villa and to where Banus was 
usually to be found - unless he was conducting his business in Tarraco. On this morning he 
was not. He looked up as Apolonius loomed in the doorway. He eyed him warily.
    "Something wrong in the stables, Silanus?"
    Apolonius faced him squarely.
    "Nothing wrong, Banus - at least, not in the stables. I find it necessary to move on - 
immediately!"
    Banus' eyebrows twitched in surprise.
    "You sound in a hurry!"
    "I am - when I came here, I told you I was trying to avoid someone."
    Banus nodded slowly.
    "I remember - I respected your frankness - Do I understand that this - someone - has caught 
up with you?"
    Apolonius nodded grimly. Banus leaned back in his chair.
    "I wouldn't have thought you were the sort of man to run from anybody, Silanus. Why not 
meet him head on - you can be sure of my backing."
    Apolonius eyed him for a moment.
    "You have no reason to trust me - I could be an escaped slave!"
    Banus laughed softly.
    "I think not - but then, neither are you a groom to the Equites. You haven't chosen to tell 
me your story, but I trust my own judgment when it comes to men."
    "The less you know, the safer for you."
    The eyebrows twitched again. Apolonius went on grimly.
    "The enemy who follows me isn't one I can stand and fight - all I can hope to do is keep  
ahead!"
    Banus held his gaze for a long moment.
    "One day you won't be able to keep ahead - if your enemy is that relentless, one day he'll 
catch up to you - what then?"
    Apolonius' eyes blazed back at him.
    "Then I'll go down fighting and take as many as I can with me - but I won't be captured."
    Banus rose to his feet.
    "So, there's more than one - and this is a matter of fleeing justice!"
    "Injustice is a more accurate description!"
    Banus trod carefully.
    "I've been taught that Roman Law is capable of distinguishing between the two."
    Apolonius laughed harshly.
    "There's Roman Law - and there's Caesar's Law! These days, there's a difference!"
    Banus slowly reached into a drawer of the desk and extracted a purse of coins. He held it 
out to Apolonius.
    "I thought it might come to this! I think you'll find it more than covers your wages for your 
time with me! I'm sorry to lose you, Silanus. You're a good man and my horses have never  
looked better. You're a steady man, and I'm loathe to part with you - but if you must go - then  
you must go."
    Apolonius took the purse and felt its weight.
    "Thank you, Banus - you're more than generous."
    Banus nodded.
    "If these men are as thorough as you suggest, I suppose they'll pay me a visit. If they 
should inquire, where do you suggest I should tell them you've gone?"
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    Apolonius smiled grimly.
    "I have a mind to head north, back into Gaul - or even to the south, to Valentia."
    Banus nodded again.
    "I'll be sure to tell them that the ride to Valentia is very picturesque - and that you had the 
sudden urge to admire the scenery!"
    They clasped forearms in farewell.
    "The  gods go with you, Silanus - if that's your name! I hope we'll meet again in more 
favourable circumstances."
    "My name is Aquila Apolonius - as I'm sure your visitors will tell you - and I know too 
much about the death of Tiberius Caesar!"
    Banus eyes widened.
    "Then, go quickly - to Valentia!"
    Apolonius returned to the stables and led his horse to the rear of the premises. He rode off  
across the fields, not quite sure where he was heading. He was reasonably sure Banus would 
try to  put  his  pursuers  off  the  scent  by directing  them south,  but  that  didn't  mean they 
wouldn't  be astute enough to assume it  was a  ploy and that  he was trying to head back 
towards Gaul to lose himself among the barbarian tribes in the mountains. He decided against 
the north road too - it left only one other way - the road inland which led to Caesar Augusta!
    He kept to the low contours of the rolling fields, and avoided the skyline as far as was 
possible. A range of mountains flanked the coast behind Tarraco, and these had first to be 
crossed before the isolated country behind them could swallow him. He knew that some forty 
miles from Tarraco, the road forked, one branch leading up through the back-country to the 
mountains that separated Hispania from Gaul - an alternative route which connected with the 
road leading to Burdigala (Bordeaux) and the Oceanus Atlanticus Beyond that junction, an 
alternative route led to Caesar Augusta, and continued further along the Iberus River (Ebro). 
It gave him alternatives - his choice could be made depending on the circumstances at the 
time.
    The way he had chosen offered him a bleak crossing of the mountains - the winter was  
hardly passed. He used goat tracks, relying on his instinct for direction to carry him across the 
snow-covered passes. He knew the dark shape of man and horse would stand out against the 
whiteness and a keen-eyed pursuer might still be able to see his escape route, but it was a risk 
he had to take.
    He hoped Banus would sound convincing enough when questioned, to persuade the two 
pursuers to take the southern road. Of course, there was always the possibility that they might 
split up - one going to the south and the other to the north - just to safeguard themselves. If 
there were others  with them,  whom he hadn't  seen at  the  inn,  they might  take the third 
alternative, it was for this reason that he had elected to stay away from the road leading out of 
Tarraco and to the west.  
    He was ill-equipped for the mountain crossing. He had left in too much of a hurry to taken 
even the most minimum rations, and in any case, hadn't wanted to advertise his departure to 
the other servants. He had no food for himself or his horse. He cursed his lack of foresight, he 
was slipping away from the training and discipline that had been so great a part of his life in 
previous times.
    He was worried about his mount. It was a fine animal, and could run like the wind, but it  
was completely out of its element the it came to floundering through the deepening drifts of 
snow. The mountain barrier  was higher  than he had anticipated,  and it  didn't  follow that 
where goats could go, a mounted man could also. He dismounted and led the horse, and as 
the light began to fade, he faced the dismal prospect of spending a night on the mountain, and 
the distinct possibility of freezing to death!        
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13.

    Joseph lost no time coming to a decision after his private conversation with Agrippa. There 
was no doubt in his mind that Caesar's amici had only self-interest in mind. The gratuitous 
information concerning Rebecca was no more than the creating of an indebtedness, for which 
Agrippa  would   demand  payment  at  a  future  time  suited  to  his  own purposes.  Joseph's 
concerns were immediate and commanded instant reaction.
    Since his return from Babylon, he had been at pains to put his house in order. Sophas had 
done a remarkable job holding together the interests of his patron, but there had been obvious 
limitations - decisions the steward had not felt competent to address and which had been 
shelved to await Joseph's return.
    Saul and Eli had been released to their own devices as soon as they and Joseph had reached 
Caesarea, with the instruction that they were not to return until their own affairs were once 
more in order. They had served him faithfully during the years he had spent with Bezar and 
the brethren in Babylon. He had given them one other instruction. If, by chance, they came 
into contact with Peter or one of the Eleven, they were to be sure to make it known that 
Joseph had returned and had good news from Babylon.
    Jonas had grown from a boy into a man. He now sported a downy beard below his piercing 
dark eyes. They flashed with excitement when, on the first evening of their return, Joseph 
called  the  household  together  and  quietly  told  them of  all  that  had  transpired  over  the 
previous two years. He exclaimed:
    "I'll write this all in my journal!"
    Joseph smiled and shook his head.
    "Don't waste my palimpsest scraps on my adventures, Jonah! Reserve your efforts for the 
ones who really count - but I'm pleased to hear that you've kept yourself busy with it."
    Sophas interjected gravely.
    "It has grown considerably, Lord Joseph."
    Joseph smiled
    "I shall read it when I recover my breath!"
    It was a promise he had hardly had time to keep, but now his business ventures were once 
more in order - and he knew he faced another journey.
    On the day after Agrippa's feast - at Antipas' expense - he went over what he had learned. 
After a restless night  - where dreams of Rebecca and her evading the attentions of shadowy 
pursuers, invaded his sleep - he started to plan his voyage. He was well aware that he was 
going into the jaws of a wild animal. Joseph was not a man to over-dramatize, and the fact 
that he accepted that Caligula was no more than a mad animal and that he would be wise to 
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make provisions for any eventuality, was evidence of a sober - and chilling - acceptance of 
the truth. Rebecca was in grave personal danger.
    There were other factors too - the patrimony of his nephew and niece was also at risk. 
Caesarea  was alive with tales of Caligula's ruthless greed for wealth, of his stripping of the 
estates of the wealthy on any pretext - and sometimes without even the flimsiest of excuses. 
At the feast  on the previous evening, he had heard the latest  outrages in the murmur of 
conversation around him. His uneasiness for the patrimony of his partner Lucian increased 
rapidly. There was no time to be lost, and he wondered why Caesar hadn't acted already.
    During his wakeful night hours he had come to a decision, but it was not one he chose to 
express without satisfying himself it was the right course. Towards the end of the morning, 
and when the main business of the day had been settled, he called Sophas to his office.
    His brother in faith had aged a little during the long absence, but then, so had they all. 
Sophas waited silently, he too, giving his patron a shrewd assessment. Joseph was little more 
than skin and bone, and yet, he doubted whether it was a result of poor nourishment on the 
part  of  Bezar,  who  had  struck  him  as  being  a  generous  host.  If  there  was  a  lack  of 
nourishment, it could only be because of Joseph's notoriously abstemious nature. Sophas had 
already given instructions to the kitchen staff that they were to produce Joseph's favourite 
dishes, and try to coax some replacement flesh for that which had dropped away.
    The silence had been of a duration that indicated trouble. Sophas refocused his thoughts -  
perhaps his patron had found something in the accounts which was not to his liking. It was as 
if Joseph read his thoughts.
    "Sophas, I'm well satisfied with the way you have conducted my affairs."
    The steward relaxed a little, he inclined his head in acknowledgment.
    "Then, I am more than gratified, Lord Joseph."
    There was more to come.
    "You are aware that I attended a dinner and - entertainment - by invitation from Prince 
Agrippa?"
    Again, Sophas inclined his head. Joseph went on.
    "He brought me worrying news of matters touching on my sister Rebecca in Rome."
    "She is not unwell, I hope, my Lord - as a result of the loss of her husband."
    Joseph stared at him - it had come to be accepted within the house that Lucian was dead!
    "The concerns are of another nature, Sophas - but, there is a connection with the - loss - of 
Lucian. One concern is a threat to the patrimony of the children - another, to the safety of 
Rebecca herself!"
    Sophas waited for more, but it wasn't forthcoming.
    "I find it imperative to go to Rome to safeguard the children and my sister!"
    Sophas blinked - a lot had been said, but a great deal had not. Joseph went on.
    "In so doing, I think if necessary to minimize any risk that might arise to our enterprises  
here. As you are aware, Lucian insisted on scattering the wealth of our joint venture among 
those we could trust in our provincial centres. I confess, at that time, I could see little need for 
it, and the possibility losing everything, if we misplaced our trust.
    Bezar is our third partner, and has the advantage of being outside the influence of Rome 
and her agents! In view of the new risks I foresee, I intend to write a letter to him, which will  
give him overall control of our enterprises, if any future threat should emerge. I rely on you 
to closely monitor all transactions. A copy of my letter will be sent to all of those who hold  
our assets in trust, which should curtail any arguments or misgivings.
        What are your thoughts on my plan?"
    The question was sudden. Sophas blinked.
    "If the danger is so extreme, my Lord, perhaps it would not be wise to go to Rome."
    "That isn't an option, Sophas - there is real, physical danger to Rebecca."
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    Sophas ran his tongue over dry lips.
    "May I ask the nature of the danger, my Lord?
    "Caligula!"
    Sophas took a half-step back.
    "Would it not be wiser to ask your sister and her children to come to Caesarea, my Lord!"
    "I doubt if that will be permitted - not if Caligula has become interested - and he has!"
    There was a short silence.
    "You now understand my reasons for dispersing our assets beyond the reach of that evil 
monster!"
    Sophas' response was soft.
    "My Lord, this is a Roman city - and Roman ears are everywhere - even within this house."
    Joseph laughed sharply.
    "You're right, my good brother - I remember the last time our words were twisted and 
reached the ears of Tiberius Caesar.
    We are all in the Master's hands, Sophas - He will surely guide us and protect us - and 
perhaps He has His intentions when I am directed towards Rome."
    "May He be with you - and the Lady Rebecca and her children!"  
    Joseph walked to the window. He changed the subject abruptly.
    "Tell me about Jonah."
    Sophas adjusted to the change of pace.
    "He's a good lad, my Lord - quick to learn and willing."
    "Quite a young man now - and after the girls, I suppose?"
    "On the contrary, he keeps very solitary, and spends most of his free time writing his 
journal - one thing, my Lord - I no longer give him scraps - I allow him full parchment - the 
work is too important for scraps."
    Joseph turned round sharply. Sophas' face was almost radiant.
    "He has a gift, Sophas - a gift that deserves the best - you made a proper decision!"
    "Thank you, my Lord."
    "So, you are quite satisfied he has no hidden vices - you haven't caught him stealing 
again!?"
    Sophas looked mortified. Joseph laughed.
    "Now, I must prepare a letter to Bezar - and then I will allow you to try to put some meat  
on my bones with those sly dishes you and the cook are contriving!"
    Sophas bowed and retreated. His patron was an astute man, but it would take much more  
than a sharp mind to counteract the forces he would find pitted against him when he came to 
Rome. Sophas felt an icy chill tingle down his spine. The thought would not go away that the 
comfortable, protected way of life they had enjoyed, was about to become no more than a 
memory.  Hard  times  were  ahead  for  the  Prince  of  Arimathea,  especially  if  he  chose  to 
confront the power and authority of the master of the Roman world.      
    News from the streets soon penetrated their secluded household. The Prince Agrippa wasn't 
resting  on  his  laurels.  After  the  night  of  conviviality  at  Antipas'  expense,  Agrippa  was 
circulating through the town, scattering gold coins like dust, to the astounded greed of the 
general populace. Word had it that he was being carried in a litter whose silks and draperies 
would have challenged the finest that the bordellos of Rome could have boasted. It didn't 
matter, it had the desired effect. Agrippa was presenting himself to his people and the word of 
his progress was circulating far beyond the venue in which he chose to do it.
    The matter was duly reported officially - by Marcellus, the clerk sent in the place of Pilate.  
He made sure to inform the Proconsul in Antioch, that Caesar's amici was making himself 
known - of course, to the honour and glory of the Imperium. The garrison received no orders, 
they watched the proceedings from the sidelines and were disciplined enough not to join the 
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general scramble in the dust for the largesse being so freely distributed. Their officers saw to 
it in their own interests. Others reported the facts to the various factions jostling for their own 
agendas - and of course, one of those interests was that of the followers of Antipas and his 
spouse.
    Agrippa soon vacated the city and it settled back into something like its usual pace. The 
stewards of Antipas' ruefully took stock of their depleted storehouses and wine-cellars and 
considered how best to present the facts to their master. They were miserably aware that there 
was  no  story  good  enough,  plausible  enough,  or  inventive  enough,  to  turn  what  would 
approach the wrath of the One God from their unfortunate heads. A small group of riders 
arrived from Tiberius, dusty and out of temper, two days after Agrippa had wisely elected to 
put distance between himself and the wrath to come. The palace stewards bore the full force 
of  their  complaints  with  sullen  resignation,  knowing  full  well  that  it  couldn't  have  been 
otherwise.
    Joseph put the preparations for his  journey into effect.  He wanted to be gone before 
Agrippa returned, for the bireme that had brought him still occupied the centre of the harbour, 
much to the frustration of the port  authorities,  and every ship's pilot  that had the task of 
bringing their  ships to the wharves, requiring a manoeuvre around the obstructing vessel. 
Hard oaths were unsparing, and questions concerning the ancestry of the bireme's captain 
were the order of the day.
    There was no doubt in Joseph's mind that the ostentatious prince would return. News was 
brought to him of his appearance in Jerusalem, but even there Agrippa proved a moving 
target, moving on after a few days, to inspect his neglected provinces beyond the Jordan.
    Joseph had bound Sophas to total confidence about his plans, there would be time enough 
for  the  word to  be  circulated  that  the  austere  Prince  of  Arimathea,  who had so  recently 
returned to Caesarea from Babylon, was now to visit Rome - and perhaps remain absent for 
another two years - or, as Joseph mentally corrected, perhaps to remain absent for ever. He 
was under no illusions about the possible consequences. He toyed with the idea of recalling 
Saul  and Eli,  but giving himself  the benefit  of their  sword arms wouldn't  turn aside any 
contrary outcome. The battle against Caligula would be different, it would be one of words 
and of alliances, but alliances might be hard to find.
    His plans were well  advanced when news was brought to him of another impending 
departure, and so, reluctantly, he delayed, even though his anxiety concerning     Rebecca was 
increasing daily.
    It was in this time of delay and frustration, that he summoned Jonas to his office. The  
young man came running. Joseph suppressed a smile - was he such a tyrant!?
    "So, Jonas - now I can give you some attention. I've neglected you since my return."
    "My Lord Joseph has had many other concerns claiming his attention."
    Joseph nodded.
    "In that you are correct, but that doesn't excuse neglect! Tell me how things are with you."
    "Are with me, Lord Joseph?"
    Joseph eyed him severely.
    "I see that you haven't got out of the habit of answering questions with another question!"
    Jonas flushed.
    "I'm sorry, Lord Joseph - Things are very well with me - I've learned a great deal since 
you've been away."
    "Sophas tells me that you've been a diligent pupil. He tells me, also that you've added to  
your journal - I would like to read it."
    Jonas scrambled to his feet.
    "Shall I fetch it, Lord Joseph?"
    "That would seem to be the first thing to be done if I'm to read it, Jonas!"
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    Joseph's smile widened as the boy ran from the room - the description was correct - he was  
still a boy.
    Jonas returned, bearing an impressive bundle.
    "Leave it with me, Jonas - I'll read it in quietness - Tell me, what will you do when you  
leave my house?"
    The question came like a bolt from heaven. Jonas' eyes widened and he swallowed a few 
times, before finding voice enough to murmur.
    "Leave your house, Lord Joseph?"
    Joseph eyed him sternly.
    "There has to come a time when you've learned all there is to be learned, Jonas."
    He whispered.
    "I hadn't given any thought to it, Lord Joseph! Are you displeased with me - have I done  
something I shouldn't have - ?"
    Joseph shook his head.
   "I've told you - I have a very satisfactory report! No! Other matters make it essential that I  
reduce the volume of activity here in Caesarea.  Sophas will  remain,  together  with a few 
clerks, to monitor transactions through the port, but the main accounting will be conducted 
elsewhere."
    Jonas stared at him.
    "And there is no place for me?"
    "Not in Caesarea."
    Jonas rose slowly.
    "Then, I shall ready myself to leave your service, Lord Joseph - as soon as you tell me I  
may do so!"
    Joseph stared back into his unhappy face.
    "You misunderstand me, Jonas. I said there is no place for you in Caesarea - I said nothing 
about you not having a place in my service!"
    Jonas slowly subsided on to the chair - Joseph closed his eyes and steepled his fingers.
    "As I see it, you have one of two choices if you wish to remain in my service, Jonas. The 
first is that you will join Bezar in Babylon - how does that strike you?"
    Jonas gaped, and closed his mouth abruptly.
    "You would wish me to go to Babylon, Lord Joseph?"
    "Bezar  has  a  great  need for  help  looking after  the  Master's  people  there.  He would 
welcome you with open arms."
    Jonas answered slowly.
    "I like Bezar - and I would like to work for the Master too."
    "Then, you would like to go to Babylon?"
    "If that is what you wish, Lord Joseph - but, may I ask the second choice?"
    Joseph nodded slowly, his eyes still closed, his fingers steepled.
    "The second choice will involve great danger - and a fearsome enemy. Your life might well 
be in danger - or you might find yourself in prison, or chained to the oars of a galley. Does 
that sound a better choice?"
    Jonas was silent for a long pause, then he asked softly.
    "Is that where you will be, Lord Joseph!?"
    Joseph nodded and opened his eyes abruptly.
    "If your life is in danger, so too, will be mine, if you're in prison, or chained to a galley oar  
- so too will I be - I go to Rome, Jonas! Rebecca is in great danger - and Caesar threatens to  
deprive the children of their patrimony. That's the second choice!"
    Jonas stared at him.
    "With Bezar there will be comfort and peace - "
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    Joseph interjected dryly.
    "Comparatively speaking, Jonas - if there's ever any peace when Bezar's about!"
    Jonas smiled and then became grave once more.
    "In Rome, there'll be great danger."
    Joseph nodded.
    "Caesar is mentally disturbed, Jonas - and he hungers after the wives of other men - you  
understand me?"
    Jonas flushed slightly and nodded.
    "This is the danger facing the Lady Rebecca?"
    Joseph nodded.
    "Then, I wish to be with you in Rome, Lord Joseph - If you still wish me to come."
    Joseph rose abruptly and drew him to his feet, giving him a crushing hug.
    "If I hadn't wished you to come, I wouldn't have given you a choice, and I would have sent 
you packing to Bezar!"
    Jonas recovered his breath.
    "When do we leave, Lord Joseph."
    "When we can avoid attracting too much attention. I've received word that Herod Antipas 
is bound for Rome also - we'll give him time to get out of our way - and then, there's that  
monstrosity sitting in the middle of the harbour and giving the pilots a difficult time. I fancy 
that it won't be long before Agrippa hurries back to his master.
    Perhaps we'll leave between the two departures. I want to come to Ostia without attracting 
too  much  attention  -  and while  Caligula  is  pre-occupied  with  two competing  princes  of 
Judaea!"
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14.

    "A man can only serve one master!"
    Herod's small, pig-like eyes were fixed on his luckless steward with blazing fury. Chuza 
blinked and then bowed deferentially.
    "I am always your man, my Lord Herod."
    Antipas grunted.
    "Then, why act as HER messenger?"
    Chuza measured his reply.
    "The Lady Herodias was most insistent, my Lord Herod!"
    Herod grunted again.
    "No doubt she was!"
    It had taken Chuza some time to track down the Tetrarch of Galilee and Peoria. Herod  
glared out over the harp-shaped sea and focused his eyes on the hills of Moab beyond.
    "When will I have relief from that persistent shrew!?"
    Chuza remained silent, it was a question that didn't call for an answer - not if he valued his  
head remaining on his shoulders. Herod turned abruptly.
    "You may give my Lady Herodias my best respects and you may tell her that my bowels 
are loose - you may tell her that I am squatting on the privy, where I intend to stay for the  
remainder of the day! You may tell her that I require no attention or solicitude, apart from that 
provided by my attendants."
    The said attendants didn't look as if they favoured the prospect. Chuza bowed again and 
retreated from the presence of his irate overlord. He returned slowly to the palace buildings, 
trying to formulate a coherent and delicate version of the message.
    Herodias was sprawled on her cushions stuffing sweetmeats into her mouth. Her weight 
was increasing and couldn't be hidden, regardless of the best and somewhat desperate efforts 
of her women. On this day, she had contented herself with the attendance of one muscular 
male slave, who was gently wafting a huge plume of feathers above her. Chuza wondered 
irreverently if it was to allay the heat, or to keep the flies away.
    She eyed the steward sharply as he entered.
    "Well, what does he have to say for himself!?"
    Chuza bowed and straightened.
    "My Lord Herod is indisposed, my lady."
    She stared at him, slowly chewing.
    "In what way - indisposed?"
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    "A flux of the bowels, my lady."
    The chewing continued.
    "Where is he?"
    "At the time I approached him, my lady, taking the air in the garden - attended by his men."
    She  took another  sweetmeat  and pushed into  her  mouth.  It  spoilt  the  expression  of 
commiseration.
    "I should go to him - "
    Chuza bowed again.
    "My lord is so indisposed, he spends a great deal of time - in his most private room."
    She glared at him.
    "On his privy, you mean?"
    "Yes, my lady."
    "Then say so!"
    Chuza inclined his head. She stared at him thoughtfully.
    "A matter of some concern, I think - his father, Herod Magnus was similarly afflicted. I  
shall call for physicians - in fact, I shall ask for the garrison surgeon. After all, Herod Antipas 
is a friend of Rome!"
    She stared at Chuza, who bowed and retreated from the presence. Herodias continued to 
gaze after him - she was well aware that he was lying, Herod was no more sick than was she. 
The threat of Roman involvement might effect a magical cure. Antipas had evaded the issue 
for long enough and she intended to have her say - and her way - before the situation got 
completely out of hand.
    Messengers  had arrived  from Caesarea,  despatched in  some haste  by the  steward of 
Herod's palace. Even in the discrete terms used, the evening of 'entertainment' provided by 
her brother Agrippa, from Antipas' resources had been a breathtaking affront. By the time the 
messengers  had  been  thoroughly  interrogated,  Herodias'  fury  had  reached  combustible 
proportions. She had launched her first tirade when Antipas had been similarly provoked and 
was breathing his own fire. They had almost agreed on a course of action, when Antipas' 
inherent indolence reasserted itself and he had started to retreat into a sullen acceptance of an 
unpleasant situation. His hatred for Agrippa hadn't diminished, but his desire for retribution 
had.
    Herodias saw the deeper implications, she knew her brother too well, and could see the 
way his devious mind was working. His 'royal' progress was no more than a rehearsal for the 
fulfilment of his ambitions to be Judaea's king, and with Caligula now Caesar, there was 
every prospect of his ambition being realized. Antipas had to act or he would lose everything, 
but he had become complacent, and Herodias sharpened her mental spurs to goad him into 
action.
    Chuza recognized the implied threat contained in the words of Antipas' consort. What to do 
with them was the question. Another approach to Herod in his present mood could produce 
unpredictable results - on the other hand, not to warn him could turn the unpredictable into 
the catastrophic. Herod would not enjoy coming to the attention of Rome, portrayed as being 
sick to the point of requiring the intervention of the garrison's surgeon. Not for the first time, 
Chuza considered his position as Herod's steward. Perhaps Joanna hadn't been so far wrong 
when she had elected to leave him to follow the new prophet.
    The thought  of Joanna pained him. He doubted if  he tentative request via Joseph of 
Arimathea had reached her. He had overheard the conversation between Herod and Herodias 
and their conjectures concerning Joseph's visit to Babylon - that had been before the war with 
Aretus - and two years had passed. He had heard nothing from Joanna.
    He made his way out into the garden, and took some time to track down his master. Herod 
eyed him truculently.
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    "Another message, Chuza!?"
    Chuza bowed.
    "A report, my lord, - the Lady Herodias is most distressed to hear of your - condition - and 
is giving consideration to calling for physicians and the surgeon of the garrison."
    Antipas' fury intensified. He grated out.
    "One day she'll go too far!"
    The hills of Moab nearly melted under his ferocious glare.
    "You may tell her that my disposition has so well resolved that I intend to go hunting and  
may well be away for several days!"
    "Yes, my Lord."
    Antipas stalked away, followed at a distance by his retinue. One of them cocked a derisive 
eye at Chuza and risked a grin. The steward returned to the palace and presented himself to 
Herodias. She heard him out silently and gave him a peremptory dismissal. Chuza retreated to 
his own quarters and reflected on the precarious state of his situation.
    The problems magnified when, later in the day, further messengers arrived from Jerusalem. 
They were unsure of their approach, especially when confronted by the sister of the man they 
were reporting.
    "The Lord Agrippa has visited the city, and was well received."
    This, Herodias doubted.
    "What did he do - whom did he visit?"
    The messenger chose his words cautiously.
    "He was recognized in the streets, he visited the Temple for worship and give offerings - 
and met with the priests, my lady."
    The  first  two she  dismissed,  that  was  for  public  consumption  -  the  third  was  more 
interesting.
    "Visited the temple and the priests - whom precisely."
    The man ran his tongue over dry lips.
    "It is understood that he spoke with the High Priest and his Council, my lady."
    She waved her hand in dismissal, and the messenger withdrew, thankful that his head still  
remained in its rightful place.
    Herodias contemplated her next move - her fool of a consort obstinately refused to meet 
the  obvious  threat  with counter-measures.   She slowly eased  another  confection  into her 
mouth and eyed the ripple of muscle on the torso of her attendant. Was Antipas worth her 
time and effort. At one time the answer would have been - yes!  At one time, there had been a 
genuine  passion  between  them  which  had  commanded  that  they  should  flout  all  social 
regulations to the extent that she was willing to cast off one Herod for another - but those 
days had passed. Antipas was now becoming old - gross - and indifferent.
    Their quarrels were becoming sharper, more vindictive, but she was wise enough to know 
when to submit. Antipas was a Herod, despite, or perhaps, because of his faults. He wouldn't 
fail  to eliminate her if  she overstepped the mark,  or if  his indifference  grew to outright 
hatred.
    She would need to move with extreme caution. Her driving force was not her relationship 
with Antipas, so much as her virulent hatred of her brother Agrippa. Her determination to 
ensure that he didn't succeed in his schemes outweighed any revulsion she was beginning to 
feel for her gross and bloated consort.
After more deliberation,  she recalled Chuza.  He entered deferentially,  always a man who 
knew his status, but she suspected that more lurked behind the bland face. He was Antipas' 
man, but it gave her an additional perverse satisfaction to use him against his master. She kept 
him waiting building up the tension, while she slowly munched her sweetmeats. She said 
suddenly.
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    "You will make ready for our removal to Caesarea. The Lord Antipas will come to a  
decision this evening, and you will be prepared in good time."
Chuza inclined his head, schooled to show no surprise. Herodias went on.
    "Once in Caesarea, you will prepare for our immediate departure for Rome!"
    She had the satisfaction of seeing his eyes widen a fraction before the bland mask fell into  
place. He ventured.
    "My Lord Herod indicated that he would be hunting for several days, my Lady."
     She eyed him steadily.
    "I'm quite sure that the birds of the air will tell him of our plans - he will return this  
evening!"
    Chuza bowed and retreated - it was almost a command for him to ensure that Herod was 
told of the latest developments.  
    It took some time to track down the Lord of Galilee and Peraea, it looked as if Herod had 
every intention of keeping to his threat to be absent for a number of days. Eventually, Chuza's 
messenger tracked him down in wild country behind the Horns of Hattin. He delivered the 
message and prayed that he would live to see another day. Antipas glared down at his bowed 
head.
    "Chuza told you to find me?"
    "Yes, my Lord Herod."
    "The instruction to prepare the baggage train came from the Lady Herodias?"
    "That is so my Lord."
    Herod swore and muttered.
    "What in the name of Sheol is she trying now!"
    The messenger stayed diplomatically silent. Herod returned his glare to the downcast neck.
    "What else do you know?"
    The messenger was about to deny knowing anything on any subject - then:
    "The Lady Herodias received messengers from Jerusalem, my Lord."
    Herod whispered.
    "Jerusalem!"
    He turned to the hunting party.
    "We return to Tiberius!"
    Herod reflected silently during the return journey.
    Herodias was nagging, meddlesome shrew and inclined to demand her own way, but he 
doubted whether she would so directly challenge him by ordering the household to be packed 
up for a return to Caesarea. There would be good cause - and the messengers from Jerusalem 
were the key.  
His party clattered into courtyard of the Tiberius palace quite late into the evening. He was of  
half a mind to go to his quarters and not show himself at the usual evening banquet. On 
reflection, he decided that it wasn't a good idea. It would give the impression that he had been 
brought to heel and was now licking his wounds, or that he had lost the initiative. He had no 
doubt that the household was awaiting his reaction to the sudden order for their departure for 
Caesarea.
    He dressed silently and allowed his men to add the meddlesome final touches he usually 
brushed aside. He surveyed himself in polished metal of his mirror and allowed for a slight 
ripple of distortion before pronouncing himself satisfied.
    They were all gathered in the feasting room, but Herodias had not allowed the food and 
wine to be served until he joined them. They all rose like an army of automatons, when he 
appeared in the door. He paused and surveyed them. Herodias moved forward towards him. 
He watched her progress. Her hands stretched out before her, her head high, her eyes steady. 
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It gave him pleasure to think that she realized she was on a knife-edge and subject to his 
reaction.
    She reached him, and he didn't relax his fierce expression.
    "I greet you my Lord Herod, I trust you are recovered from your indisposition."
    There was no doubt that she was a witch! The daughter of Satan! He forced a slight smile.
    "I am recovered, dear wife."
    The walked together back to the dais and took their places. Herodias signalled to Chuza, 
and the well-rehearsed sequence of the feast was started. Herod appeared totally at ease - and 
unpredictable. The question of their transit to Caesarea was not discussed.   
    They retired to their private quarters, and once again, Herod didn't mention the matter. 
Herodias wasn't so easily shaken off.
    "Today, during your absence, I received messengers from Jerusalem. Agrippa has made a 
triumphal entry into the city and has visited prominent leaders and the Temple."
    Herod responded mildly.
    "He should  be  careful,  triumphal  entries  into  Jerusalem sometimes  provoke nervous 
reactions from our overlords."
    She warmed to her subject.
    "He scatters gold coin like chaff!"
    "That would make him popular."
    "Precisely, Antipas! He's whipping up popularity - and then visiting the priests and other  
key figures!"
    Herod was reflective.
    "Perhaps we should do the same - our own triumphal entry - and of course, the scattering 
of gold coin - and we do entertain the priests and prominent men frequently."
    For a moment she was lost for words.
    "Can't you see what's happening, Antipas? Agrippa is grasping at the throne of Herod 
Magnus - he's preparing the way. This time, he visits the latest gift from his friend Gaius 
Caesar - the next time it might be the gift of Judaea, Samaria and Galilee - your Tetrarchy!"
    "You're forgetting Peraea, dear heart."
    Her fury began to rise.
    "Does nothing rouse you to defend what is rightfully yours? Are you so confident that 
Gaius sees you as a friend and will allow you to keep what you have, let alone give you what 
is yours by right of blood? You have a much greater claim to Judaea than Agrippa can ever 
pretend to have!"
    His smiled ebbed away.
    "So, you have decided to seek the coastal air - we move house, it seems."
    She tensed, the mood was changing.
    "Soon Agrippa will grow tired of his distribution of largesse - or he will run out of coin, 
which no doubt he has borrowed! Soon, he will take his ostentatious ship and return to Gaius 
- who, no doubt is fretting for the return of his amici. He will give his report on the affairs of 
his lands, and you may be sure he will drop sufficient rumours to put you in a bad light.
    Now is the time to forestall him, while he is the furthest point from his ship. You asked if I 
longed for coastal air - no, My Lord! I crave for sea air and the sights of Rome - and an 
audience with Caesar!"
    He stood with legs apart and hands on his hips. He said nothing for a moment, contenting 
himself with an appraisal which raked her from the tips of her elaborately coiffured hair to 
the suggestion of toes just showing below the hem of her silken robe.
    She restrained herself from twitching under that derisive scan. It was the sort of look a man 
gave a woman who sold herself as merchandise on the streets. She couldn't stop the colour 
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surging to fiery spots on her cheekbones. The Baptist had called her a whore, and now she 
felt like one!
    Herod's voice was quite soft in reply.
    "As usual, my dear Herodias, you are quite impetuous. The matter of taking the sea air, as  
you so eloquently put it, is not a matter for haste. To come to Caesar uninvited is a matter to  
be debated and weighed. The advent of our dear brother Agrippa is not sufficient reason, I 
suggest."
    He held up his hand to forestall her reply.
    "Agrippa may be Caesar's amici, but that doesn't make him a threat to our position in 
Galilee and Peraea. We have governed our Tetrarchy well - Caesar knows that - "
    This time she wasn't to be halted.
    "Tiberius Caesar might well have known that, my Lord, but Gaius Caesar does not - and he 
listens intently to the importuning of his so-called amici - odious, fawning, sycophants such 
as his dear Marius Agrippa!"
    Antipas smiled.
    "All the more reason for us to pay our belated respects to the accession of a new Caesar,  
and to assure him of our deepest devotion and loyalty - as evidenced by our campaign against 
Aretas and the Nabataeans."
    Her response was acrid.
    "A campaign only halted by the threat of Antioch's legions - "
    He ignored her.
    "We can demonstrate that we are now once more at peace, the weapons of war are returned 
to the armoury - Antioch does not have to send her legions. We are loyal friends and allies of 
Rome - but, we are somewhat alarmed that the peace might well be disturbed by the rash 
activities of an insolvent prince, who appears to be courting favour with the people!"
    He waited, enjoying the fact that he had thrown her off-balance.
    "So, it is your intention to go to Rome, my Lord!"
    "It's always been my intention to go to Rome, dear wife. The matter of the right time has  
been a consideration. The coming of Agrippa has given me an extra reason - but it is only a 
minor factor!"
    The palace at Tiberius was vacated by the baggage train early on the following  morning. It 
took some time for Herodias to ready herself for the journey. Herod was almost in a good 
mood, and unexpectedly patient.
    Chuza bowed and scraped as his lord and lady departed. He was aware of the rumour 
sweeping through the ranks of the house-servants that this was no mere routine removal to 
Caesarea. The destination was Rome!
    He wasn't aware, however, that a messenger had left early, on a good mount, to inform his 
master Agrippa, that Antipas was on the move.  
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15

    Tertulla barely reached breast height when measured against her three grandsons, but there 
was little doubt about who was in command. She had just slapped Marcellus sharply across 
the face.
    "I will not stand for your impertinence!"
    Marcellus' response was icy.
    "I will remove myself from your presence, grandmother - it seems I offend you!"
    He turned on his heel and stalked to the door.
    "I command you to remain!"
    He marched through the portal and out into the atrium, from there it was a short distance to 
the gardens where he had walked with his uncle, Titus, on the previous visit. He hadn't much 
liked the over-bearing Titus, but the old man's virulent mother was worse!
    He began to understand the reasons for the distance created by his branch of the family 
from their  kinfolk.  With  a  mother  like  Tertulla,  his  father  deserved a  liberal  measure  of 
sympathy.
    He came to the spot where he had once stood with Titus, soon after his  return from 
Palestine. There had been an interrogation and evaluation by the old man. The interrogation 
he had resented - and the evaluation he had ignored. Tertulla was engaged in the same process 
- sharp questions about the most intimate details of his life, which he was expected to answer 
before an audience of his cousins - and which he had declined to do, telling her that it was 
none of her business. Hence the slap across the face!
    He wasn't alone for long. Vespa's older brother almost ran along the path to find him. He 
panted.
    "You must return, Marcellus - grandmother is unwell!"
    Marcellus glared at him.
    "Has she exhausted herself slapping your face as well!? If I decide to return to your house,  
Sabinus, I will do so in my own good time - on the other hand I may choose to ride out and 
find myself other lodgings! I won't be coming back inside because of the manipulation of a 
sudden and convenient political illness!"
    Sabinus quailed before the martial blast.
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    "I always thought Vespa had a short fuse - you win handsomely!"
    "Thank you - as I once told your father, I will not be manipulated to further the ambitious  
ends of the gens Flavian!"
    The politician came to the fore.
    "I quite agree with you, my dear cousin - no man should be manipulated into a course of 
action with which he doesn't agree."
    "I'm glad you see it that way, Sabinus - neither should any man be expected to spill his guts 
about intimate and private matters which remain his own concern, and not that of some old 
harridan who thinks she has the right to rule the roost over all and sundry. If you happen to 
see her before I do, you might mention that!"
    Sabinus laughed.
    "You may rest assured, my dear cousin, that I will NOT see her before you do!"
    Marcellus twitched a smile.
    "The path of wisdom?"
    "The path of a politician!"
    Vespa ambled along the path to join them."
    "Reinforcements approach - "
    Vespa eyed him thoughtfully.
    "The old lady's fit to be tied."
    "Why? Is she raving?"
    "She's not used to having someone stand up to her."
    "She's not too old to learn! I gather she's recovered from her sudden sickness?"
    Vespa looked blank.
    "Sickness?"
    Marcellus cocked a sardonic glance at Sabinus.
    "I understood she was at death's door!"
    Vespa followed his gaze.
    "Politicians tend to exaggerate - in fact, she's declared that she won't stay in a house where  
she is  no longer  welcome,  and where she can't  command the respect  of  her  nearest  and 
dearest kinfolk. She's ordered her servants to pack to return to Cosa!"
    "That must be a welcome relief for your mother!"
    Sabinus applied the balm of conciliation.
    "It would be good if you could come to peaceful terms with her before she leaves."
    "Why!? I don't know her - my father even saw fit to cut his ties with the rest of his family - 
I suspect, because of her. She's not on my list of kinfolk!"
    Sabinus and Vespa retreated to the house. Marcellus was left to gaze out over the rolling 
hills of his uncle's estate. He was hard put to explain to himself why he had adopted such a 
militant  attitude  towards  an  old  woman.  Without  a  doubt,  she  was  inquisitive  and 
domineering, and expected everyone to bow to her wishes. She saw herself as the matriarch 
of the Flavian gens, and was probably right in so doing - so why had he reacted in the way 
that he had?
    He knew the answer was within himself. It was the rising tide of restlessness that had 
ebbed and flowed since his time in Palestine. Thus far, he had allowed himself to be swept 
along by his relationship to Vespa and by the manipulations of Titus, who had hinted that 
Marcellus and Vespa was somehow inter-dependent upon each other. Until that moment of 
reflection, he had allowed himself to accept the proposition. There was a certain comfort in 
being under the wing of his flamboyant  cousin whose powers of manipulation seemed to 
ease him out of one insubordination after the other.
    There was no doubt that Vespa was endowed with a charmed life - the gods surely must 
have been smiling in their most paternalistic fashion upon him at his birth. Perhaps for this 
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reason, Marcellus hadn't allowed himself to see the other side of the equation. Vespa didn't  
need him - Vespa could stand alone without a cousin from the non-influential side of the 
family tree being attached to him like a shadow.
    Perhaps it was now time for them to go in their own directions. Marcellus had the feeling 
that the manipulative Tertulla would see to it that Vespa would follow the same course as 
Sabinus - the prosperity of the gens Flavian would demand that Vespa would move through 
the remaining strata of the Cursus Honarum and would become a senator and hopefully rise 
to greater distinctions and honour. That was not a path which Marcellus found appealing - 
and he had no intention of becoming Vespa's footman - running ahead of him and announcing 
the importance of the man who followed. Marcellus had his own destiny - the problem was 
that he wasn't sure of where it lay, or the path to reach it.
    He made his way to the stables and saddled his horse, shortly after, riding out and away 
from the estate. He was preoccupied, not really watching where the animal was taking him, 
and so it was somewhat of a shock when he found himself on the road which once before he 
had taken when he was searching for the estate of Urban Phobius. He checked the horse and 
sat motionless, before kneeing the horse to continue.
    He told himself that he had no desire to visit Cornelia, who would, no doubt, consider his 
arrival an intrusion. Cornelia belonged to another existence - she belonged to Palestine and 
all the pain of spirit that had enshrouded him in that backward province. Another part of him 
wanted desperately to see her - to know how it was with her. To know whether she had found 
peace and consolation in the arms of another man - if her child had been a comfort to her -  
and if she had borne other children.
    It seemed only a short time before he paused again before the gates to the hidden house. He 
knew immediately that something was wrong! The gates were open wide and hadn't been 
closed  in  a  long  time.  The  undergrowth  had  grown through  the  lower  parts  for  several 
seasons. The track beyond hadn't seen traffic for quite a while. He was obliged to thrust aside  
the overhanging brambles which had taken command of the trees on each side. He came 
finally to the open space in which the house had once stood.
    No one lived there, no one could live there - it was gutted with fire. It was a scene of  
desolation. His horse was trembling - uncertain of the ground and alien smells. He kneed it 
forward, closer to where the ruins stood. He dismounted and tethered the animal to a small 
tree. On foot, he continued around the crumbled walls of the house to the small garden where 
- last time - he had found Cornelia. It was an overgrown tangle.
    He sensed rather than heard someone coming at him from behind. His sword was drawn as  
he whirled round and confronted the newcomer.  In another second, the sword was at  the 
man's throat. A long scythe clattered to the ground and there was a hoarse squawk of fear, as 
the man dropped to his knees. Marcellus made sure he wasn't the forerunner of others. He 
breathed.
    "Consider yourself lucky that my sword isn't through your throat - if you come at me from 
behind with a weapon in your hand, you deserve no less!"
    The man's breath shuddered.
    "I thought you were a robber - "
    "Dressed as a Centurion?"
    "I couldn't see that - "
    "You must be blind - now - some answers! What happened here?"
    "There was a fire."
    "I can see that, you fool! How and when?"
    "Over a year - no one knows how."
    "What happened to those who lived here?"
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    "The woman and the three children died in the fire - no one knows what happened to the 
drunken fool of a husband. They say he ran away because he was to blame."
    Marcellus glared down at him. He must have applied pressure to the sword - the man 
whimpered.
    "I don't know anything else!"
    Marcellus recovered his wits and withdrew his sword.
    "Go on your way - and remember to approach a man from the front - understood!?"
    The man scrambled to his feet, clutched his throat and made ready to run.
    "Hold! What's your business here?"
    "My farm is next to this - I was scything my furthest field - it's a shortcut home through 
here."
    Marcellus nodded and watched the man scuttle away through the trees. He allowed himself 
to think about what he had heard. He did it slowly, painfully, controlling the anguish that 
threatened to overwhelm him. Eventually, he mounted his horse and rode away, sure of one 
thing, he would never return - there would never be a reason - or an excuse - to return!
    Cornelia was dead - he allowed that much to enter into his conscious mind - it was almost 
too much. Cornelia had been consumed in the fire - probably kindled by her drunken husband 
- together with her three children. Three! - She had born another child after the one she had 
been close to delivering when they had last met. Lucius must have been the third.
    He remembered the Lucius he had known in Palestine - the boy always eager to play with  
him, or to show him the treasures he had kept in his secret places. He chose not to remember 
the Lucius who had shown so much indifference to him on the last occasion.
    In  the  same  way,  he  chose  to  remember  Cornelia  as  the  unattainable  wife  of  his  
commanding officer - and to whom he had blurted out his most intense feelings - to have his 
declaration of love rejected. He chose not to remember her as the pregnant wife of a boorish 
farmer who had seduced her to gain possession of Urban's wealth after his death.
    For the two children born to that union, he could find no feelings. He hadn't known them, 
and apart from a certain regret that their lives had been snuffed out so early, he could feel 
nothing.
    By the  time he returned to  the Flavian estate,  he was composed again.  Tertulla  had 
departed as promised, so he was spared the torture of another inquisition. If it  had taken 
place, his relationship with her would have been irreparable - perhaps it was already!
    There was a general politeness at the dinner table that evening. Vespasia, his aunt, seemed 
determined to keep the conversation on neutral ground. Tertulla and her coming and going, 
was  not  discussed,  nor  was  the  earlier  episode.  Marcellus  was  aware  of  sharp,  little 
inquisitive glances from Vespa - but nothing was mentioned about his afternoon excursion. 
He supposed that  they thought  he'd  ridden out  to  cool-off  -  that,  after  all,  had  been his 
original intention. He retired early and hoped he wouldn't be disturbed. His unspoken wish 
was granted. Sabinus bade him a stiff, almost formal farewell, it seemed that he was returning 
to Rome early on the next day - and it looked as if he carried with him an unpleasant burden. 
Marcellus wondered what directions he had received from the formidable Tertulla.
    Vespa and Domitilla retired to their own quarters and his aunt, Vespasia, to hers. The house 
seemed to be watchfully quiet, as if awaiting an impending upheaval. Marcellus stared at the 
ceiling and allowed the flow of the day's events to be recalled. It was the sort of exercise he 
found himself doing after a battle, where every nuance, every command, every assessment, 
every outcome was painstakingly analysed - and where he sought justification of himself and 
others. It was normally a fruitless exercise, for nothing could be changed - not one moment, 
not one outcome, not one word or order could be recalled. Not one omission or intention 
could be adjusted. Everything was history - His argument and reaction to Tertulla - His ride to 
the house where Cornelia had once been. His failure to press his advantage in Palestine - and 
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the outcome, where he had arrived too late to help her, and to find that she had given herself 
to a thieving boor, because she had nowhere else to go - the man who had finally ended her 
existence and those of her children in drunken carelessness.
    If ever a man should pay - it was him!
    Marcellus savoured the thought - a justifiable retribution - perhaps, he should devote his 
days to hunting him down and dealing him the justice he so rightly deserved. It was a thought 
to jerk him into full awareness.
    Revenge!
    Then what!
    Emptiness!
    As he drifted into sleep, the thought came that this was the turning point he had considered  
earlier in the day. All past hopes were now dead and his future path was unclear. Surprisingly, 
he slept well, waking just as the dawn tinted the sky. For once he was content to remain under 
the covers, watching the intensifying light. He heard the distant clatter of a horse's hooves, 
and he assumed that Sabinus' mount was being led out for its master's early start. Shortly 
after, there was a low murmur of voices, he thought he recognized Sabinus' and Vespasia's. 
The clatter of the horse and rider faded away, and the house returned to quietness.
    He considered rising and thought better of it. He was being unusually dilatory on that 
morning - perhaps it was the way it would be at the start of his new life. The memory of 
Cornelia came back like a sword thrust. She was - had been - once so beautiful - now all he 
could see in his mind's eye were flames and her in the midst of them, perhaps clutching her 
children and trying desperately to find a way out of the inferno.
    He threw aside the cover and stood abruptly, almost gasping for the air that had been 
denied to her. He walked to the window and stared out into the soft dawn of Tuscany, but not 
seeing it. He shook his head violently to clear it from the visions. He grabbed a tunic and fled 
to the bath-house - it was occupied. Vespa was carolling lustily, and the servants wore that 
fixed expression of servile appreciation for the off-key rendition. Marcellus threw aside his 
tunic and joined him in the pool. The noise wavered and ceased abruptly.
    "What happened? Did Domitilla kick you out?"
    Vespa eyed him warily.
    "You sound in a better mood than yesterday."
    "Don't believe it!"
    There was a few moments of blessed silence.
    "Sabinus left early."
    "I heard him - couldn't he take your singing?"
    "There's nothing wrong with my singing!"
    "Actually, I thought you were calling home the cows!"
    "Please explain this half-hearted attempt at humour."
    Marcellus splashed about.
    "This is the first day of the rest of my life - what else?"
    "How would I know? Apart from insulting our grandmother - what's so different from 
yesterday to today?"
    "Let's say I buried a few ghosts."
    "Sounds a dangerous business - be careful they don't rise again."
    Marcellus rose from the water and stalked to the marble slab and the waiting masseur. 
Vespa followed. He asked softly.
    "Do you want to talk about it?"
    "No!!"
    Then, more quietly.
    "Not now!"
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    They finished their ablutions, dressed and went in search of nourishment. Vespa gestured 
expansively.
    "I'm going to miss all this!"
    "I thought you already did when you're not here."
    "More so in the future, changes are in the wind."
    Marcellus eyed him sardonically.
    "Grandmother has other plans for you!"
    Vespa fired back seriously.
    "You might listen to a few plans she might have for you - "
    "Not interested!"
    "Pig-headed!"
    "Independent! I don't rely on my grandmother for advancement."
    Vespa glared at him, it was the closest they had ever come to an open breech. Marcellus 
tensed and held his stare for a long moment. They mutually relaxed. Vespa forced a laugh.
    "Independent  you  may be  -  but  pig-headed  you  certainly are!  I  prefer  to  use  every 
opportunity open to me."
    He hesitated.
    "Now - I'll tell you something in confidence:
    There are certain omens that drive me.
    On the suburban estate of the Flavii, there is an old oak tree, which is sacred to Mars.
    On each of the three occasions when Vespasia my mother was delivered, it suddenly put 
forth a branch from its trunk. It was an obvious indication of the destiny of each child.
    The first was slender and quickly withered, and so too the girl that was born died within 
the year.
    The second was very strong and long and portended great success.
    The third was the image of a tree.
    Therefore, my father, so they say, being further encouraged by an inspection the entrails of 
victims, told his mother, Tertulla, that a grandson had been born to her, who would be a 
Caesar. But she only laughed, marvelling that her son should already be in his dotage, while 
she was still of strong mind."
    Marcellus looked into his cousin's earnest face and felt the stirring of awe. So often, he had 
told himself that he had no time for gods and auguries, but this was something altogether 
outside of his experience. He stirred uneasily.
    "My advice to you is to be careful about those who hear that story - especially Gaius  
Caesar - tree or not, you'd find yourself quickly chopped down if he got wind of a potential 
rival."
    "Can the auguries lie?"
    Marcellus trod carefully.
    "There have been occasions where they've been ambiguous."
    Vespa toyed with his knife.
    "You think there's nothing in it then?"
    "I'm not a priest - and I don't see anything particularly interesting in the entrails of man or 
beast!"
    Vespa stared at him. Marcellus went on.
    "This is a time for telling secrets, it seems. I'll tell you this much about yesterday. I went to 
seek out  a  family who once was close to me -  the wife and son of  my old commander 
Phobius. They were kind to a lonely, young centurion and I drew particularly close to them.
    We were troubled in that province by the activities of a new teacher who was rousing the 
population and Phobius was responsible to keep an eye on his activities.
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On  one  occasion,  he  rode  out  to  a  neighbouring  village  and  I  was  left  in  charge  in  
Capernaum. In those hours, Lucius, the young son, developed a fever that twisted his body so 
that  he  was  in  agony.  No one  could  help  him.  His  mother  pleaded with  me  to  find  her 
husband - and I disobeyed orders and left my post, risking an uprising in Capernaum while 
we were both away.
    I found Phobius in the crowd watching this teacher, and he gave me the roasting I deserved 
until I told him about his son. The teacher had the reputation that he could heal - something I  
don't accept to this day, I might add - but Phobius must have believed it.
    He turned to the teacher and caught his attention and told him about his son - the teacher  
was on the point of returning with us when Phobius stopped him. He said something to the 
effect that he was a commander of men and they were expected to follow his command. He 
told the teacher that it  would be enough for him to command the fever to leave his son, 
without returning to Caperneum. The teacher applauded him and said that his son was healed!
    We returned to Caperneum, and the son was well - healed at the exact moment the teacher  
had said."
    Vespa eyed him steadily. Marcellus continued.
    "The  boy remained  well  -  and  eventually,  they  came  home  to  the  hills  over  there. 
Yesterday, I visited the estate - the house was burnt to the ground. Phobius had died some 
years ago. The boy and his mother burned to death in the fire - "
    He paused again, Vespa eyed his haggard face, Marcellus went on.
    "Tell me Vespa - were the omens good or bad for that boy? On the one hand, he was 
rescued from dying from fever - on the other, he was burned to death due to the actions of a 
drunken stepfather, killed together with his mother and two more siblings."
    Vespa found his voice.
    "I don't know, Marcellus - the omens were mixed."
    Marcellus laughed bitterly.
    "Mixed! Yes, mixed! The teacher couldn't even save himself - he was crucified and I was  
the one who nailed him to the cross and watched him die. Then they accused me of botching 
the execution, for it was said that he walked the streets and countryside. You might well say 
that the omens were mixed!"
    Nothing more was said on the subject - perhaps there was nothing more to be said. Vespa 
remained  close-lipped  about  the  changes  he  was  expecting.  Marcellus,  for  his  part,  was 
already regretting lifting the veil of privacy he had thus far rigidly maintained on the subject 
of Palestine. They were given a few more days to enjoy the peace of the ancestral home - but 
almost by mutual agreement, they did so separately. In any case, Vespa devoted his attention 
to his wife, Domitilla. Marcellus felt again the stirrings of envy. He supposed it was due to 
the reopening of the old wounds and with the sure knowledge that there was nothing to be 
gained by dwelling in the ashes of a dead past - and a dead, unfruitful love.
    He told himself that it was high time he looked around for a wife. Perhaps it would be one  
of the changes he could expect, but the very uncertainty of the depth of change was enough to 
make him once more shelve the mental suggestion. This was not the time to be seeking a 
wife. If Tertulla, out of malice, or some outraged sense of flouted discipline, elected to pull 
the numerous strings she no doubt controlled, he might find himself posted to some obscure 
and distant province - Dacia perhaps - or even Palestine. His felt a chill in the blood from the 
thought!
    A messenger came from Rome two days later.  Tertulla  has acted quickly.  Vespa was 
instructed not to return to Mediolanum, he was detached from the legion to Rome and was 
invited to place himself at the disposal of his brother the Senator Sabinus. Marcellus reflected 
on the peculiar wording - an 'invitation'  that was nothing more than an order couched in 
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diplomatic terms. Vespa's reaction was to laugh - and then enter into a flurry of activity prior 
to his departure.
    The house was galvanized into a whirlwind of activity.  There were hasty and tearful 
farewells. Marcellus was included, he eyed his cousin. There was no doubt that Vespa was 
excited, he looked as if he was about to launch himself into the thick of a battle - and more 
than  likely he was.  Marcellus  wanted  to  warn him,  but  he  held  his  comments  in  check. 
Vespa's farewell was breezy.
    "It's been a pleasure and an education to serve with you, cousin Marcellus - now, it seems,  
the ways are to part for a season. I'm sure we shall serve together again!"
    There was something in the way he said it  that should have sounded a warning, but it 
wasn't until later, that Marcellus reflected events, that it came to the fore. The farewells were 
over, and the whirlwind departed, leaving the household to recover their collective breaths.
    It was time for Marcellus to depart also - there was nothing more to hold him there, other  
than damaged family ties - and he had no desire to be in residence if Tertulla elected to pay 
another visit. His farewells were more subdued, but they were sincere enough. He liked his 
aunt Vespasia, she had always welcomed him like an additional son - but they both knew it 
would be a long time - if ever - before he returned to visit her again.
    Domitilla was almost a stranger, she was hardly a person in her own right, as far as his 
knowledge of her - she was an appendage of Vespa - just as he had become an appendage of 
Vespa.
    He road way, threading his way through the lanes until he came to the main road. He  
turned north towards Mediolanum, and an uncertain future which might contain unpleasant 
surprises - certainly so, if Tertulla had decided to teach him a lesson.
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16

    There was a stink of goats all around him. He became aware of it before he could force 
open his eyes. He also became aware of warmth - mingled with the smell! His last memory 
had  been  of  an  icy,  bitter,  bone-chilling  cold.  He  had  finally  stumbled  to  his  knees, 
instinctively trying to clutch the reins of his horse, until he had succumbed to the imperative 
demand that he should close his eyes and allow himself to sleep. He had known then, in some 
muffled, final logic, that this was the end. This would be a sleep from which he wouldn't 
escape. His final thought hadn't been for Marcia, his wife, or even for his two sons, Priscus 
and Tellius  - but for Rebecca. The reins had slipped from his frozen hand, and he had lost 
consciousness….
    His eyes became accustomed to the dim light, and he was able to pick out details of the  
room. The heat originated from a smouldering apology of a fire, which had no flame, but a 
good deal of smoke, which curled its way up through a hole in the roof. He studied the roof 
with dull interest. It was a kind of thatch, rough, crude, but effective enough to keep out the 
worst of the weather. Below the roof were a tumble of stones which were held together by 
mud and looked in imminent danger of collapsing. The floor was stamped earth.
    He was on some sort of rough trestle, and it, together with a rough table and two rickety 
chairs,  comprised  the  furnishings.  He made another  interesting  discovery -  someone had 
removed his cloths before covering him with coarse blankets woven from goat hair - which 
accounted for the smell. With his clothes had gone his sword and the purse of money given to 
him by Banus. Wherever he was, he was naked and defenceless!
    He listened intently, but could hear nothing from the outside. He tested his mobility - his 
arms and legs appeared to function, so it was, perhaps, time to investigate the situation. He 
tried to sit up and collapsed back with his head swirling. He swore aloud at his weakness, it  
had the effect of attracting attention. A blanket covering an opening in the wall was thrust  
aside, causing him to squint against the sudden glare before it dropped back again. A bulky 
shape loomed over him, glared down, before grunting something in the thick local dialect 
which he construed as being.
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    "So, you're awake then!"
    He wasn't given time to answer. The shape retreated to the door, swung the blanket open, 
and then departed. Apolonius stared at the replaced shroud and waited further events. His 
feeling of vulnerability increased,  even though he reasoned with himself that he was still 
alive and someone had taken the trouble to  retrieve him from the mountainside and had 
attended  to  his  needs.  On the  negative  side,  his  clothes,  his  purse  and its  contents,  and 
probably his horse, were gone and he was completely at the mercy of whoever was holding 
him.
    The blanket was thrust aside again, and this time two shapes entered - one was his previous 
visitor, the other was more slender and taller. In the dim light, he couldn't see their faces.
    "I see you've come back to us."
    He thought he recognized the voice, he tried to respond, but the words wouldn't come.
    "Don't try to talk - something to drink, I think."
    There was the sound of pouring water. His head was lifted and a wooden cup placed to his 
mouth. He was allowed only a little.
    "Not too much! Slowly!"
    The cup was withdrawn. Apolonius tried again, he managed a hoarse whisper.
    "Who are you - where am I?"
    There was a soft laugh.
    "You must be improving! To answer you - I am the man you asked for while you were 
asleep, and you are in the hut of Pablos, who is a goat-herd - as no doubt you have detected!"
    There was an element of humour. Apolonius tried to pin-point the voice.
        "I asked for you?"
    "Among many others - but the others Pablos couldn't provide. He came to find me when he 
thought you might live."
    Apolonius considered it.
    "I don't know you - who are you?"
    "I know you - we met once recently - I am Iago!"
    Apolonius tried to sit up, he fell back exhausted from the effort. He was reproached like a  
delinquent child.
    "You really are quite a stubborn fellow - you haven't strength enough to do other than lay 
there!"
    Apolonius gathered his resources.
    "Why did I ask for you?"
    "That I can't answer - but since you did, you must have had a reason. I will add, it is also a  
blessing of Almighty God that it was Pablos who found you and brought you here, and not 
the bandits who infest the mountain slopes. When you asked for me, Pablos knew where to 
find me, for he is one of the Master's own!"
    The phrase meant nothing to Apolonius, but it obviously meant something to the squat 
fellow who was his host - he fell to his knees. Iago turned and chided him.
    "Get up, Pablos! You know better than that! You mustn't bow your knees to me, only to our  
Father in heaven - and to His Son, our Master!"
    He turned back to Apolonius.
    "Now, you must  sleep  -  Pablos  will  feed  you something first  -  it  will  be  your  first 
nourishment in three days."
    Three days! He had been in this foul-smelling hut for three days, being tended to by a man  
he didn't know!
    "My horse!"
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    "Your horse is being well fed and sheltered, you have no need to concern yourself. Your 
clothing and your purse are also quite safe - Pablos is an honest man! As I mentioned before, 
our Heavenly Father has well protected you!"  
    Apolonius rasped.
    "I don't know your Heavenly Father - why would your god protect me?"
    Iago smiled down at him.
    "The ways of our God are sometimes mysterious to us - and He doesn't always choose to 
explain Himself to His servants!"
    Then, he turned on his heel and made his exit through the blanketed entrance. Apolonius 
turned his attention to the remaining man, who was advancing towards him with something 
steaming in a wooden bowl. He studied him while he submitted to being spoon-fed. Pablos 
was undoubtedly the dirtiest man he had seen in a very long time. His skin was etched with  
grime and his smell successfully combated the stench of the goats he tended. He grinned 
happily as he applied the spoon to Apolonius' mouth. The grin revealed jagged stumps of 
teeth  behind  cracked  lips.  He  had  a  squint  in  one  eye  which  added  to  his  villainous 
appearance.  He  was  shrouded  in  the  ubiquitous  poncho  which  all  the  native  Hispanians 
sported, this reached down to his knees. Below that level, he wore sandals threaded through 
with rough hide strips reaching above the fringe of the upper garment.
    Apolonius took the nourishment, suddenly amazed at how hungry he was, which out-
weighed any considerations of hygiene. He emptied the bowl and his host shambled away, 
apparently satisfied that the first part of Iago's instructions had been carried out. Apolonius 
tried  to  think  through  what  had  taken  place  -  and  particularly  to  the  strange  set  of 
circumstances  that  had  conspired  to  thrust  him  together  with  the  ring-leader  of  some 
rebellious cult, which undoubtedly was planning some form of seditious activity. He didn't 
get far with his cogitation. The combinations of a full belly and utter tiredness, soon made 
him obedient to the second of Iago's instructions - he dropped into a dreamless sleep.
    When  he  woke  again,  it  took  a  few  moments  for  him  to  come  to  terms  with  his 
surroundings.  This  time,  the  memories  returned  -  Pablos  -  Iago  -  the  goat-stench  -  the 
undoubted change in his fortunes. Perhaps Iago had been right, it would have been a very 
different outcome if he had been found on the mountainside by bandits. The Roman garrisons 
along the coast had made little impression on the lawless interior, and often, the bandit gangs 
were bold enough to mount a direct challenge, which was always met and always terminated 
in considerable bloodshed on both sides. The Pax Romana found it hard to prevail in this 
primitive province.
    He lay for a while and then made another attempt to stand, swinging his legs out and down 
to the earth floor, then sitting to allow his swirling head to clear before trying the next stage 
of standing upright. He looked around the room, trying to locate his clothing. Despite Iago's 
obvious trust in the villainous looking goat-herd, he was gloomily certain his garments had 
already been divided and disposed of for whatever they could bring - his sword too, would 
have fetched a good price.
    He was standing unselfconsciously naked, when the blanket at the door was thrust aside 
and Iago stooped his head to enter.
    "You make a rapid recovery my friend - a tribute to your former disciplined way of life  
perhaps."
    Apolonius stared at him.
    "What can you know about my former way of life."
    Iago chuckled.
    "I believe I mentioned that you called out many things while you were in your fever. Some 
of those things were commands - instructions to invisible followers to combat invisible foes. 
It takes very little to assume that you were once a soldier."
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    "You are possibly correct."
    Iago nodded.
    "Pablos will bring your clothing - and your purse and sword."
    He  lifted  the  blanket  and  was  gone  again.  Apolonius  suddenly  had  a  sense  of 
embarrassment - it was almost as if this strange man had read his mind and seen his doubts 
about  the  honesty of  his  host.  Within  seconds,  Pablos  thrust  aside  the  door-hanging and 
carried a bundle into the room, in the other hand was a sword. The goat-herd bared his jagged 
teeth stumps in a wide grin before dumping his burden on the vacated trestle. He watched 
silently as Apolonius dressed himself, apparently ready to pick him up if he fell over while 
trying to do so.
    The outside air struck him like a blow when he emerged from the hovel. He leaned against  
the  structure  and  breathed  in  the  clean,  sharp  mountain  air.  He  was  in  a  small  valley, 
surrounded by rolling hills, beyond which the severe, ice-clad mountain peaks soared into a 
chilly blue cloudless sky. He realized that somehow he had come through them. Instinctively 
he had found a route through the high passes before succumbing to the bitter cold. That he 
and his horse had survived had indeed been a miracle. The gods had been on his side, even 
though  he  had chosen to  neglect  them -  or  perhaps,  it  was  the  Heavenly Father  of  this 
revolutionary - this single God in whom Iago and his followers placed so much trust. It didn't  
matter - he had survived, and now he faced the consequences. He became aware of the two 
men silently watching him.
    "Your horse is in a paddock behind the hut - he won't wander, he's been hobbled."
    Apolonius nodded and made his legs carry him around the flank of the small building. 
They were like rubber, he was incredibly weak, and if these two men had chosen to treat him 
differently, he wouldn't have been able to withstand them. He whistled to his horse and the 
animal  moved  slowly  towards  him.  Apolonius  felt  a  sudden  upthrust  of  emotion.  They 
belonged together and had shared a lot. He didn't care to show the two men his emotion, 
instead, he ran his hands over the animal in a tactile inspection.
    "He's in good shape, you kept him well - thank you!"  
    Pablos nodded and turned away. Apolonius confronted the silent Iago.
    "I thank you both for your care and hospitality."
    He was conscious again of the full purse, which so easily could have been emptied by a 
thief.
    "I want to recompense you for your trouble - "
    "We neither expect, nor do we take payment for a service of love."
    It sounded like a reproof. Apolonius stared into Iago's unwavering eyes. He tried again.
    "You came from a distance - you left what you were doing - Pablos gave me shelter and 
food and cared for me and this animal - it deserves payment."
    "I came from a distance and I left aside what I was then doing, but it was the Lord our 
Master who ordained it.  Pablos provided what he had and you were in need, the Master 
ordained it so - how can either of us accept a payment for the opportunity the Master gave us 
to care for the sick and the helpless? He once told us that when He was hungry, we fed Him, 
and when He was naked, we clothed Him, when He was without shelter, we provided it.  
When He was in prison, we came to Him. When we protested that we'd done none of these 
things - He told us that when we do it for the least of His, we did it for Him."
    Apolonius shifted uneasily - this was outside his experience, and being indebted to a man 
he hardly knew didn't sit well with him. Iago watched him for a moment.
    "If you feel impelled to make a payment - then give it to the poor!"
    "I don't understand your philosophy."
    "I don't have a philosophy - I have a way of life."
    They walked back to the other side of the house.
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    "I wouldn't advise you to over-tax your strength. You're welcome to stay here as long as 
you choose - unless, of course, you have an urgent need to continue on your way."
    Apolonius flickered a sideways glance at him - What did he know - or was it a shrewd 
guess. Iago continued.
    "When a man attempts to cross the high mountains at this time of the year, he must have a  
very pressing need - the road is easier!"
    "I didn't choose to use the road - I had my reasons."
    "Your pursuers may well be ahead of you by now."
    Apolonius stopped dead and barked sharply.
    "Who mentioned pursuers?"
    "Something else you said in your delirium perhaps."
    Apolonius laughed bitterly.
    "I must have been quite talkative - what else did I have to say?"
    "Snatches of this and snatches of that - but enough to tell me that you are trying to keep 
ahead of those who want your life."
    They faced each other and Apolonius wondered how much he could trust him, the man was 
probably fomenting rebellion against Caesar!
    "My name is Aquila Apolonius, I'm a former Praetorian - I know too much about the death  
of Tiberius Caesar - and Gaius Caesar wants me dead - is there more to tell!?"
    Iago eyed him gravely.
    "You will tell me only what you wish to tell me and I will respect your confidence - but  
then, I think you already know that, otherwise you wouldn't have told me as much as you 
have. You believe me to be a revolutionary - someone stirring up the population against the 
Roman rule - and that troubles you - because of what you were, rather than what you are.
    I'm not a revolutionary - my Master's kingdom is not of this world. If I'm guilty of any 
sedition, it  is that I am trying to draw away from this world those who will become the 
citizen's of my Master's kingdom, and at the same time, encouraging them to obey every 
lawful command of man - excepting that the command must in no way contravene the laws of 
God."
    "What if there is a conflict?"
    Iago paused.
    "Then it must be that the laws of God override the laws of man - even Caesar's law!"
    "Is that what you teach?"
    "I teach the doctrine of Jesus, who was crucified, but who rose again on the third day, and 
afterwards ascended to His Father in Heaven. The laws of man crucified Him, but it was the 
law of the Father which enabled him to rise from the dead, and to ascend."
    "I don't understand."
    "It requires faith - not the intellect."
    Apolonius changed the subject.
    "What else did I have to say in my fever?"
    "You called for your wife."
    Apolonius asked incredulously.
    "Marcia!?"
    Iago eyed him sharply.
    "Not Marcia - Rebecca!"
    Apolonius echoed softly.
    "Rebecca - !"
    "A Jewish name."
    "You are a Jew."
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    "I am, I was born by the Sea of Galilee - my name was not always Iago - I was named 
Jacob - but the Greeks turned that into James - and the Hispanians turned it into Iago."
    He laughed softly, then:
    "Tell me about Rebecca."
    Apolonius hesitated - but it seemed to be a day for confidences.
    "You are correct, Rebecca was - is - a Jew. She married a Roman. I met her first when I  
was sent to Caesarea to summon her husband to the court of Tiberius Caesar. She was then 
close to the birth of her second child. Later, she followed her husband to Rome. About that 
time, Gaius Caesar came to power and my difficulties began. I sought shelter at the home of 
Lucian, her husband, but he had been sent on an embassy to the north by Caesar. Rebecca 
chose to follow him and I escorted her to Mediolanum, where we were sheltered by friends.  
She returned to  Rome after  hearing that  her husband was more than likely dead -  and I 
continued my journey to Gaul and Hispania."
    "A remarkable story - you became very close to her during that time?"
    Apolonius' response was harsh.
    "If you imply that our relationship was improper, let me assure you that she has only 
thoughts for her husband - and that I am married with two sons!"
    "I  imply  nothing,  Aquila  -  I'm  sure  you  both  remembered  your  vows   and  your 
obligations."
    "We did! I thought it wiser to continue my flight other than to Rome."
    "Tell me more about Rebecca - her story is intriguing."
    "It so happens that she follows your God."
    Iago's eyes were piercing.
    "She follows the Master!?"
    "I think so, she told me something during our time in Mediolanum - I took little notice!"
    Iago smiled slightly.
    "How could it have been otherwise! You say that she married a Roman?"
    "Yes, Lucian Gaius Quintus Publius."
    Iago leaned forward.
    "Then, she is Rebecca of Arimathea?"
    "Yes!"
    Iago breathed.
    "Our little Rebecca!"
    "You know her!?"
    "Oh! Yes! Rebecca was one of those who served the Master among the poor, blind, deaf  
and lame - among the lepers and the defiled - she was one of our greatest helpers!"        
    Apolonius stared at him.
    "This is an incredible coincidence!"
    Iago shook his head.
    "Coincidence is a word we, who follow the Master, have learned not to use. Without a  
doubt it is He who has caused our paths to cross."
    Apolonius was silent - then.
    "For what purpose?"
    Iago smiled slowly.
    "In  the  first  instance,  perhaps  to  ensure  that  you  did  not  freeze  to  death  on  the 
mountainside, secondly, to ensure that you received protection and care for your recovery - 
beyond that, we must await to see what the Lord has in mind!"
    Apolonius tried to digest it - the concept of being manipulated by some strange god, was 
not attractive. He was a free agent and it had to remain that way!
    "I must move on a quickly as possible!"
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    "Ahead of your pursuers - or behind them - if the later, you might meet them returning  
after a fruitless chase. If ahead of them, you will be forever running until they find you."
    Apolonius shrugged helplessly - the man was astute.
    "What alternative have I?"
    "A tree, standing alone on a hilltop, is easily seen by all. A tree in a forest is always hidden, 
even if it is very close."
    Apolonius waited. Iago continued.
    "I travel where the Lord leads me, but my general intention is to travel to the west. I do not 
always follow the road, but wherever I go, there are many who follow.     Some have nowhere 
else to go, and they prefer to sleep under the hedges in our community. Not all have yet 
learned to follow the One God and His Son - but many have.
    If you have a mind to travel to the west, come with us and you will be in a forest - if you 
stand alone, you will be a tree on a hill!"
    Apolonius thought about it - he responded harshly.
    "I will bring great danger on you and your followers!"
    Iago nodded calmly.
    "That is possible - but we are always in danger. People fear what they can't understand, and 
we stand accused of many things - even revolution and sedition!"     
    Apolonius stared at him, he met a level gaze.
    "I'll give it some thought."
    "That's the path of wisdom. In the meantime, you should rest and gather your strength for 
the journey - whatever decision may be."
    Iago nodded and moved away towards his devoted follower. There was no doubt that the 
goatherd held this - holy man - in high esteem.
    Holy man!!
    Was that a true description? Apolonius wasn't sure - Iago was unlike any other priest or 
holy man he had ever encountered. They tended to drape themselves in finery and perform 
meaningless rites, which he had long since discredited. Being a Centurion in the service of 
Rome tended to have that effect. There was an accelerated learning curve when it came to the 
bestial and the profane - there was little room for holy men. Most of his fellows paid lip 
service to the gods of Rome, but that was more an exercise in political expediency than any 
genuine dedication.
    He was having strange thoughts! Iago was having an unsettling effect and brought him full 
circle to the proposition that had been put to him. It  had its  attractions, the concept was 
shrewd. He would become yet another person in a crowd and his pursuers would be looking 
for a lone man and his horse.
    The horse!!
    How could he hide a horse in a crowd of foot followers? He wasn't ready to abandon the 
horse. Logic dictated that it increased his mobility, and there would come a time when he 
would part  from the 'forest'  of  Iago's  followers and go on alone.  It  was quite out of the 
question to abandon the horse!
    So, there was the first flaw in Iago's plan. The next was himself. Using Iago's analogy, not 
all trees could be hidden in a forest. Some trees stood out, especially if they differed in some 
way from their fellows. Apolonius cursed his height - he stood head and shoulders above the 
stature of those Hispanians he had met so far.
    In the middle of Iago's forest, there would be a tall tree standing next to a horse!
    He found the 'holy man' silently contemplating the snow-capped mountains. He explained 
himself. Iago continued to contemplate the mountains.
    "Beyond that high range lies Gaul - but you would know that, Aquila."
    "I do."
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    "The men of Gaul are quite substantial - as your Roman Legions under Julius Caesar had  
to discover to their cost. They are tall men, usually quite blond - but you are dark! Those 
Gauls value their horse-flesh and many traders make their way over the high mountains when 
the passes are open, hoping to dispose of them to the Hispanians."
    He turned to Apolonius.
    "If you can have a forest of men, you can have a forest of horses, and there are many roots  
and herbs that can make a fair man dark - or a dark man fair!         

17

    The news of Herod Antipas' departure from Tiberius - bound, it was said, for Caesarea 
Maritimus reached Marius Agrippa in a surprisingly short space of time, considering that he 
was quartered in a rat-infested, run-down small city of the Decapolis. His journey from the 
debatable delights of Jerusalem had been as ostentatious as his journey from Caesarea. The 
messenger from Tiberius simply had to follow the trail of largesse his master had distributed 
along the road threading across the Jordan and the hills of upper Moab, before he had swung 
north towards Philadelphia.
    The messenger had been required to perform a wide loop to reach him, a quicker way from 
Tiberius would have been to cross the Jordan south of the Sea of Galilee, but he couldn't be 
sure where to find Agrippa and following his tracks  at least ensured him of locating him 
quickly.
    His master was in a foul mood when he arrived. Fortunatus had borne the brunt of his 
complaints:  The  accommodation  could  only  be  described  as  an  insult  to  a  swine,  and 
therefore, by definition, a deadly insult to one of Agrippa's exalted rank. The food and drink 
provided was equal to the accommodation. Agrippa was inclined to view the arrangements as 
a deadly insult - not deadly to himself, of course, but deadly to someone of the rank of his 
freedman.
    The stream of invective was interrupted by the arrival of the messenger. Fortunatus hastily 
dragged the exhausted man into the presence of his master.
    "This matter could not wait, my Lord!"
    Agrippa eyed them both icily.
    "That is for me to decide - you forget your station!"
    Fortunatus bowed.
    "I apologize to my Lord Agrippa."
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    Agrippa turned to the travel-grimed messenger.
    "What is so important that you can't clean the filth of the roads from you before you 
present yourself before me!?"
    "News from Tiberius, my Lord."
    Agrippa glared at him.
    "Well? Must I wait all night!?"
    The messenger continued hurriedly.
    "The Tetrarch Antipas has left Tiberius for Caesarea Maritimus - but the word is widely 
circulated in the city that his true destination is Rome, my Lord Agrippa!"
    Agrippa's mood changed like the sweeping away of storm clouds. He echoed softly.
    "Rome!"
    Then more suspiciously.
    "Who says Rome - harlots and street gossipers!?"
    The messenger swallowed. The Lord's moods swung from one extreme to the other.
    "The palace servants have heard conversations, my lord."
    He added hurriedly.
    "They were not spying, my lord - the voices were raised in their hearing."
    Agrippa's mouth parted in a grin.
    "No doubt, my dear sister Herodias has given that pompous fool, Antipas, a difficult time!"
    Fortunatus risked a discreet cough. It wasn't good politics to fill a man's ears with dynastic 
squabbles. Agrippa apparently took no notice.
    "You may go - see if you can find something more palatable to eat, than has been placed 
before me!"
    The messenger retreated thankfully, bowing his way to the door. Agrippa ignored him. He 
turned to his servant.
    "My faithful companion, Fortunatus - we have shared many privations you and I, but I 
believe our luck has finally turned. We have Herodias to thank for it, for it would seem that 
Antipas has at last been stirred to place his head in the lion's mouth. Now, it is our task to 
ensured that the jaws close and rip it off from the neck!"
    Fortunatus was well used to the sudden vagaries of his master's temper, now, once more, 
all  was  sweetness  and  light.  He  was  well  aware  that  Agrippa  relied  upon  him,  and the 
occasional  outburst  of  irritation  was  well  compensated  by  the  certainty  that  he  was 
indispensable. He bowed.
    "As always, I am at my lord's command."
    Agrippa nodded, it was a foregone conclusion.
    "I have already prepared a letter for Caesar - in it, I have enumerated many questionable  
and suspicious acts performed by my dear uncle. You are to fully acquaint yourself with its 
contents and be ready to answer Caesar's questions if he requires. You will take the fastest 
ship you can find and attempt to reach Caesar before my dear uncle. Use our friends at court 
to reach Caesar before Antipas fills his ears with poison!"
    There was no question of delay. Antipas had a head start. Fortunatus resigned himself to a 
bandit-endangered ride through the night, but even this had the compensation that he would 
not have to give ear to more of Agrippa's complaints. With remarkable generosity, Agrippa 
allowed him two companions to help fight off the robber bands.
    It was an uneventful ride, which was quite remarkable in the lawless country. Fortunatus 
was almost superstitious enough to believe that the gods, both Roman, and the One God of 
Israel, were showing their good favour on his undertaking. It was even more remarkable in 
that their way led back through the hills of Moab and onward to Jericho, across the Jordan 
and then northwards through Samaria and Sebaste, before heading to the coast at Caesarea.
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   Fortunatus had given some thought to sailing from another port, such as Joppa, but there, he 
couldn't be sure of a fast ship. He also knew that Agrippa had contacts in Caesarea.
    On the other hand, he needed some idea of how far Antipas was ahead of him. Their spies 
had reported that the Tetrarch was aiming first for the latter port, where he would embark for 
Rome and his audience with Caesar.  It would be a closely run race, and Agrippa required 
him to be their first to forestall his wily uncle.
    Taking into account the twists and deviations of the road, it was nearly one hundred and 
fifty kilometres to Caesarea.  He took frequent changes of horses for himself  and his two 
companions. This, in turn, created delays as they were obliged to rouse men in the middle of 
the night to listen to his demands and then overcome their objections.
    It was early on the next day that he breasted the final rise in ground before the great 
expanse of the Mare Nostrum stretched out before him, beyond the silhouetted buildings of 
Herod Magnus' dedicated city to Caesar Augustus.

…..

    
    Herod Antipas' feeling of benevolence evaporated like the dew under the rising sun.
    First of all, he had been required to twiddle his thumbs until Herodias had declared herself  
ready to face the day - and then the general populace - in that order. It had taken an inordinate 
amount of time, and rather uncharitably he put it down to the frantic efforts demanded of her 
women to recreate her devastated face to something approaching the radiance of thirty years 
previously. Then there would have been the cladding and unclading of her spreading figure, 
until she was satisfied with the result.
    Secondly, he had been left to his own thoughts while she satisfied her capacious appetite,  
picking and choosing her way thought the multitude of dishes that might or might not take 
her fancy.
    He looked out at the assembled baggage train, now beginning to broil in the increasing 
temperature. He had expected to be in the comparative cool of the hills by this time, and more 
than a third of the way to Caesarea. His household, assembled about the waiting wagons, 
assumed almost ghostly shapes in the heat shimmer. If they were sweating in the heat, it  
wasn't his worry,  his concern didn't  stretch that far. He balked at  the inactivity,  the sheer 
waste of time of those who could be otherwise gainfully employed.
    He got to the point where his patience was finally exhausted. He was on the point of 
cancelling the entire exercise, knowing this would infuriate his loitering spouse, when, with 
exquisite timing, she appeared and paused at the top of the marble stairs from which she 
slowly descended to her carriage.
    Herod's  face  was set  like granite.  He had remained within  the cool  of  the  building, 
knowing that there was nothing more she would have liked than to have him sitting in his 
carriage, broiling in the gathering heat. Now, he watched her ascend the carriage steps and 
take her seat.
    He returned to his desk and seated himself so that he could be seen from the window. He  
shuffled a few scrolls and waited. In a matter of moments, one of her fancy boys appeared 
diffidently at his door. He looked up after a few moments.
    "Well!"
    "The Lady Herodias asks me to tell you, my lord that all is now ready for departure."
    Herod nodded.
    "My compliments to the Lady Herodias - I am detained for a short while, I'll come in due 
time."
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    His smile was wintry, the youth swallowed, bowed and withdrew. Out of the tail of his eye  
he watched the scene at the carriage. The message was delivered, and he almost sure that the 
heavy carriage jolted with the expression of rage from within. He kept her waiting a  few 
moments more, until he saw the telltale signs of her intention to descend from the carriage.
    He made his exit from the house swiftly and entered the carriage on its far side. He could  
still move fast when it suited him. She was on the point of stepping down.
    "Did you forget something, my precious one? Why not send one of your boys for it?"
    She jerked back into her seat and glared at him. His smile didn't reach his eyes. Her  
cosmetic mask was melting.
    "You look a little warm, my dear - but quite radiant!"
    She found her breath.
    "We have been waiting in this gathering heat."
    Herod glanced at Galilee's Sea.
    "There's no wind off the water today - perhaps a storm is brewing. I was detained by some 
last minute matter - which required me to exert my authority."
    He called out to the drivers.
    "Move out - we have a long journey - find some cool air - the Lady Herodias is melting 
away!"
    He chuckled quietly at his own joke.
    So it was that Herod Antipas left his palace in Tiberius for the last time. Whether he had 
some premonition or not that this was to be the case, he fell silent as they climbed into the 
hills and he looked back at the blue, harp-shaped sea. It truly was a jewel, glittering in the 
hollow between the mountains on the far shore, the those that they were now climbing. He 
found himself  straining to  catch  the last  glimpse  of  it,  and  could find no reason for  his  
reluctance to leave it behind. At last, it was gone, and the carriages picked up the pace now 
that they no longer were confronted with the steep climb to level of the roads across the spine 
of the country before they descended to the Valley of Megiddo.
    He was having strange thoughts this day. This was the legendary place where the last great  
battle would take place - the one between good and evil. Certainly, it had been the scene of 
many a battle with invaders in the past, with those who either wanted to capture the land of 
Israel, or to sweep though to do battle with the huge empires to the north and the south. Now 
Rome  ruled  -  another  empire  had  come  and  occupied  the  land,  and  they  were  slow to 
relinquish  their  control  even  to  those  they  declared  they  could  trust.  His  father,  Herod 
Magnus had won the trust of a shrewd emperor and had ruled a united kingdom, but now, his 
son was trying to win the trust of an unstable boy, who commanded the mightiest empire on 
earth.
    Herodias had recovered her wind and was on the attack.
    "Herod is uncharacteristically silent on this fine, warm day."
    Antipas was slow to answer, then:
    "I feel a storm brewing."
    "There are always storms, husband."
    "Some bring mighty destruction, Herodias."
    Uncharacteristically, she placed her hand over his.
    "We shall ride out any storm, no matter how destructive."
    He blurted out.
    "What  if  Caesar  is  displeased  with our  coming unannounced.  Usually,  it  is  Caesar's 
prerogative to issue an invitation - or a summons."
    "How can  Caesar  be  displeased  when  you  can  come  to  him with  felicitations,  and 
declarations  of  loyalty  -  and  with  the  news  that  you  have  put  down  Aretas  and  his 
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Nabataeans? The legions in Antioch had no work to do because of you. That must surely 
please him."
    "That may or may not be, much will depend on the report of the Proconsul - there are some 
who suggest that the threat to use the legions was enough to end our war - Aretas backed off,  
but he wasn't defeated."
    She withdrew her hand.
    "You must  be positive,  Antipas.  You must  appear  confident  -  in control.  Your future 
advancement will depend on how Caesar views you. Falter now, and Agrippa has won!"
    In the early evening, they came to Caesarea. Their royal barge was drawn alongside one of 
the wharves. The baggage train was hastily off-loaded. The decision had earlier been made 
that they would embark straight away, rather than to spend the night in the palace which had 
been the scene of Agrippa's debauchery at their expense.
    Herod glanced up at it and once more experienced the sensation of knowing that it was 
unlikely that he would ever again enter  its  portals  or walk its  halls  and rooms. It  was a 
disturbing sensation, and one he couldn't shake.
    He reflected that by spending the night on the barge, it would circumvent a further problem 
on the next day. Herodias could take as long as she chose for her toilet, they would sail on the 
early tide, and her prevarications wouldn't delay their departure. Rome was ahead of them - 
and perhaps, disaster!
    So it was, that when Fortunatus finally reached Caesarea, Antipas and his party had already 
left two days earlier.     
    

…..

    Joseph was on the point of making his own journey, when Fortunatus arrived. Once more,  
he was obliged to delay, although, for Rebecca and the children's sake, he fretted under the 
constraint. Joseph couldn't be sure that the coming of Agrippa's freedman, wasn't the opening 
act of his master's return. He called for Jonas.
    "I have work for you."
"As my Lord Joseph commands."
    Joseph's face twitched into a slight smile. The boy was still controlling the man.
    "It's a very dishonourable thing I have to ask of you - I want you to spy on a man and tell  
me what he does."
    Jonas' eyes widened a little. He breathed.
    "Yes, my lord."
    "You will need to use your wits and improvise - is that understood?"
    Jonas nodded.
    "He's a passenger on that monstrosity occupying the middle of the harbour. Understand 
this, if you are caught in your underhand activities, he must never know that I'm involved."
    Jonas nodded slowly.
    "If they tear me apart, I'll tell them nothing!"
    Joseph smiled a little.
    "Don't make promises you aren't able to keep. Remember, even Simon-Peter denied his 
Lord three times!"
    He gave the young man the name and the details of his quarry. Joseph didn't explain the 
relationship between Fortunatus and Agrippa. It was something Jonas didn't need to know, 
and if he did, it might make him nervous and more likely to make mistakes. The boy left, and 
Joseph turned his attention to the final preparations for his journey.
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    He had selected the fastest available ship in his fleet. He judged that if she could achieve  
her optimum performance, she would overhaul the ponderous, ostentatious vessel carrying 
the Tetrarch and his lady. It didn't much matter if he arrived after them, but he would prefer to 
have the advantage of arriving first and slipping ashore at Ostia as unobtrusively as possible. 
He  had  already forewarned  Demetrius  of  his  intentions,  and  he  knew he  could  rely  on 
Lucian's right-hand man in the present crisis.
    He knew Agrippa wouldn't too far behind his freedman, and his assumption was that  
Fortunatus  had  been  sent  ahead  to  prepare  for  a  quick  voyage  to  Rome,  to  counteract 
whatever mischief Antipas and Herodias were intent upon pouring into Caesar's ear.
    It was therefore, quite a surprise, when Jonas returned late into the evening. He looked as if 
he had spent the day crawling around the refuse heaps, and Sophas was clearly bristling with 
disapproval  that  he  should  present  himself  to  Joseph before  he removed all  trace  of  his 
activities. Joseph stilled the outrage, and gestured for the boy to speak.
    "I followed him all day, Lord Joseph. He went from one tavern to the next, and talked to a 
number of men. Most of them were captains of ships, and the conversations weren't long. He 
wasn't satisfied with their answers, and then I followed him to the docks where the military 
keep their  vessels,  he boarded one of  them,  and I  couldn't  follow,  but  I  waited  until  he 
returned after a short while.
    He returned to his lodgings and stayed there for some hours, before once more returning to  
the docks. The ship he had boarded earlier was preparing to sail, and he joined it. One hour  
ago, on the tide, it left with him on board."
    Joseph stared at him.
    "You're quite sure, Jonas. You didn't mistake him for someone else."
    Jonas shook his head violently.
    "Not so, my lord!"
    Joseph pressured him.
    "He went nowhere near Agrippa's ship - not even for a short visit?"
    "No, my lord - the big ship is still at its moorings."
    Joseph glanced beyond him over the harbour. Certainly, the ship was still obstructing the 
passage over those attempting to dock or sail. He murmured quietly.
    "So, Agrippa has sent trusted messenger ahead of him."
    "My lord!?"
    "Nothing, Jonas - thinking aloud - Now you may go and clean that filth off yourself and  
your clothes, and have some dinner. Then, make ready your baggage, we leave tomorrow for 
Rome!"
    Joseph now knew it was imperative to commence his own journey. Antipas was gone, on 
his heels was Fortunatus. Agrippa wouldn't have parted company with his trusted confident if 
it  wasn't  a  matter  of  extreme importance.  A political  battle  with  high  stakes  was  in  the 
making, and Joseph was quite sure that Agrippa wouldn't be far behind.
    If there was to be a political battle, Joseph didn't wish to find himself an unwilling pawn.  
The battle  he  had in  mind to rescue Rebecca  and her  children,  would require  all  of  his 
attention and strength. He would be required to think on his feet. It was impossible to make 
plans  further  than  his  safe  transit  along  half  the  length  of  the  Mare  Nostrum,  and  his 
hopefully unobtrusive entry into the hub of the empire.
    He was well aware that he couldn't hope to keep his presence anonymous for long, but a 
few days of privacy might make the difference between success and failure.  It  would be 
precious little time to make further plans to avoid the attentions of the crazed emperor.
    He spent most of the night tying down the last details of delegation to those who would 
manage his affairs. He made sure his ship would be ready to slip away quietly before the city 
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was awake to the fact that one of its prominent citizens was taking a voyage - it wouldn't be 
long before the news escaped that Joseph of Arimathea had embarked on a journey to Rome.
      
…..

    Herod Agrippa maintained his tour of inspection of Gaulenitis, Auranitis, Trachonitis and 
Batanaea for a further week, before breaking off to follow his freedman to Caesarea. It was a 
calculated delay and one which Caesar would not take amiss, if his strategy had worked. If 
there was a weakness in his reasoning, it was that he would have no idea if it had worked, 
before he was once more in Caesar's bosom. He smiled faintly at the thought. He had little 
true affection for Caligula,  and what little there was,  was calculated on the best possible 
advantage to himself.
    He traded on Caesar's weakness, and the almost frantic insecurity of this so-called master 
of the Roman world. Caesar's amici were almost of more value to him than the prodigious 
sums of money he was wringing out of the richest citizens of his empire. Agrippa smiled once 
more - 'almost' was the operative word. He doubted if anything superseded the accumulation 
of Caesar's treasury, or his ability to squander it to satisfy any and every whim that crossed 
his tortured mind.
    These were thoughts that Agrippa entertained as he sat drinking his wine in the evening of 
the first day of his progress to Caesarea Maritimus. They had left the other Caesarea that 
morning - Caesarea Philippi, named after another of Herod Magnus' sons, now sadly departed 
- and whose place he was taking due to the benevolence of Caesar.
    They had camped close to a little place in the Galilean Highlands - Nazareth. It was about  
equidistant between the two Caesareas, and had little to recommend it. It wasn't worth a visit.
    Late on the following day, his entourage rolled into Caesarea Maritimus. It was reassuring 
to see that his captain had observed strict instructions to hold his trireme's position in the 
centre of the harbour. It paid to advertise, and with it sitting there, no one could forget that 
their future king was paying a visit. It was a thought to delight him - he had no doubt, that  
soon, he WOULD be their king!
    The captain was alert - no doubt he had been warned. A barge was sent out to take him 
aboard. Thereafter, a steady flow of small craft ferried his staff and entourage back to the 
trireme. Early on the following day, she raised anchor and headed out to the west, and there  
wasn't one captain or owner of the remaining vessels in the harbour - and those due to arrive, 
who didn't breathe a thankful prayer to their particular god.
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18

    The agents of both the Herods had not been idle, for it was their business to inform their  
respective masters of the movements of Caesar. So it was that both Antipas, and Agrippa's 
freedman, Fortunatus were aware that Caesar was not in the centre of his empire, but rather, 
to the south in Campania, close to the port city of  Dicearchia, at his sprawling palace of 
Bairn.
    Fortunatus had taken passage on a swift bireme which was built to cover distances quickly.  
It  was  designed to  carry imperial  messages  and their  responses,  together  with  provincial 
reports to the bureaucrats in Rome in the quickest possible time. Therefore, there was little 
difficulty in shortening the lead time of the lumbering state barge Antipas had selected, which 
wallowed through the turbulent waters of the eastern Mare Nostrum.
    The  Tetrarch  remained  blissfully  unaware  of  the  fact,  and  even if  the  ship  carrying 
Fortunatus had passed them, he would have remained in that condition. It so happened that 
the Tetrarch arrived in Dicearchia a bare few hours before Fortunatus.
    There was a further delay, mainly as a result of the wallowing voyage, which had not 
treated Herodias kindly. Herod took a savage delight in the fact that she had been seasick 
most of the way, whilst he had enjoyed the turbulence of the sea whipped up by cross winds 
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through which they had had to battle. He resigned himself to the surety that it would take a 
little time for her to recover her poise sufficiently to face the master of the world, and since it  
was already late in the evening, he thought it unwise to present himself at the glittering palace 
standing a tantalizingly short distance away, almost on the border of the small port. Caesar 
could  be  counted  upon  to  have  a  prolonged  evening  entertainment,  and  it  was  not  an 
environment the fragile Herodias could face.
    It wasn't really out of consideration for her feelings, however, he was in no mood to 
confront Caesar, he needed a clear head. On the other hand, there had been no invitation to 
attend. He wasn't sure that it was strictly necessary, but he wasn't prepared to receive a rebuff 
if it was. He considered the fact that Caligula wouldn't even know that he had arrived, and 
even if he had sighted the ship entering the harbour, he could hardly know who it carried.
    In this, Herod was wrong!
    It was quite early on the following day, that a small deputation dressed in the imperial 
livery  attended  the  Tetrarch  Herod  Antipas.  They carried  the  warmest  felicitations  from 
Caesar, and a gracious invitation to attend him two hours later. It was an invitation Herod 
accepted warmly - how could he refuse!?
    It had the effect of sending Herodias into a relapse from which she struggled to recover. 
Her women had a torrid time trying to repair the ravages of the voyage, and trying to find 
something suitable to wrap around her expanding frame, so that she could look thirty years 
younger. Herod was unkind enough to wonder why she bothered!
    He made sure that  his  own attendants  made him presentable  -  after  all,  it  was  first  
impressions that counted.
    A half-hour before the appointment, there was movement on the quayside. Caesar had been 
kind enough to send litters and bearers for his important guests. Even the militant Herodias 
thawed. They crossed to the quay in the miniature version of the ship that had crossed the 
ocean. The whole procedure seemed to creak in inexpert hands. Herod was not a great sailor, 
and the royal barge had remained neglected and unused for the major part of his Tetrarchy. 
The crew was suddenly called upon to exercise skills they barely knew. Herod noted it all,  
and assured himself that there would be changes when the present episode was over.
    They reached the quay without capsizing or making themselves otherwise ridiculous. 
Herod  offered  Herodias  a  courteous  hand  -  it  was  a  rare  offering,  and  she  hesitated 
momentarily. He warmed their escort with a benign smile, and took a dual seat with her in the 
provided litter.  There was a  small  escort  -  perhaps too small,  but their  presence and the 
courtesy being shown to them was encouraging.
    He would probably would not have been so encouraged if he had been aware that a small 
messenger  ship had slipped into the harbour  in  the early light,  and that  a  passenger  had 
disembarked hastily, and had made his way on foot to the nearby palace. The same passenger 
wore a ring which his master had given him, which was more than enough to get him past the 
guards  and  the  gate  and  their  commander.  He  was  escorted  to  the  Chamberlain  of  the 
household, where once more the ring was presented. He explained his mission and was given 
breakfast while the official made his enquiries.
    It  was some time before the official  returned. Caesar could not be disturbed, but the 
urgency of  Fortunatus'  commission had been conveyed to those surrounding his imperial 
greatness. Fortunatus was required to bide his time
    He did so with dull resignation - it was the way the court worked. Fortunatus was as well 
known to Caligula as was Agrippa himself - it was the encompassing barrier of bureaucrats 
who always stood in the way. His frustration grew - his mission was on the point of being 
strangled by these petty officials. He had seen the wallowing tub that had brought Antipas. 
His master's enemy was ahead of him, and perhaps, even now was filling Caesar's ear with 
lies and innuendo concerning Agrippa.
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    Fortunatus had been left alone - that was the first mistake the palace officials had made. 
Perhaps they thought he was compliant to their instructions. Fortunatus had learned in the 
best school - that of his master Agrippa - to think on his feet, and if necessary, crash through 
the barriers, no matter what the outcome might be. He was realist enough to know that this 
was no ordinary barricade. One false move on his part might find him skewered on the point 
of a Praetorian blade - especially if he tried to enter Caesar's presence uninvited. Questions 
might be asked afterwards, but by then, he would be dead.
    He shrugged - so far, he had lived a charmed life - it was in the lap of the gods whether his  
luck would run out. It was already mid-morning, and he had been deserted. No one had asked 
him if  he  wished to  relieve  his  bladder,  and it  was  becoming a  pressing  problem -  and 
provided a good excuse. He found his way into the gardens. He knew them reasonable well - 
he had been to Bairn before on a number of occasions, and quite often, he had been required 
to escort his master through them after a particularly heavy drinking session.
    He moved quietly, there was always guards about, and it would take only one challenge, 
and his effort  would come to nothing.  He would either be dead -  if  the guard was light 
fingered - or he would be thrown into a guard cell. Neither alternative was attractive.
    He worked his way around the wings of the palace to where he knew the receptions were 
always held for visiting dignitaries. It was always possible that the vagaries of Caesar's mind 
might have prompted him to make alternative arrangements. It would be a matter of luck.
    He could hear the murmur of voices - not distinctly, so that he could hear the conversation,  
but enough to tell him that Caesar was entertaining his guests. Fortunatus paused - now was 
the time when the gods would be required to endow him with good luck.
    The possibility of crashing his way into Caesar's presence - apart from inviting instant 
death - was not open to him, for every entrance to the chamber - including those to the 
gardens - was guarded by a brace of stalwart Praetorians.
    It was then that the gods smiled on him, for crossing the manicured patch of grass behind 
him was someone he knew - a someone who had access to Caesar! He stepped forward from 
the shadows, startling the newcomer.
    "My lord Praetus!?"
    "What!! Who!! - Is it you Fortunatus?"
    "It is indeed, my lord."
    "Where is your master, the Lord Marius?"
    "He sent me ahead with vital  intelligence for Caesar -  something he must  be shown 
immediately, regardless of those with him!"
    Praetus eyed him speculatively.
    "You ask a great deal, Fortunatus - if Caesar should find it a trivial matter, he will give you 
to his archers for a target!"
    Fortunatus swallowed.
    "My Lord Agrippa believes it threatens the empire in the east - even Egypt or Syria!"
    He didn't know where that last fabrication came from, but he doubted whether he - or 
Agrippa - would live long to regret it. Praetus' eyes widened a little.
    "For his immediate attention you say?"
    "It concerns those to whom he is now giving audience - he must be in possession of this  
knowledge."
    Praetus made up his mind.
    "Agrippa is one of Caesar's amici - I trust him, give me the documents and anything else  
you have."
    Wordlessly, Fortunatus handed over the gifts and documents Agrippa had given him - and 
then, slowly, he slipped the ring from his finger.
    "This, he entrusted to me, so that I could find access to Caesar."
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    Praetus gave an imperceptible nod.
    "Wait here, Fortunatus - and don't give the guards any excuse for target practice!"

…..

 
    The stately progress of the Galilean royalty, from the quay of the port of Dicearchia, to 
Caesar's palace of Bairn, gave something else for Herodias to consider, other than her abject 
nausea which had persisted throughout the atrocious voyage in the company of a gloating 
monster, whom once she had been misguided enough to believe that she loved, to the point 
where she could place her swollen feet firmly on Campania's pleasant shore. It wasn't the 
scenery that attracted her, it was the sight of the stalwart men who were to bear them the five 
furlongs to Caesar's abode.
    There were twelve of them, naked to the waist. Six to each side, to take the poles of the  
litter - and the weight of the occupants. Caesar, in his undoubted consideration, had decided 
that he would dress the bearers according to the style of the ancient Egyptian fellaheen, who 
once carried their pharaoh. Herodias accepted that it was the thought that counted - it might 
even be considered a compliment that Herod and herself were equated with ancient Egyptian 
pharaohs - even though Caesar's geography was slightly wide of the mark. Herod, as always, 
didn't seem to notice!
    Herodias feasted her eyes on the muscular flesh of their bearers, and hardly noticed the 
plethora of palaces and structures that had grown up around the dominant splendour of that of 
Caesar.
    Bairn  was  notorious  of  course,  a  veritable  cesspool  of  iniquitous  behaviour.  It  was, 
perhaps, not wise to enquire to deeply about what took place behind the sumptuous facades - 
but it was titillating to every desire and vice. Quite apart from the baths, which were vile dens 
in their own right, there were many places designed to satisfy the appetites of men to the 
utmost  depravity.  A sigh escaped her  lips.  Herod flickered a  glance at  her,  and his chest 
heaved in silent laughter.
    The journey to Caesar's domain was over quickly, and Herodias reluctantly watched the 
departure of the bearers as she got down from the litter. She was required to give her attention 
to more pressing matters. They were being greeted by a small  army of chamberlains and 
lesser officers.
    "Caesar expresses his pleasure that you are able to accept his invitation, and you are to be 
escorted to him immediately."
    It augured well, their reception was almost overdone - but then, Herod was an important  
man, who guarded Caesar's interests well, and watched the eastern borders of the empire on 
Caesar's  behalf.  Herodias tilted her head proudly and accepted Herod's arm as they were 
slowly escort to Caligula's presence.
    Gaius Caesar had the minimal number of secretaries to attend him in the great room in  
whose centre stood his throne. He watched the approach of the princeling and his whore with 
mild interest.  Their  liaison was still  a matter  of  minor  interest  -  and of course -  Marius 
Agrippa kept the subject a matter of derision long after it should have died away to ancient 
history. He had never quite been able to understand the virulent animosity Marius had for his 
sister - and she for him - if rumour was to be believed. Gaius had no over-warm thoughts for 
his own siblings, in his world, it was a weakness to do so, and in dynastic matters, it was 
every man for himself.
    Herod was grossly overweight, and Herodias fooled no one that she was just one step 
removed from maidenhood. The low obeisance expected of them, put a strain on their ability 
to achieve an upright stance once more. He watched the comedy with hardly concealed glee.
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    "Caesar greets his loyal friend, Herod - and equally, he greets Herodias, whose brother he 
loves as a true friend."
    It was a mixed bag of greetings. Herod recovered quickly.
    "We extend to Caesar our loyal felicitations and the reassurances of faithful friends to 
Rome."
    Caesar moved his hand languidly, and immediately, refreshments were brought forward. 
He watched the avarice in Herodias' eyes as the trays of sweetmeats were brought forward. It 
was almost pathetic. He gestured his hand once more, and small tables were brought forward 
to almost surround her. On these the trays were set, with a small army of slaves to satisfy her  
every  gesture.  She  looked  somewhat  stunned.  Caesar  was  satisfied,  it  would  keep  her 
occupied and he could focus his attention on Herod.
    "We were surprised - but delighted - when we were told that you had recently arrived. Had 
we known of your intention to visit us, we would have provided a fitting naval escort and a 
reception at the quayside."
    Herod hesitated slightly.
    "We  felt  an  urgent  need  to  present  ourselves  after  the  recent  difficulties  with  the 
Nabataeans. We wished to assure you personally that the borders of the tetrarchy are secure 
from the predations of these bandits."
    Caesar gestured casually.
    "I believe I read something of it from Vitellius in Syria. I understood it to be no more than 
a little unrest - as you say - bandits. I'm quite sure the legions would have it under control."
    "It wasn't necessary for the legions to be bothered, Caesar."
    Caligula smiled broadly. It was a terrifying expression of equanimity. Herod blinked, and 
even Herodias stayed her munching for a few seconds.
    A chamberlain approached Caesar from the side of the room, he carried a tray. Caesar's 
expression changed. He snarled.
    "I will not be troubled with whatever this is at this time."
    The chamberlain knelt before him and held the tray so that its contents could be seen 
clearly. On the top of the document was Agrippa's ring. Gaius glared at it, and reached for the 
scroll.  The  attendant  rose  and carried  the  tray bearing  the  ring  out  of  the  room.  Caesar 
gestured to the servants.
    "More refreshments for my Lord Herod and the Lady Herodias. A moment while I attend 
to this pressing matter."
    He unrolled the scroll, it was in Agrippa's hand. He skipped over the felicitations.
    'It is essential that I bring this matter to you at the earliest possible moment, and for this  
reason  I  have  sent  to  you  my freedman,  Fortunatus,  to  bear  this  message  to  you.  It  is  
particularly  significant  in  that  I  have  learned  that  Herod Antipas  has  decided  to  present 
himself at your court for unknown reasons. I feel it necessary that certain facts are placed 
before you.
    In the course of my tour of the lands you so benevolently bestowed on me, I have heard  
rumours pertaining to the conduct of Herod during and after the recent war with Aretas and 
the Nabataeans.  I  am given to  understand that  only the threat  of  the employment of  the 
legions in Antioch was sufficient to stay the hands of these two men and their armies. Aretas 
conceded, and Herod now puts it abroad that he defeated him with his own arms.
    It is on this point that I bring to you the intelligence that Herod has stored away his 
weapons in one of his fortresses, against the next occasion when he has need to use them. I  
have heard on good authority that he has armaments for seventy thousand men stored away.
    In the time of Sejanus, it is said, that he entered into a compact with him to put an end to  
the divine Tiberius - and that he now conspires with Artabanus, the king of Parthia, against 
your own divine majesty.
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    These were matters that could not await my return, although I follow quickly.'
    Caligula leaned back into his throne, his eyes closed momentarily. A small smile played on 
his lips. He looked so at ease, that for a moment it seemed he was about to take a nap. Herod 
and Herodias waited silently until he returned to them. Suddenly, he leaned forward.
    "My Lord Herod, I have received most disturbing news and one that touches on your 
presence here."
    "In what way can I reassure your majesty?"
    Herod looked wary. Gaius leaned further forward.
    "You can reassure me that the intelligence I have received is inaccurate. Declare to me now 
that you do not have weapons enough to arm seventy thousand men, stored away in one of 
your fortresses - and perhaps, you can reassure me that you have no intention to draw on 
them to help Parthia to war with my legions in the east!"
    Herod gaped. Herodias waved aside the sweetmeats. Herod stammered.
    "As to the weapons, divine Caesar. I have always had them stored away against the time 
when  the  Nabataeans  strike  against  our  borders  and  attempt  to  sever  the  military  road 
between Egypt and Damascus. These are weapons always for the cause of Caesar - not for my 
own ends. It's common knowledge that they exist. As for Artabanus, I can assure you that I 
have had no dealings with him."
    Caligula stared into his eyes, the facade of courtesy was gone. Herod held his eyes.
    "My Lord Herod, I would like to believe you, but I am not able to do so!
    To hold in reserve weapons enough to furnish a substantial  army - and by your own 
admission - on a permanent basis.
    To be the subject of rumours that you conspired with the traitor Sejanus in an attempt to  
overthrow  the  divine  Tiberius  -  and  now,  that  you  are  conspiring  with  the  king  of  the 
Parthians, to wage war against me in the east, is something I cannot countenance.
    I cannot take a risk on your protestations of innocence, and I am compelled to adopt other 
measures to protect the empire. The first measure is that I take from you the Tetrarchy of 
Galilee. It will be given to another whose loyalty I can fully trust. You may take comfort in 
the fact that it will be to your kinsman Agrippa!
    Further more, you are stripped of all your estates and wealth - which will be given into his  
charge!"
    He turned abruptly to Herodias.
    "It is my understanding that Agrippa is your brother, my lady. For this reason, I offer you 
your estates and wealth, for your brother's sake."
    Herodias had been almost pushed back in her seat by the thrust of events. She straightened 
up and glanced at the stricken Herod, who hadn't uttered a word.
    "I thank the divine Caesar, for the magnificent gift he has offered me, it compliments his 
majesty. However, the affection I have for my husband prevents me from accepting your gift. 
I have lived together with him for many years in prosperity, it would hardly be proper that I 
should abandon him in his misfortunes!"
    Caesar's face hardened.
    "Very well!  Your portion  shall  then  be given to  your  brother!  I  send you both  into  
permanent banishment. You will find a place in Gaul where you will spend the rest of your 
days. You will never return to Palestine, nor will you return to Rome! You may now go!"
    In the face of such a dismissal, there could be no argument. The couple rose, inclined their  
heads and followed the chamberlain out of the reception chamber. Herod wondered how his 
legs could still carry him, they felt ready to collapse under him. Herodias maintained a far 
more regal air, her head held high, hers was a regal progress.
    The question was, in the immediate sense, a progress to where? They emerged through the 
entrance they had so recently entered in such high expectation. On the surface, nothing had 
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changed. A litter was at their disposal which they entered without a word. Another official 
walked with the bearers. They were the same stalwarts who had carried them from the ship, 
but this time, Herodias found nothing to excite her attention. Her mind was racing with the 
turn of events. She glanced for the first time at her husband, he was grey and silent. No plan  
of action would be forthcoming from him, it was left to her to try to rescue something from 
the disaster that had overcome them.
    They were borne only a short distance. The official stood silently as they dismounted. They 
stood before a wing of a lesser palace, standing some way apart the magnificence they had 
recently left. In comparison, it was a mean place. The thought crossed Herodias mind, as she 
mounted the steps to the entrance, that this was a common route taken by those who faced 
banishment  on  Caesar's  command.  There  would  have  been  no  time  to  make  particular 
arrangements for Herod and herself.
They entered premises that were drab and dreary. The place had a slightly stale odour about 
it, at which her nose wrinkled. They were shown a reception room that smelled of decaying 
mushrooms. For the first time, the official spoke.
    "By command of the divine Caesar, you are to be accommodated here until arrangements 
are made to escort you to your future place of residence. It is Caesar's further command, that 
you are to be given the services of two each of your retainers, who are even now receiving 
instructions to pack clothing and toiletry items. They will be conveyed here in due course. 
Herodias found her voice.
    "We thank they divine Caesar for his benevolence."
    She managed to keep a note of contemptuous derision out of her voice - but only just. The 
official bowed and departed, and they were left alone in the sour-smelling room. Herodias 
rose.
    "I declare I shall choke if I can't find fresh air!"
    She walked to the window and tried to force it open. It was jammed shut.
    "At least, in Galilee, we saw to it that our buildings were maintained in good order!"
    She turned back to her grey, withdrawn husband. He still looked as if he was about to 
collapse.
    "Have you nothing to say, my lord!?"
    From somewhere deep down, his voice emerged.
    "In the space of one hour, we have been deprived of everything - everything!"
    There was a touch of the old fire, he glared at her.
    "At your insistence, dear wife, we left the security of Galilee and confronted the madman 
who graces the imperial throne - and we have lost everything!!"
    She snarled back at him.
    "Now, you have the effrontery to blame me! I didn't lack the sense to keep my weapons of 
war hidden - nor did I entertain the embassies of questionable allies!"
Herod waved his hand to silence her.
    "Agrippa has won! He's gained everything at our expense."
    Herodias glared out of the grimy window.
    "I hate him with an intensity that should blast him to Sheol and back! I hate him from the 
moment of his ill-conception, to the moment he draws his last breathe. I condemn him to 
every hell known to man, for all eternity. May he suffer the torment of worms in this life, and 
may he carry them into the grave and beyond!"
    Herod suppressed a shudder.
    "Enough!! You bring the wrath of the One God on your head."
    Her shoulders slumped a little.
    "Perhaps it has already descended, husband."
    There was silence for a moment, then she went on.
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    "Have you given any thought to what can be done?"
    He eyed her warily.
    "What can be done? Caesar is all-powerful - we cannot fight Caesar!"
    "I thought if we could make a dash for the ship and sail back to Judaea."
    "How far do you suppose we would get? We are watched, Herodias. Even if we were to 
evade the watchers and get to the ship, what then? They would block the entrance to the port - 
or even if we were to escape to sea, how long, do you think, before some of those sleek 
biremes would catch us, and force us back. Caesar would then have every reason to order our 
deaths. We have no allies, none who could lift a finger to help us. My alliances have always 
been to the east, not here, in Rome."
    She exclaimed bitterly.
    "With Artabanus of Parthia, perhaps?"
    He eyed her militantly.   
    "Perhaps!"
    Herodias' fury rose to new heights.
    "We are at the mercy of that mad stripling who calls himself master of the world. A man, 
who, so rumour says, killed Tiberius and his grandson to ensure his own power."
    "Beware, Herodias - death has followed such reckless statements - even to think them 
invites death. We are at Caesar's mercy - who knows how many ears he has listening!?"
    Herodias mastered herself. She said softly.
    "Perhaps I don't care, Antipas - perhaps what we face for the remainder of our days makes  
even death seem attractive."
    There was another long silence. Herod broke it.
    "Tell me, dear wife, why did you throw Caesar's gift back in his face."
    She responded stiffly.
    "I gave my reasons."
    "I heard them and I was gratified by the sentiments."
    "There was another reason. What Caligula wanted to give me was my own before he stole  
it. I will not accept my own property from a thief, nor will I because of the favour he owes to  
my dear brother Agrippa.
    He allowed me to keep what was mine, because I was the sister of his amici. I will owe  
nothing to the benevolence of my hated brother. Rather, I threw the so-called gift back into 
Caesar's sneering face!"
    Herod murmured.
    "I understand, dear heart - but it might have added considerably to our future comfort!"
    They were interrupted by the arrival of four of their servants. Two attendants for each of  
them. The shock on their faces at the turn in their master and mistresses fortunes, was very 
evident. The servants were accompanied by a variety of boxes containing the personal items 
promised to them. Herodias eyed the contents critically.
    "So much for the benevolence of the divine Caesar!"
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19

    Apolonius  bade  farewell  to  Pablos,  it  still  troubled  him that  the  man  refused  to  be 
recompensed. If the goatherd had been alone, he might have prevailed to leave him, at the 
very least, some small coins. Iago had established his high standards, and it was more than 
probable that Pablos was expected to go along with them.
    The goatherd squinted and bared his broken-down teeth in a grinning grimace. He looked 
uncomfortable being on the receiving end of words of thanks. Iago watched them both, and 
once more, Aquila wondered if he could really trust the man. When it came to it, he had little 
choice, and even less options. His pursuers were so close he could almost feel their breath on 
his neck.
    One thing still puzzled him, according to the account the holy man had given, Aquila had 
asked for him. It made no sense, but his ravings had been sufficient for Pablos to leave him 
alone in the hut to go down into the valley to find Iago and return with him.
    They were walking in silence,  with long loping strides.  The horse followed, nudging 
Aquila on the shoulder, perhaps encouraging him to mount and ride - but that was something 
he wasn't inclined to do - and walking was something he would have to grow used to if Iago's 
crazy  plan  came  to  fruition.  Nothing  had  been  said  about  whether  the  Gauls  would  be 
agreeable - unless Iago had them under his thumb in much the same way as he had Pablos. 
The intensity of the religious discipline and obligation troubled him, it was almost a variety 
of slavery.
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    He eyed Iago's lean face, this was a man accustomed to silence. Aquila's military eye 
noticed other things. Iago avoided the hill crests where they would stand out like silhouettes 
against the skyline. He was listening, as if to pick up the first signs of pursuit - that would 
explain the silence. After a while, he seemed to relax, glancing sideways and catching Aquila 
watching him. The smile returned.
    "So, Aquila, what do you make of me?"
    "You are hard to read, Iago."
    "In what way - I am an open book!"
    Aquila hesitated, and the plunged in headfirst.
    "You are the strangest holy man I have ever met!"
    The smile turned into a soft chuckle.
    "Much would depend on your definition of a holy man - how do you see the breed?"
    "Indolent, flowing robes, greedy for donations, eager for recognition, involved in elaborate 
rituals, which I suspect mean little to them and are a mystery to all others. How is that for a  
start?"
    "I must be a serious disappointment to you - look at my flowing robes - look at my lazy 
way of life. I care little for donations - unless they are given to help the poor. I wish for only 
one to recognize me,  and that  is  my Master,  Jesus Christ  -  for if  He should ever  fail  to 
recognize me, I would be facing the greatest of all disasters. As for rituals - perhaps you 
would consider prayer a ritual, although being a soldier, you may well have been in the heat 
of battle and have cried out to your god to help you - do you consider that to be a ritual?"
    He paused, but Aquila made no answer.
    "We have another set of observances, but they are not rituals, except in the eyes of those 
who do not understand. You will remember when first we met? You were told to leave, for we 
were to share in a holy moment, and you were not one of us. In that moment, we shared a 
sacred, spiritual communion with our Master, the Lord Jesus - and that can only be shared by 
His own."
    Aquila was still silent - then:
    "Before you were a holy man - what were you?"
    The smile returned.
    "I was a fisherman - on the Sea of Galilee - do you know it? A beautiful place and my 
home."
    For a moment, there was an intensity of longing in his voice. He continued:
    "I was called from that living and told to be a fisherman of men and not of fish. The one 
who called me was Jesus, the Son of the One God!"
    Aquila jerked a sharp glance at him.
    "Are you telling me that a god came down to earth and called you to follow him?"
    Iago nodded.
    "In a sense, that is correct - but he was no shining being - he was a man, born of woman,  
but begotten by the One God. He was born into a family - just like ourselves - it so happened 
that he was born into my family - I was his cousin, our mothers are sisters!"
    "So, you followed him because he was your cousin."
    Iago shook his head firmly.
    "I followed him because he was the Son of the Living God, and he commissioned me to be 
a fisher of men!"
    Aquila was getting out of his depth, he changed the subject.
    "Were you ever other than a fisherman?"
    Iago's smile increased a little.
    "In my youth, I was a fighter against Rome!"
    Aquila almost stopped. Iago faced him.
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    "I tell you this because of what you now are, not because of what you were once. I was  
very young, idealistic. I was one of those who followed Judas the Galilean, some twenty 
years ago - and you will remember what became of him and most of his followers. I was 
fortunate in some ways, for I escaped, carrying my young son with me back to Capernaum - 
but I lost my wife, she was taken to slavery on the island of Sardinia. I had hoped to find her,  
but I wasn't able to do so."
    It was quietly said. Aquila could see the pain, he tried to tread carefully.
    "The slave camps were cleared many years ago. There were only a few older ones left -  
they were dispersed among other households. It would be impossible to find one woman."
    Iago nodded gravely.
    "But, with God, many impossible things become possible, Aquila."
    They resumed walking, once more in silence. They were now in a broader valley. Having 
left the spur that led higher into the mountains and the hut of Pablos. A small stream was 
broadening, still rushing from a multitude of sources in the higher, snow-covered mountains 
behind them. Eventually, he supposed, it would join the Ebro in the main valley. Iago picked 
up  the  pace  once  more,  perhaps  they  had  been  delayed  too  much  by  the  exchange  of 
confidences.
    It was some hours before they came to where the valley broadened out between low foot 
hills. They were still descending, so it was possible to see the broad flow of the Ebro in the  
distance. Iago stopped.
    "We must be cautious, your pursuers might be in the town."
    Aquila nodded grimly, it made sense. Iago continued.
    "It happens that the camp of the Gauls is on the far side of the town, across the river. I will  
go to them, for I can move freely, whereas, you and your horse will tend to be conspicuous."
    Once again, there was a flash of a smile.
    "Wait here for me - if all goes well, I shall return with good news."
    Aquila watched the tall, angular figure continue down to path ahead. If all did not go well - 
for whatever reason, he wouldn't see him again. Aquila considered the prospect, thus far, he 
had managed to keep ahead of those who desired his life. He had done so alone, and Iago was 
only a recent introduction into his existence. If necessary, he would continue alone - he would 
even do so if Iago returned with terms he found unsuitable. The Gauls were an unknown 
factor - even a complication - and there was no guarantee of their good intentions. From all 
accounts, their hatred of the Romans hadn't abated in the slightest since the Divine Julius had 
conquered them a century earlier. Many had adopted the Roman ways, and were under the 
Roman law, but in their hearts, there still smouldered the desire for freedom from the Roman 
yoke. In this, they were hardly alone - all the conquered races of the empire shared the same 
sentiments to a greater or lesser degree.
    Aquila was conscious of being easily observable, as he watched Iago's figure turn out of  
sight round a bend in the path. To one side was a small copse of trees, and good grazing for 
his horse. He merged into it, watching the path in both directions. There was no traffic in the 
hours he waited. The sun was almost gone by the time Iago returned. Aquila had been on the 
point of accepting that he had been abandoned. When he was sure that it was Iago, and that 
he wasn't being followed, he gave a low whistle. The holy man turned from the path and 
joined him.
    "The horse-traders are interested in you - and your horse."
    "I thought you were in trouble, I was about to walk my horse around the town and head to  
the west."
    "These negotiations take time - even between a holy man and his flock!"
    "So, they are your flock?"
    "Some of them - others are undecided, their gods have a strong pull upon them."
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    Aquila was silent for a moment.
    "They dislike the idea of helping a Roman - we are their hated enemies!"
    "That may be so, but I have explained that you are fleeing from the Roman law - although I 
haven't told them the reason. I have explained that you wish to accompany them into Gaul 
when they've finished their business in Hispania. I have told them the reason, and the idea of 
turning a Roman fugitive into Gaulish horse-trader appeals to their sense of humour."
    Aquila digested it.
    "You mentioned - they were interested in my horse."
    "Purely from the point of view of those interested in the finer points of horseflesh."
    "Is there any guarantee that they won't slit my throat and steal him!?"
    Iago's voice was grave.
    "Not while I walk with you - but much will depend on the relationship you cultivate with  
them. Earn their trust and respect, and in turn, they will deal with you honourably."
    Aquila weighed it. Iago interrupted the silence.
    "The decision is yours, Aquila. I should add that my people tell me that three riders passed 
through the town two days ago. They asked for a tall mounted man. In all honesty, they were 
told that you had not passed this way. I do not have to tell you that your pursuers are now 
ahead of you - also, they must return when they don't find you - or they will risk crossing into 
Gaul if they believe that you've gone that way. To the west there is a road heading northward, 
branching from this one. The Gauls tend not to use it and use their own paths when they 
return home."
    Aquila came to a swift decision.
    "Thank you, Iago - I will meet your Gaulish friends."
    In the gathering darkness, he saw him nod.
    "First, I bring you bread and cheese. We must be quiet when we skirt the town - we can't  
have your belly rumbling!"
    There was another soft laugh. Aquila was ravenous, he accepted the coarse bread and ripe 
goat-cheese and quelled his hunger. There was also a flagon of rough wine - peasant fare, but 
it was a diet he was well used to. Iago waited patiently, he ate nothing. Only after he had 
consumed it, did Aquila wonder whether he had devoured Iago's portion as well as his own.
    The holy man led the way down the path towards the town, but before they came clear of 
the trees in the side valley, he turned aside and led the way through the fringe of trees that  
bordered the town on that side, right down to the river's edge. The flow was quite swift, being 
fed from the melting snows issuing from the mountains he had crossed earlier and where he 
had nearly lost his life. Iago walked into the water without hesitation, and was soon up to his 
knees. Aquila led the horse forward, the animal didn't like it, and snorted in fear, fortunately, 
the noise was deadened by the rush of the waters.
    He whispered into the animal's ear, encouraging it down into the flow. Iago was by now 
immersed up to his thighs, and Aquila considered the very real prospect that he might be 
required to swim himself and the horse for the remainder of the crossing.
    Of necessity, he took his time - and he didn't need to resort to swimming. Iago was waiting 
from him when he reached the further bank.
    "It's now only a short distance to the encampment - we no longer need to be so cautious, 
we have been observed approaching."
    Aquila sensed the presence of silent watchers hidden within the undergrowth to each side 
of them - and then to their rear. Iago murmured.
    "Our friends are cautious people, it takes a great deal of time to win their trust."
    Aquila's answer was equally soft.
    "And, have you won their trust?"
    "If I had not, we would both be dead by now!"
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    They moved forward slowly, until they emerged from the edge of the trees to be confronted 
by an encampment. Aquila could smell horses, and the sundry other odours that announced a 
substantial number of men. A tall, bulky man confronted them, his arms folded across his 
chest, but his hand was within swift retrieval of a sword he had girded around his waist.
    Iago raised his hand, palm outward, in greeting.
    "Peace be unto you, Branaeche!"
    The response was guttural.
    "And to you, holy man."
    They moved forward.
    "This is my friend."
    The answer was uncompromising.
    "The Roman!"
    Iago inclined his head, and agreed.
    "The Roman!"
    He went on.
    "He is in trouble with his own people, as I told you - he has need of your help."
    Branaeche eyed him from top to toe.
    "He looks like a soldier."
    The phrasing was laboured, they were speaking in Hispanic. Iago nodded.
    "He was a soldier - he is in trouble with his own people."
    "He is a deserter?"
    Aquila spoke for the first time.
    "I am - because there are those who wish to kill me."
    Branaeche bared his teeth in a slight smile.
    "Most people would like to kill Roman soldiers!"
    Aquila's  horse intervened,  stepping into the circle  of light  and nudging his  shoulder. 
Branaeche eyed him speculatively.
    "A fine animal, you look after him well."
    It was a compliment. Aquila said softly.
    "I will die to keep him!"
    Branaeche stared and then nodded slowly.
    "I believe you - come Roman, we have work to do to make you into a filthy Gaul!!"
    The followed the gigantic Gaulish chieftain deeper into the camp. Groups of men stood 
idly around, positioned for any sign of trouble. There wasn't a wealth of welcome in their  
expressions. Branaeche turned abruptly.
    "You won't be needing your horse tonight, Roman - you may safely leave him with ours -  
no one will steal him!"
    Aquila stared into the slightly mocking eyes and nodded agreement. He had no choice if he 
was to be accepted by these people. Branaeche lifted a rough bough and opened the way into 
a  rudimentary corral.  Aquila  slapped his mount on the rump and urged him to enter.  He 
vanished into the gloom, leaving his master to consider that he might never see him again if  
Branaeche broke his word.
    The chieftain was already striding further into the encampment. Iago had remained silent  
up to this time.
    "Now, I will leave you here, Aquila - Branaeche has accepted you - but do as he says - he is 
the chief here and his word is law. We will meet once more along the road to the west - and  
then, I hope I will not recognize you!"
    He faded away into the darkness, after a farewell wave to Branaeche. Aquila silently 
entered  a  rough  shelter  made  from  cured  animal  hides  stretched  over  boughs.  A fire 
smouldered in the centre of the floor, upon it was set an iron cauldron which steamed. The 
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smell wasn't appetizing. One of the Gaulish women stood on the far side of it. Branaeche 
watched his reaction for a moment.
    "Not as comfortable as your encampments, Roman! We are travellers, we take our families 
with us - sometimes. This time, we have - but if we go to war, we leave them behind."
    "We do the same, Branaeche - I think you should know my name, I am…."
    He was cut off short.
    "You are Eoin from this time on - I don't want to know who you were!  Now, we will make 
you into Eoin, the Gaul! Take off your tunic!"
    Aquila hesitated, eyeing the woman. Branaeche snorted in derision.
    "None of your Roman niceties here - Rhiannon has seen everything you're likely to show! 
Unless we have a bigger work to do to make you into a Gaul!"
    The new Eoin pulled his tunic over his head and dropped it to the floor.
    "Now, sit on the ground."
    He did as he was told. Rhiannon hadn't uttered a word up to this point. He considered the 
fact that she probably didn't understand Hispanic all that well. She stepped forward with a 
small pottery bowl and dipped it within the cauldron, and then, before he could react, she 
poured it over his bared head. He nearly shouted in pain, it was extremely hot. Branaeche 
bared his teeth in a grin and said nothing. Rhiannon repeated the procedure, and before each 
application, pushed his hair in every direction. She then picked up his tunic and wrapped it 
around  his  head.  He sat  freezing  in  the  cold  air,  as  the  liquid  dried  on  him.  Branaeche 
watched him silently.
    "You'd better get used to it, Eoin - when your hair grows, we will need to do it again. From 
this time on you are dumb! Since you don't know our melodious language, you will neither 
understand or speak until you do. When we come across Roman speakers, be careful not to 
react or answer. Watch where you are when you speak or answer in Hispanic. I give you 
Rhiannon to teach you - and keep you out of trouble!"
    He bared his yellow teeth and roared with laughter at some obscure joke. He turned on his 
heal and made his exit from the tent, leaving the new Eoin soaked to the toes and shivering.
    He remained in increasing discomfort until she came back. It was hard to judge for how 
long. It seemed an eternity. When she did, she came quietly and said nothing. She began to 
unwrap his sodden tunic from his head. He tried conversation.
    "Thank you."
    There was no response. He tried to get a good look at her. In the first moments, when he 
had entered the tent, he hadn't really absorbed what she looked like. Afterwards, his eyes had 
been shut tight closed to avoid getting the concoction she had poured over him, getting into 
them. It was only when she was finally satisfied that her handwork was satisfactory, that she 
stood in front of him and surveyed him squatting there.
    He was surprised to find that she was quite young, and that there was also a hint of humour 
in her grey eyes. She had a mop of unruly blond hair, and was almost as tall as himself - and 
substantially built - certainly not one of those willowy Roman maidens. He had a fleeting 
thought of Rebecca. It faded quickly when she reprimanded him in tortured Hispanic.
    "Branaeche told you not to speak - you are dumb Eoin!"
    He stared at her.
    "That being the case, how will you teach me to speak your Gaulish tongue?"
    "Stand up, I haven't finished with you yet!"
    He got to his feet and shivered.
    "You Romans are not very tough!"
    "Didn't you know - I'm a new Gaul and I have to learn to be tough!?"
    Her face split into a broad smile. She eyed him up and down.
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    "You'll make a good Gaulish man. Now, I'd better find you something to wear before you  
shake apart!"
    She darted out through the tent-flap and left him standing self-conscious and thoughtful.  
He had no idea what she had done to him, or how he looked.    

20

     The ship bearing Joseph made good time, the wind blowing strongly and consistently from 
the east,  and the weather  remaining benevolent.  Joseph was sure it  was a sign of divine 
approval for the purpose of his journey, to rescue Rebecca and her children from the clutches 
of the bestial Caligula - not to mention the inheritance which was theirs by right, from their 
presumed dead husband and father, Lucian.
    Joseph had debated where to land, although he had already informed Demetrius of his 
intentions.  The  options  were  limited.  He  could  either  sail  openly  into  Ostia,  and  have 
immediate access to Rome, or he could land south or north of the city and risk a land journey 
which would delay him, and perhaps, entail additional dangers if Caesar was informed and 
regarded his unannounced presence as some sort of threat.
    In Ostia, he could count upon the services and support of Demetrius and Linus. Much 
would depend on the prevailing situation in which they were to be found. Joseph was out of  
touch, he had only the vaguest of ideas of the political or social situation in which the citizens 
of Rome were embroiled.
    In the end, he elected to sail quietly into Ostia, as if the ship was yet another cargo-bearer 
from the east - which, indeed, it was. He kept below decks as the vessel eased to a vacant  
berth at the warehouse where Demetrius was to be found. He didn’t disembark immediately, 
preferring to allow his captain to make his first contacts with Demetrius’ clerks, but ensuring 
that the ship’s papers carried a sealed message for him. He hoped the delay would turn aside 
the immediate interest of the newly arrived ship to any watchers - they would be used to a 
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regular ships traffic in and out of the warehouse, and he hoped they would soon divert their 
interest elsewhere.
    Jonas  nearly  spoiled  the  plan,  his  small  amount  of  baggage  ready  for  immediate 
disembarkation. Joseph caught him just in time to prevent his emergence on to the deck.
    “Where do you think you’re going, Jonas!?”
    Joseph’s tension was such that his voice almost crackled. Jonas’ smile of anticipation 
faded. He swallowed.
    “I thought to disembark, Lord Joseph - “
    “Then, you thought wrongly, Jonas - we stay on the ship until I think it wise to leave her - 
understood!?”
    Jonas nodded. Joseph softened the answer a little.
    “The warehouse and the port is constantly watched by Caesar’s agents - they would be 
very interested in two of the crew who leave this ship before her cargo is unloaded - or before 
the captain allows his men to go to the taverns.”
    The wait was almost intolerable, but he restrained his impatience. His captain knew what 
he was doing - showing no undue hast to present himself to Demetrius. He did what all good 
captains should and ensured the steady and speedy off-loading of the cargo, before he almost 
casually left the ship to walk across to the open doors of the warehouse, there to present 
himself to its manager.
    Demetrius was almost as impatient as Joseph, after the customary greetings, he asked 
abruptly.
    “My Lord Joseph is with you!?”
    The captain nodded.
    “He is, Demetrius - he wait’s the appropriate time to come ashore. He wants to remain 
unobserved.”
    Demetrius grunted.
    “Fat chance he has of that, with Caligula’s spies at all points of the compass! He can’t hope 
to remain anonymous for very long, even if he gets ashore unobserved.”
    The captain grinned.
    “My Lord and his companion look like members of the crew. They can come ashore with 
the rest when they go to the taverns.”
    Demetrius eyed him suspiciously.
    “A companion you say - That I wasn’t told about!”
    “A young lad from Joseph’s household.”
    There was an implication in the captain’s voice. Demetrius glared at him.
    “An accompanying servant is to be expected for one of the Lord Joseph’s rank!”
    “Of course!”  
     Demetrius’ glare maintained its ferocity.
    “If they come ashore with the crew, it’ll do no good. Caligula’s spies will count the number 
of men entering from the wharf and leaving by the town door. Even they can subtract one 
from the other and know that two entered - and two remained.”
    The captain smiled easily.
    “Then, send two of your clerks with the rest - it’s simple!”
    Demetrius rage increased, this cock-sure mariner was rapidly getting under his skin. He 
suppressed his rage and managed a bleak smile.
    “I’m sure I can rely on you to inform the Lord Joseph.”
    The captain’s smile was equally humourless. From previous dealings, he had never liked 
the bombastic Greek.
    “The Lord Joseph has never had occasion to doubt my reliability!”
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    He turned on his heel and strode back to his ship. The unloading was going well, the crew 
eager for the delights to come. He reported to Joseph.
    “My Lord, the way is clear - when the crew goes ashore, you and the lad can go with them 
- Demetrius will take care of the rest.”
    He managed to make it sound that he HOPED Demetrius was competent to take care of 
what remained to be done. Joseph smiled quietly - he was well aware that Demetrius and 
most of the captains visiting his warehouse, had crossed swords at one time or the other.
    “Thank you, captain, I am indebted to you.”
    The captain bowed and made his exit, his job finished.
    Joseph turned to Jonas.
    “You see, Jonas - ways are laid open for us. Even In this city of evil,  our Heavenly Father  
takes care of our path. Rest assured, Demetrius will see to it that we are soon united with 
Rebecca and her children.”
    Within the hour the rest of the cargo was swung out over the wharf, from whence it was 
carried away within the dark cavern of the warehouse. The captain released his men, and the 
deck was momentarily awash with the crew, at this point, Joseph and Jonas slipped into their  
midst, and followed those ahead down the gang-plank to the shore, they were carried in an 
eager rush into the dark innards of the great building, where they separated from the crowd 
and watched as two of Demetrius’ men took their place.
    They carried no baggage, it had been off-loaded as part of the discharged cargo, and the 
first  thing  Jonas  was  eager  to  do,  was  to  be  reunited  with  his  precious  satchel,  which 
contained the  irreplaceable   parchments  inscribed with  the  stories  of  the  Master  and his 
followers.  Joseph smiled as he watched him snatch it  up. Demetrius joined them. Joseph 
turned to him.
    “I greet you and thank you, old friend - it’s been a long time since we were last together.”
    Demetrius bowed.
    “I greet you, also, my Lord - it has truly been a long and sorrowful time since we last 
clasped hands, and we have suffered grievous losses.”
    He glanced at Jonas. Joseph introduced him.
    “Jonas - this is Demetrius, our good friend - Demetrius, this is Jonas, who came to my 
household as a young boy, and who has now learned his trade under my task-master, Sophas - 
and who has many great gifts locked within him to be revealed in due time.
    He  knows  and loves  my sister,  Rebecca,  and has  chosen to  come  with  me  on  this 
dangerous journey, rather than go in safety to our friend Bezar in Babylon.”
    Demetrius  eyed the  young  man,  who returned his  gaze  without  blinking.  He was  a 
handsome lad, but the captain’s implications were without foundation.
    “I greet you, Jonas - my Lord Joseph’s report is glowing - “
    Jonas blushed.
    “I have tried - “
    Demetrius eyed the satchel.
    “A treasure!?”
    Jonas nodded and his blush deepened. Joseph rescued him.
    “A treasure I asked him to bring along, so that he can share it with Linus and his followers 
- and, of course, Rebecca!”
    Demetrius nodded - something to do with their strange One-God - and not something for  
him to delve into. He turned back to Joseph.
    “I‘ve sent one of my men for Linus - he has to be careful, he and his followers are under 
increasing suspicion.”
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    Joseph’s heart sank - the increasing suspicion would include Rebecca - and might provide 
yet another excuse for the far from divine Caesar to exert his power - not that he needed 
excuses any more, from all accounts. 

21
Agrippa returns to Caligula
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22

In the camp at Mediolanum, surprises there certainly were - but they had little to do with 
Tertulla, the grandmother of Vespasianus - unless she was possessed of remarkable powers of 
stirring Caesar away from his life of luxurious abandon, for the rigors of a campaign!
It had privately been considered among the upper echelons of the army, that it was well past 
the time when the new Caesar was supposed to prove himself a worthy successor to those 
who had gone before. The time-honoured way of doing to, was to go off to the wars, cover 
himself in glory, and return home to a lavish triumph where he could prove his inestimable 
worth  to  the  populace  of  Rome,  who  could  be  relied  upon  to  scream  themselves  into 
hysterical approval, provided they were lavishly supplied with bread and circuses - and Gaius 
Caesar would undoubtedly ensure that would be the case.
Caligula had shown no inclination to do so. He had earned the approval of the populace by 
retrieving the ashes of his mother and brother from distant islands - but not too distant. There 
had been the expected approbation and applause. He had made one or two feints at attending 
to small matters closer at hand - and these had been blown up out of all proportion to earn the 
victor applause - but a full-blooded campaign was another thing. Campaigns cost a great deal 
of  money,  and this  was a  commodity in  extremely short  supply in  the household  of  the 
lavishly entertaining Gaius.
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It was well known that the fortunes left to him by Augustus and Tiberius had been squandered 
-  there was nothing left.  The treasury had been pillaged -  Rome had been bled dry.  The 
representatives of ancient gens were publicly humiliated before the Senate, found guilty on 
trumped up charges, resulting in their estates being forfeit to the state - but this was hardly 
enough to support Gaius Caesar in the style he had grown used to expect.
The concept of a campaign came completely out of the blue. The story circulating in the 
camp was to the effect that Caesar had decided on a sudden impulse, having gone to Mevania 
to visit the river Clitumnus and its grove.
He had been reminded of the necessity of recruiting his body-guard of Batavians and was 
seized with the idea of an expedition to Germania. He had hurriedly returned to Rome, and 
without any delay started to assemble legions and auxiliaries from all quarters. He instructed 
the holding of levies everywhere with the utmost strictness, and started collecting provisions 
of every kind on an unheard of scale.
Marcellus and his century found themselves inducting unwilling recruits into the ranks of the 
auxiliaries  on  the  point  of  the  sword.  Each  day  produced  fewer  pickings,  as  potential 
inductees made them scarce on hastily arranged journeys - or found a secure hiding place to 
wait out the storm.
The Tribune of the Legions grew more and more hostile, as the pickings grew less and less - 
no  doubt,  considering  the  safety  of  his  own  neck,  if  Caesar  should  declare  himself 
unsatisfied. Marcellus and his fellow centurions found themselves the recipients of a rising 
storm of invective, where everything concerning their  competence and their ancestry was 
called into daily question. It was almost a relief when it was announced that Caesar was no 
more than a day's ride distant from Mediolanum.
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